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NEW CLIMBS SECTION
OUTER ISLES
LEWIS SEA CLIFFS, The Veinous Wall:
The route Veinous Trap (HVS Sa) is noted in the 1998SMCJ as being located 500m
to the NE of the Painted Geo at NB 0102 3341 and being well seen from the top of
the Painted Wall. It is located on a small cliff with a distincti ve diagonal pink quartz
vein on it and having one route on it. The Veinous Wall seems a suitable name.To
the right of The Veinous Wall is an easy-angled black slab rising out of the sea,
steepening slightly towards its top and forming a prominent corner with the
Veinous Wall. Approached via the right side where an easy descent leads down a
ramp southwards, then back beneath the upper slabby black wall which caps the
lower slab.

Seething - 20m V. Diff. *. R. and C. Anderson. 10th July, 2000 .
Some Srn right of the slimy wet corner at the left end of the slab is a shallow corner/
groove leading around the right side of a blocky feature, then go direct to a large
block feature on the top.

Tempest - l8m V. Diff.lSevere *. R. and C. Anderson. 10th July, 2000.
Just right of Seething and slightly higher up the access ramp is an obvious groove.
Climb this to the top, passing two horizontal breaks on the final short head wall.
Painted Geo, Painted Wall Lower Left-hand (The Friendly Wall) (G.P.S. NB
0060333349):
This south-facing wall lies to the left of the main Painted Wall at a lower level.
Access is by walking across the top of the Painted Wall and scrambling down to the
neck, then up the other side and down slabs to the top of the wall. There is an obvious
depression/step towards the centre of the clifftop separating the wall into two
distinct parts, a seaward wall affected by the tide and a more sheltered landward
wall not affected by the tide. There are two existing routes on the Seaward Wall
(SMCJ 1998) Swell Time (El 5b) and Isle Be Back (El 5b) and three on the
Landward Wall: Crimp Cocktail (E2 5c), Callum 's Grasp (HVS Sa) and Named by
Proxy (HVS 5b). This is also the wall that The Seventh Wave (SMCJ 1997)
traverses in two pitches (HVS Sa Sa). There are a number of lines and although they
do suffer from being close to each other, the climbing is good. The easiest way to
the base of the wall is to abseil in .
The Landward Wall:

A Stretch in Time - 20m E2/3 5c **. R. and C. Anderson. 3rd July, 2000.
The crackline between Callums Grasp and Named by Proxy . It is assumed that the
latter route climbs to beneath the left side of the small roof nearly halfway up the
crag, then moves up right to it and around its right side to climb the crackline above.
Start as for this route beneath the small roof, then climb the left-slanting crackJine
through the left side of the roof (the most obvious feature from the opposite side of
the Geo). At the junction with Call urns Grasp Gust before the route/crackline joins
Crimp Cocktail at the overhang), climb the crackline to the left of that route 's
flakeline which is immediately right of the edge.
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Fangs For the Memory - 20m VS 4c ** . R. and C. Anderson. 2nd July, 2000.
The crackline which runs up the wall to pass the right side of the small roof,
immediately right of Named By Proxy but independent from it, just! Climb up on
to two upward pointing fangs of rock at the base of the crack, pull over a minute
overlap and continue up the crack to finish directly just left of a series of shallow
left-facing grooves.
Torn Away - 20m El Sb **. R. and C. Anderson. 2nd July, 2000.
The obvious left-facing corner/grooveline in the centre of the wall , starting a short
way above where the ramp at the base of the wall rises up rightwards. Climb a
crackline to the base of the corner, step left, make a stretchy move up and go back
right to finish up the corner.
High Fidelity - 20m E2 Sb **. R. and C. Anderson. 2nd July, 2000.
The crackline immediately right of City Sprinter. Move up the ramp to the base of
the crackline and climb this up a shallow left-facing groove, stepping right on to the
edge and continuing above by a crack and stepping left to go over the capping roof
by a thin crack.
The ramp beneath the wall now levels out after the step and there are another three
routes off the flat ledge here. As with the other routes, all are a bit close together
but the climbing is good and the aspect is sunny and friendly, although arranging
the gear can be a bit more awkward than the actual climbing.

Northern Rock - ISm E2 Sb *. R. and C. Anderson. 8th July, 2000.
The leftmost line starting from the left end of the ledge. Climb the line immediately
to the right of High Fidelity. A flat-topped hold close to the edge provides a spike
runner. Gain the slanting ramp above, then climb the crack and wall just to its right,
left of a short corner.
Friends Provident - ISm E3 Sc **. R. and C. Anderson. 8th July, 2000.
The central line. Climb thin cracks, step up right to the left end of a tiny overlap and
gain the sloping ramp. Step up right, then climb the wall and cracks just right of a
short corner.
Standard Life - ISm E2 Sb *. R. and C. Anderson. 8th July, 2000.
The rightmost line, just before the edge where the ledge steps down . A groove
leading into a short flared chimney bounds the line to the right Just right of this is
the easy angled right edge of the crag which looks about Diff.N . Diff. Climb thin
cracks up and right towards the edge overlooking the groove, then pull back left and
gain the top of the sloping ramp. Finish up slabby rock.

Painted Wall, The Black Wall:
This is the tar black north-facing wall that drops into the sea at the entrance into the
geo, well viewed from the seaward end of the top of the Painted Wall. The wall is
split into two sections by a crack/chimney-fault. The smaller left-hand section lies
below the scrambly descent down the grassy gully used to access the Painted Wall
on foot and above the tidal narrows where there is a large ledge below a triangular
wall left of the fault. The bigger right-hand section, right of the fault contains the
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route Blackfoot and drops directly into the sea, although at low tide a ledge below
B lackfoot can sometimes be free of water. The routes can be affected by salt spray
when they become greasy and harder. When dry the rock is excellent and tacky.
The crack/chimney-fault spli tting the two sections has been cl imbed (SM Cl 1998)
Rub Down (V. Diff.), with Bristles Arete (Diff.) to its left and Stripper (S) climbing
up it and out right. Two routes lie on the wall to the left of Rub Down . Either
scramble to the base of these, or abseil down the line of Rub Down.

Arrival- 30m VS 4c. R. and C. Anderson. 1st July, 2000.
This lies up the middle of the triangular mass of rock, just right of a rounded
boulder in a pool on the ledge. Climb steeply up a shallow groovelflange to flaky
holds' ledges, then gain a thin crack and climb this and the shallow groove to its
right to a wider short crack leading to easy ground.
Rust In Time - 30m HS 4b *. R. and C. Anderson. 1st July, 2000.
Just right of Arrival are some shallow grooves, then a rusty coloured wall above
the highest part of the ledge formed by a pointed 'boulder' feature. Start on top of
this feature, climb to a spike and continue straight up good rock to easier ground
leading to the top .
The following routes start from a belay at the foot of the crack/fault of Rub Down
and climb lines to its right, left of the obvious crack of Black Foot.

Black Rushin' - 40m El!2 5b *. R. and C. Anderson. 3rd July, 2000.
From a belay at the right end of the ledge below the fault, step down and move right
to a short flake crack. Climb this to a nest of holds and a spike runner, then gain
the ledge above. Climb the clean-cut groove just above and follow the obvious
continuation line up right, then back left to finish. A less bold variation for greasy
conditions steps left from the ledge and moves up to good holds to gain a flake
crack (assumed to be the line of Stripper) leading back rightwards to above the
clean-cut corner.
Black Rain - 40m E2 5b **. R. and C. Anderson. 3rd July, 2000.
The prominent right slanting groove line left of Black Foot. Start as for Black
Rushin ' and from the short flake crack, swing right into a groove and climb this
passing the right end of the ledge in the middle of that route. Continue up the
groove to finish up the easier quartzy crackline.
The next routes lie on the right side of the wall right of the crack of Black Foot and
are accessed by abseiling directly to a ledge at their foot. The first three routes share
the same obvious belay ledge below a big left-slanting pink quartz streak and wide
crack, well seen form the opposite side of the Geo and easily found from above
when viewed down the groove of Slim Chance.

Vein Hope - 40m E2 5c **. R. and C. Anderson. 6th July, 2000.
The wide crack and left-slanting quartz seam which runs into the centre of the wall.
Gain then climb the wide crack and continue up the left-slanting line to the top. The
wide section of the crack takes a Friend#6 but this is not essential.
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Feint Chance - 40m E2 5b **. R . and C. Anderson. 6th July, 2000.
Gain the recess beneath the wide crack on Vein Hope, then pull out right and move
up to ledges beside Jet Stream. Step left and climb the abseil corner/groove to the
top.
Long Shot - 40m El 5b **. R. and C. Anderson. 3rd July, 2000.
Move to the right end of the ledge, then up around the edge to climb the fine wall
just right of the quartz seam to ledges. Climb a short groove and pull out right on
to a shelf, then climb the crack through the wide groove above, moving left on to
a shelf and finishing on a higher shelf.
Wide-open - 40m El 5b. R. and C. Anderson. 6th July, 2000.
The obvious V -groove in the right side of the wall. Abseil along the top, then down
to good ledges in a recess beneath a wide crack below the groove. Step up left and
climb around into the groove and follow this past ledges, up a steeper section and
on up to easier ground leading to the top.

Aurora Geo, Cioch Wall:
Poultry in Motion - 20m E1I2 5b

**. M. Dale, M. Bock. 30th May, 2000.
Start at the bottom of Chicken Run and climb the slim ramp on the right. Continue
up the thin crack above and over a bulge to the top.

Magic Geo (NB 0015 3290):
The best and probably the safest way to access the majority of the routes here is to
walk south beyond the main West Face to a flat platform on the west-facing cliff
edge, directly opposite the platform beneath The Red Wall on the opposite side of
the Geo where the open sea is. This platform lies above a west-facing, slabby black
wall 'The Black Wall' right of the main West Face whose base is well above the
sea and from where an easy sloping ramp descends to the base ofthe Geo. An abseil
of 30m reaches the base of this wall. At the left-hand side of the wall is a corner
crack, then an arete to the left of which are two quartzy chimney cracks which from
the guide are possibly the chimney cracks of Solitary Chimneys although they look
harder than Diff and unappealing to descend. Left of these is another right-facing
right-angled corner crack, then a fine, narrow wall with a prominent, overhanging
left arete before the crag turns the edge to the main West Face.

Island Life - 25m VS 5a **. R. and C. Anderson. 12th July, 2000.
This takes the obvious right-angled corner crack to the right of the fine looking
overhanging arete at the right end of the main West Face. From the base of The
Black Wall scramble up leftwards and along the large, tapering shelf to belay at the
foot of the corner. Climb the corner.
Skua - 30m VS 4c. R. and C. Anderson. 11th July, 2000.
The right-facing corner-crack right ofIsland Life runs up the left side of the Black
Wall.

The Black Wall:
Pomarine - 30m E2 5b *. R. and C. Anderson. 10th July, 2000.
Start directly below the short exit corner in the centre of The Black Wall. Cl imb up
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left to the base of the corner of Skua, then move up and gain a break which slants
rightwards across the wall. Make a few moves along the break and stand on itto gain
holds and pull onto the slabby wall to gain the base of a short groove. Climb the
groove and continue to finish up the short exit corn.er.

Bonxie - 30m E3 Sc/6a **. R. and C. Anderson. 10th July, 2000.
Start towards the right side of The Black Wall, below a thin crackline just left of
a prominent shattered crackline at a water trough on the ledge. A steep start off
undercuts gains the thin crackline which is followed to a finish up the corner of
Pomarine.
Blackladder Crack- 30m E1I2 Sb *. R. and C. Anderson. 11th July, 2000.
The prominent shattered crackline running up the rightside of the main part of The
Black Wall , has an awkward start.
To the right of this area and coming out of the sea is an obvious edge to the left of
which is a north-facing mitre-shaped wall 'Mitre Wall', with three prominent
cracks running up it. The central crack is The Black Crack (Guide p81) and an abseil
down the open groove running left of and beneath this reaches ledges just above the
waterIine. It is relatively easy to traverse rightwards to these ledges after descending from the ledge at the base of The Black Wall.

Mitre Wall:
Last Orders - 40m HVS Sa *. R. and C. Anderson. 14th July, 2000.
The left-hand of the three cracks on the mitre-shaped Wall. Start from ledges at the
foot of a corner left of the main corner running hard up beneath the cracks. Climb
the corner and move up quartzy rock into the main corner and climb the cracks left
of the central Black Crack.
The Black Crack - 40m El Sa ** (1970s).
Start from small ledges just above the waterline at the foot of the wide groove at the
foot of the mitre-shaped wall. Climb the groove to the base of the main central
crack, then climb this to the top.
The Hooded Claw - 40m E2/3 Sc **. R. and C. Anderson. 11th July, 2000.
Start from the ledges just above the waterline as for The Black Crack. Step up right
on to the rib and climb to the base of the prominent but blind right-hand crack.
Traverse hard right into the obvious V -shaped hooded recess/groove on the arete.
Climb the groove, step right to pull up and go back left to climb the arete in a
stunning position to the top.
NOTE: It would appear that A Night at the Opera belays on small ledges at the foot
of a corner in the arete some 6m right of and slightly lower than the belay for the
routes on the Mitre Wall. The corner is climbed and the route then takes a line to
the right of the arete to finish up it. The HVS mentioned on p81 of the guide would
appear to take the big groove to the right of the arete and looks like a fine climb.
The East Face:
Notes from R. Anderson: In the Pink - El Sb ** (guide page 80) is barely worth
one star. The upper groove seeps and the rock is not great. The overhung corner
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mentioned in the description at the start is no longer identifiable and appears to
have been obliterated by the sea . At the base of the Geo, just where it narrows at
the back opposite Queens Freebie is an obvious crack. Climb the crack to reach
the ramp mentioned in the original description at the large pink quartz band. This
is at least E2 Sb, a bit greasy and care has to be taken with protection .

Atlantic Crossing Area:
Transatlantic Fright - 2Sm E4 6a. K. Magog, S. Crowe. 19th June, 2000.
Climb the crack in the headwall right of NW Passage. The wall is gained by
scrambling up to a pinnacle below the crack (loose rock). Trend up and left from
the belay to a small overlap. Pull over this to a rest in a niche. Move left to gain
the base of the crack and follow this to the top.

Waiting for the Crossing - 4Sm V. Diff. **. R. Pettner, J. Ison. 2nd June, 2000.
Takes the obvious flake-groove on the left-hand side of the wall, about half way
down the scree to Transatlantic Crossing (on the left as you descend). Follow the
groove and arete above (looks about VS).
Seal Bay:
The Bungling Trundler-70m HVS

**. R. Pettner, 1.1son. 2nd June, 2000.
Takes the easiest line through the roofs at the back of Seal Bay. Approach via the
easy slabs and traverse from the seaward side of Photographer's Corner. Start
directly below the two notches in the line of roofs half way up.
1. 4Sm Sa. Step on to a hanging nose and follow walls left of the corners to the two
notches in the roof. Balance into the right-hand groove (crux) and on to the slab
above to reach a ledge.
2. 3Sm. Go up and right to the obvious flake by black crystals. Follow this and a
flake above to the top of Sunset Ridge.
Rubh an Taroin:
Kanga-Rubh - 30m HVS Sa *. R. and C. Anderson. 2nd July, 2000.

This route lies just to the right (north) of the southernmost tip of the Rubh an Taroin
headland. It is easily seen from the road, which it faces, as a right-facing black
corner/groove cutting through a bulge just left of a deep recessed chimney before
the easy red coloured slabs. Descend by scrambling down the easy angled blocky
groove to the southern most tip and making a short abseil and stepping across a rift
to a wave washed platform (it is possible to scramble down all the way - going left
(west) around the tip takes one into an impressive overhung Geo). From the
platform step down into the rift, blidge across it, then climb steeply up the obvious
line leading into the black groove which is followed over the bulge and up the
reddish coloured quartzy groove/crack to belay by a large boulder.

Ard Uig Area, Geodha Caol :
Suenos de Piedra y Mar - 40m HVS Sa

*. S. Wrigley, M. Dale. 3rd June, 2000.
Approach as for Into the Sea. Climb the obvious corner to the left of the thin crack
of Into the Sea to just below the big roof where a tricky move left can be made to
the arete. Continue more easily up the slab and its right arete above to the top.

***. S. Wrigley, M. Dale. 3rd June, 2000.
From the top of Into the Sea, the geo to the west can be accessed down a narrow

Blackslip Way - V. Diff.
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ramp sloping down to the north. From the left-hand end of the descent ramp where
it opens out into large ledges, climb stepped corners until below the final leaning
flake-crack. Here a black ramp leads back right to the top of the cliff. Climb this
with a tricky section up the overhanging step half way up.

Rabbit Walls area (SMC] 1999, p67):
Abseil approach as before, several hours either side oflow tide although a big swell
can make it exciting!
Solomon Brown - ISm HVS 4c *. K. Archer, C. Archer. 29th May, 2000.
From the abseil scramble left (facing out) to sea level ledges at the end of the
promontory. The route climbs the centre of the prominent slab. Climb the lower
slab to the break, follow the corner at the base of the steeper central section, then
trend left before moving back right again to the second break. Place your last
runners and climb the scoop before trending left to finish.
The Road to Vindaloo - ISm VS 4c. K. Archer, C. Archer. 31 st May, 2000.
From the abseil walk right, around a short 'bad step' to the base of a prominent
slabby rib, well seen from the abseil. From the base of the rib climb the scoop
trending right to gain the arete. Follow this and the final wall to the top.
Absent Friends - I8m El Sb **. K. Archer, C. Archer. 2nd June, 2000.
The superb slabby corner starting near the bottom of the abseil. Follow the corner
to gain a hanging slab. Go up this to an overlap, move up and follow a second slab
to the final steep corner and technical finish.

LINGEIGH:
This very small island lies off the north-west tip of Pabbay.
Geigh Geo:
A deep slot, SOm high, with a south-facing wall (The Front Side) of clean grey
gneiss with a series of ledges along its entire length, at barnacle level and above.
The north facing wall (The Back Side) drops vertjcally into the sea. Access to both
walls is by abseil.
The Front Side:
Abseil30m from a small step in the cljff rim about two-thirds towards the sea to gain
the low ledges. These can be traversed under most states of the tide towards the back
of the geo. If the swell prevents access along the ledges then direct abseil at any
point is possible. The routes are described from right to left and can be easily viewed
from the other side of the geo.
It's a Geigh Day - SOm VS 4c. T. Stephenson, N. Pamment. 13th May, 2000.
Start on an orange ledge Sm left of the gully bordering the wall in the back of the
geo. Climb a fairly continuous groove line trending slightly right. At its top, step
left and climb diagonally left through a bulge to finish.
In the Beginning - SSm VS 4b. G. E. Little, K. Howett. 13th May, 2000.
Climbs a series of intermittent left-facing corners. Start from the left end of the
orange ledge.
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I. 4Sm 4b. Climb up into the first open-book corner. Continue up the left wall into
continuing corners above a steepening until a pull out right at the top gains a big
ledge.
2. IOm 4a. Climb the vertical wall with an overhanging lip on the left to the top.

Feeling for Fish - SOm E2 Sb. K. Howett, G. E. Little. 13th May, 2000.
Climbs a line through the blanker sections of rock to the left of In the Beginning.
To the left of the orange ledge is a black ledge sloping from the right down left into
the sea. Start from its highest point. Climb directly up the black wall moving
slightly right to gain a smaller ledge above. Follow thi s ledge left for 2m to gain a
thin vertical flake in the wall above. From the top of the flake climb diagonally right
through a slight scoop (bold) to gain big flakes. Move left slightly, then climb direct
to under an isolated overlap. Pull through direct and follow a shallow left-facing
corner to the top.
Cautious Caress - SOm E3 Sb . K. Howett, G. E. Little. 14th May, 2000.
Climbs the left-hand side of the more blank area of rock. Start near the base of the
black sloping ledge. Climb an easy slim groove. At its top pull out on to the blanklooking wall. Go up this boldly to better holds, then up and left to a glacis which
leads rightwards to a sI ight corner Gust right of a conspicuous jutting roof). Go up
this shallow corner and pull over the roof above direct into a slight left-facing
groove to the top.
The Lingham - SOm HVS Sa. G. E. Little, K. Howett. 14th May, 2000.
Climbs a line bounding the left side of the smooth section of Cautious Caress. Start
just left of the base of the black sloping ledge, just round an arete. Up a disjointed
groove, leading slightly left to bypass a roof. Go up the wall leftwards on to a big
ledge. Pull up into a huge open corner/recess. Exit up into a glacis under a roof and
follow this rightwards. Near its top, pull up to a small roof (the conspicuous jutting
roof lies to the right). Climb a tiny corner above the roof leading to easy slabs.
The Yoni Way - SOm HVS Sa. N. Pamment, T. Stephenson. 14th May, 2000.
Start up The Lingham to the big ledge. Climb up the huge open corner/recess. Pull
out left at its top. Climb left around a conspicuous huge finger of rock into a recess.
Climb direct up the bulging wall above and then easier rocks to the top.
Taco Wall- SOm E2 Sc. T. Stephenson, N. Pamment. 14th May, 2000.
Climbs a parallel line up the wall left of The Yoni Way. From the barnacle ledges
left of the base of the sloping black ledge, climb an easy groove leading to the
extreme left end of the big ledge. Climb up an open corner line until a big horizontal
flake is reached (an easy orange quartz intrusion branches off here diagonally
leftwards). Place a runner high on the right above the flake , then step back down
and climb the wall right of the quartz diagonally leftwards past a good boss and
boldly upwards on improving holds.
Left of these routes the wall changes character. It diminishes in height a little and
is split into four clean-cut open-book corners sitting above a smooth featureless
slab.

Legs Wide Shut- 30m E3 6a. K. Howett, G. E. Little. 14th May, 2000.
Climbs a line up the light side of the smoother section. Start on barnacle ledges
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directly below the right-hand corner. Climb up on to a small hanging ledgein the
smooth slab. Gain jugs up and right and pull up and leftwards to step into the
hanging corner. Go up this to small ledges. Follow the right slanting crack to the
capping roof. Pull out leftwards on to ajug and climb the bald slab above to easier
ground.
Silk and Stubble - 30m E3 5c. K. Howett, G. E. Little. 14th May, 2000.
In the centre of the smooth slab is a fine diagonal flake emanating from a raised
pointed, ledge. From the top of the flake climb the blank slab to better holds in
steeper rock in a small corner. Step left to a big hold on the left arete and climb the
slabby groove round the arete to its top. Make a move up to the roof, then hand
traverse the lip to better holds on the left to pull over. Take a knobbly crack through
the next roof and more easily to the top.
The Eternal WetnessofBeing-35 mE25b. K. Howett, G. E. Little. 15th May, 2000.
Climbs the larger, left-central corner. Start on good ledges just above the barnacles
below the left-hand hanging corner. Climb up easily left to a ledge. Make awkward
moves directly up the blank wall to pull on to the big ledge below the left-hand
corner. Hand traverse right on to another ledge below the central corner. Go up the
sustained corner to a roof. Pull over direct and follow a big flake rightwards up easy
slabs. Pull over the final steepening.
Straight Story - 30m VS 4c. G. E. Little, K. Howett. 14th May, 2000.
Climbs the left bounding arete of the smooth section. Start as for Eternal Wetness
of Being. Pull up left on to the ledge. Swing out left on to the edge. Follow the edge
keeping on the left side to gain a natural ramp-line leading diagonally right to finish.
Farther leftwards towards the seaward end is an obvious featured slab bounded on
the left by a corner and with a leaning headwall above.
End of the Affair- 30m Severe. G. E. Little, K. Howett. 15th May, 2000.
Climb the corner bounding the slab, then the slab itself to finish through the upper
bulging wall via a slight groove on its left side.

The Back Side:
The north-facing wall of the geo. The western section is more broken and is split
by a huge ledge at half height which runs into the geo, narrowing to end at the top
of a left-facing orange corner that emanates from shattered ledges about 1Om above
the sea. These ledges (speckled orange) continue leftwards to end in the centre of
the geo. The main face lies above the speckled ledges and to the left. It is
characterised by a right to left diagonal roof, a smaller one above it and a diagonal
crack above that. Left of this the wall steepens with a big recess in the centre and
a vertical crack left again. Access to the routes is by abseil on to the orange speckled
ledges.
Timely Withdrawal - 30m HVS 5a. K. Howett, G. E. Little. 15th May, 2000.
From the centre of the ledges, climb up steep rock to gain the left end of a sloping
ledge. Pull on to the ledge which leads right to the base of an orange speckled
groove. Go up this (steep) to big ledges . Take the cracks in the upper wall to finish.
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Grope Boy - 30m HVS 5a. N. Pamment, T. Stephenson. 14th May, 2000.
Start as for Timely Withdrawal. Climb up the wall to just below the sloping ledge.
Follow a diagonal crack under an overlap leading left to a vertical broken crack
which leads to the base ofa steep right-facing flake-corner. Follow this up and right,
then a ramp out left to a recess. Pull out right from here up the bulging wall , then
a zig-zag flake to the top.
The Dark Side of the Prune -45m El 5b. G. E. Little, K. Howett. 14th May, 2000.
Start as for Timely Withdrawal up to the base of the flake-corner. A deep diagonal
crack springs out left from here. Follow it (very steep) and the ramp beyond. Climb
the wall to pull into another left diagonal crack above the bulge. Follow this (still
steep) and the wall above rightwards to the top.

Geigh Geo Headland:
The west end of The Back Side forms a prominent headland dropping vertically on
to a huge wave-washed rock platform. The platform can be gained either by a
scramble or a 30m abseil, lOOm south of the point. The next route climbs the arete
of the headland.
The Edge of Time - 30m El 5b. T. Stephenson, N. Pamment. 15th May, 2000.
Start immediately left of a square cave. Traverse the slab leftwards to gain the arete.
Climb direct up this past a bulge to an airy finish.

Linneaus Geo:
This small geo at the south-east end of the island offers a shel tered alternati ve venue
when the winds are from the west. The north-facing side of the geo is very steep
grass with nesting birds on ledges. The south-facing wall is steep clean rock. Huge
boulders sit in it base and it is non=tidal. The main features are a higher, overhanging
wall on the left with a conspicuous corner in the upper half and a deep black
chimney separating this wall from a shorter black wall which leads into the sea.
Access is by abseil down the central chimney. His also useful to extend a spare rope
from the abseil for belays above the Black Wall. Routes are described left to right.
Caught Napping - 40m E4 6a. K. Howett, G. E. Little. 15th May, 2000.
Climbs the left-hand wall into the hanging corner. Start below a central groove (to
the right of a more slabby-looking groove). Go up the steep groove and step left into
a short corner when it peters out. From the top of this exit out right on to a small
overhung ledge and a deep groove/slot. Awkward moves up this lead on to a good
ledge. Climb up the wall and enter the perfect finger crack in the corner above.
Finish out left at the top.
Black Passage - 30m El 5a. T. Stephenson, N. Pamment. 15th May, 2000.
Climbs the amazing chimney separating the two walls. Stuffed full of black
disintegrating dolerite; bridging is best.
May Fly - 30m E3 5b. T . Stephenson, K. Howett, G. E. Little. 15th May, 2000.

Climbs the centre of the black wall right of the chimney. Start off the highest of the
boulders leaning against the wall. Up a left-trending flake and up into a slight recess
on the left below bulging rock. Climb boldly right and up through the bulge on
improving holds. Continue more easily to the top.
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Clap the Phoca - 30m HVS Sa. T. Stephenson, N. Pamment. 15th May, 2000.
Excellent sustai ned climbing up the right side of the black wall. Start off the farthest
boulder leaning against the wall. Step rightwards on to the wall and up to a diddy
ledge. Climb direct into an open corner. Finish direct to the top.

The Phoca Boulder:
In the base of the geo is an enormous boulder. The north and east faces offer clean
rock and good solos at about Severe (lOm).

PABBAY, Hoofers Zawn:
Fracture Clinic - 3Sm E3 Sb. K. Howett, A. Todd. 15th May, 1998.
In the left wall of Squeeze Job is a fine crack system. Climb directly into the cracks
by bold climbing up the lower wall. Follow the cracks with decreasing difficulty
to a recess. Pull out of this on to easy ground.
Buckets for Breakfast - 40m HVS 4c. P. Gibson, L. Wright. 2000.
Climb the right side of the ramp to a notch and belay on the large ledge above.
Overhead is a large curving roof. Cross this at its widest point on big holds, then
pull out to finish up a short wall on small holds. Great position.
Harry Hoofer- 3Sm E2 Sc *. R. Campbell, G. Latter (on-sight). 16th May, 2000.
Finely situated climbing up the hanging crack in the arete above the drooping beaklike overhang at the left end. Easily up to the arete, then pull round right and up the
crack to belay on the slab above (avoid rope drag). Finish more easily

Hoofer's Headland (The Box):
The following routes lie in a square-cut recess about SOm north of the descent into
Hoofer's Geo,just west ofthe tip ofthe headland. Descent to the routes is via abseil
down the overhanging right-hand side wall of the recess to a commodious ledge in
the base. However, the first route is gained by a scramble down easy rocks to the
east of the headland and traversing around the headland just above high tide revel.
Midget Gem - lOm Diff. P. Drew, I. Lewis. 9th Auust, 1999.
Climbs the easy corner to the left of the recess.
Just a Tick - 20m H. Severe 4b. P. Drew , I. Lewis. 9th August, 1999.
Belay at the left end of the ledge in the base of the recess . Traverse 3m left to the
left arete. Climb this to the big capping roof. Turn this on the left with difficulty to
reach the top.
Riff-Raff-Roof- 20m HVS Sb. P. Drew, I. Lewis. 9th August, 1999.
Start at the left end of the ledge. Climb directly up to the obvious niche in the roof
above. Pull over the roof at the niche with difficulty and continue direct up the wall
above.

AlIanish Wall:
There are two routes on the slab immediately south of Zen and the Art ofCorncraick
Management. The slab is split into two distinct sections, the northerly one being
steeper than the southerly one with a prominent gulch between them. Both slabs
drop cleanly into the sea and take the biggest sea swells going.
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The Cruel Sea - 30m VS 4c. A. Todd, K. Howett. 14th May, 1998.
Abseil down the northerly slab about I Om south of the corner of Zen , immediately
south of a small deep chimney, to a long si im ledge just above the sea. Climb a thin
crack rising from the left end of the ledge into a recess and then on to a horizontal
break above. Go up to a flake in the steeper wall above to gain a ledge and climb
the cracked wall above on to a glacis and so to the top.
Ripple Slab - 30m Severe. K. Howett, A. Todd. 14th May, 1998.
Climbs the southerly slab starting from the obvious good ledge on the lower lip of
the slabs. Climb direct up the slab via a thin crack then small flakes on the right
through a steepening and easily to the top.
The Arch:
The Child a/the Sea -lOOm ES . S. Chinnery, T. Bridgeland. July, 1998.
Climbs the awesome arete of the wall left of the abseil corner. Start from a lOOm
abseil from a short boulder choked gully directly down the face just to the right of
the arete to a hanging stance directly below the overhanging arete Gust above
barnacle level and 3m left of a large chimney pod). Climbed with a rest point on the
crux.
I. 30m 6b. Climb steeply up a groove on the right for 8m until a hard traverse left
for 2m gains the base of a hanging flake on the arete (crux). More easily up steep
flakes and shallow corners to gain the bottom of an obvious scoop.
2. 3Sm 6a. Follow the rightward trending overhanging groove above on large
rounded holds, passing spikes, to join Sturm und Drang. Follow this rightwards
through a roof to gain a bottomless corner and continue up this.
3. 3Sm Sa. Continue up lichenous covered walls and cracks just right of the arete.
Banded Geo:
No Midges My Arse - 20m ES 6b. I. Lewis, P. Drew. 7th August, 1999.
Climbs the overhanging corner Srn right of The 36th Chamber. Exit left under the
capping roof. Some friable rock.

Chocarockaholic - 6Sm E2. K. Howett, G. Nicoll. 16th May, 1998.
Climbs a spectacular line through the brown walls above the boulders in the geo,
the most striking feature being a left to right diagonal crack in the lower wall. Belay
on the traverse ledges at the turn of the wall just past the boulders.
1. 40m Sa. Pull steeply up the stepped rib to a horizontal break. Go up a smaller
diagonal crack trending right up the wall above to meet the main diagonal crack at
its right end. Climb the wall above rightwards to gain a small ledge that leads left
to a shattered ledge beside luminous green moss / grass. Poor micro-nut belay.
2. 2Sm Sb. Pull up a steep groove containing flakes and blocks directly above the
grass to enter a large slabby corner whose right wall is multi-coloured. Trend left
across the slab to gain the arete and climb it to under a roof. Directly above hangs
a ramp. Gain this and follow it to the top.
Alternative Start: Fools Rush Out - 30m El Sb. P. Thorburn, R. Campbell. 26th
May, 1998.
Takes a different line to the first stance at the shattered ledge. Start below the left
end of big right diagonal cracks. Follow the cracks across the brown wall to a thin
break. Climb the thin flake above and left till below the roofs, then traverse right
to gain the belay. See SMCl 1999.
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Alternative Finish: Flight of the Wibble- Wibble Bird - 30m E2 5c. S. Chinnery, T.
Bridgeland. July, 1998.
From the large slabby corner above the roof on pitch 2, traverse rightwards in an
exposed position across several grooves above a huge roof to gain the arete. Finish
up a slab above.

The following routes are located on the main wall itself and are best accessed at low
tide by traversing in from the back of the geo (VS from the large corner).
Strawberry Jellyfish - 55m E2. S. Chinnery, T. Bridgeland. July , 1998.
Climbs the prominent forked cracks above the left end of the long low ledge and
gains a groove left of a prominent hanging nose above.
1. 30m 5b. Climb the forked crack, then traverse left above the lip of the first
overhang for 2m. Move up and then pull left under the nose (crux) to gain a groove.
Climb this to belay in a large niche below a broken groove.
2. 25m 4c. Swing out right and climb the wall above on crozzly holds.
Archipelago - 50m E3 . T. Bridgeland, S. Chinnery. July , 1998.
Takes a line up a brown streak 5m right of the forked crack of Strawberry Jellyfish.
I. 25m 5c. Climb steeply up a vague crackline on bigjuggy holds until it is possible
to pull leftwards on to a small basalt ledge. Continue leftwards up the slabby wall
above to an overlap, pull over this into a corner and traverse left on to a large
rounded arete.
2. 25m 5b. Climb up over a steep bulge on large black rounded holds and turn the
next roof by traversing right and then back left (direct line inadvisable due to large
perched block). Finish up a juggy wall.
Endolphin Rush (SMCJ 1998), Alternative Finish: Blue - 30m 5b. S. Chinnery, O.
Metherell. July, 1998.
Go up and right into an L-shaped roof, left of a massive downward pointing flake .
Climb direct through the corner of the L-shaped roof to large holds under the next
roof. Traverse left to the arete and up easy orange lichen-covered rock bearing right
near the top.
Fuhrer of the Sausage People - 60m E3 *. 1. Taylor, T. Fryer. 14th May, 2000.
Start as for Spring Squill.
1. 30m 5c. Go steeply up and left to easier ground, then follow flakes leftwards to
beneath small overlaps. Pull through these and continue up and left to hanging
belay left of the massive downward pointing flake of Endolphin Rush Alternative
Finish.
2. 30m 5c. Go back right and climb the awkward crack right of the flake to gain a
circular depression . Pull through the overhang and finish as for Spring Squill.
Stealing A Seal's Gaze - 65m El. K. Howett, A. Todd. 15th May, 1998.
Start as for Spring Squill.
1. 35m 5a. Follow Spring Squill up flakes to the steep wall. Move up and right
across a black pegmatite band to under a small isolated overlap. Step right under
it and pull over. Climb direct then slightly right into the top of a shallow groove
(junction with Oh No! Norman's in Reverse).
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2. 30m 5b. Climb out left to a thin crack leading to a quartz band. Move left and up
and left into a depression (above and rightofthat on Spring Squill) below the widest
part of the roofs above. Pull out left through the roof and follow a discontinuous
crack to the top.

Rubha Greotach, The Galley:
Jesus Made Me Stumpy - 25m VS 4c. T. Carruthers, P. Trower. August, 1998.
Climbs the arete to the left of The Complete Works. Start up that route following
the corner to a black band. Traverse hard left round the arete and climb a slim groove
roughly in the arete itself, passing the roof near the top on its right side and
following cracks up a slab to the top.
Yob and Yag Go Climbing Part 1 - 25m El 5b. A. McSherry, M. Howard. May,
1998.
Climbs an obvious large undercut corner left of The Complete Works. Start up that
route and follow Jesus Made Me Stumpy round the arete and continue along the lip
of the wall into the corner. Go up this to the roof. Traverse left under this into
another corner leading to the top.
Variation: Birthday Balloons - 25m HVS 4c. P. Gibson, L. Wright. 2000.
From the arete climb diagonally up and left across the grey wall into the corner.
Climb this, going left past the roof.
Rubha Greotach, The Poop Deck:
Big Al (looks better on a face than Ray-bans) - 30m E2 5c. A. McSherry, M.
Howard. 27th August, 1999.
Climbs the wall between The Stowaway corner and Corncrakes for Breakfast. Stm1
up The Stowaway and then up the wall direct to finish just right of an isolated roof
near the top.
Pink Wall:
The Bonxie - 75m E6 ***. G. Latter, R. Campbell, M. Davies (ground-up). 15th
May, 2000.
The long continuous crack system up the wall left of the hanging corner of I
Suppose a Cormorant's ... Sustained and very well protected. Start 8m left of that
route, beneath a short vertical crack.
1. 25m 6b. Climb the crack and traverse left along rounded break to the main crack
system. Make a long reach past a good undercut to a big jug, and continue up the
crack, which soon forms twin deep cracks. Continue up these, and a third crack
higher up, to take a hanging belay at an obvious break beneath the pegmatite band.
2. 50m 6b. Layback the central of three flared cracks above and pull out left to ajug.
Move right up a short diagonal crack with difficulty to undercuts. Pull through these
to gain good flakes leading up left (as for I Suppose a Cormorant's ... ) and finish
up this.
NOTE: Second ascents of! Suppose a Cormorant's out of the Question then? (E5
6a,6b,5c ***) by G. Latter, M. Davies, R. Campbell and The Ancient Mariners (E5
6a,5a ***) by N. and P. Craig.
Tickled Pink-lOOm E2. L. McGinley , M. Pointon, T. Leppert. June, 1999.
Climbs the line of the central fault. Start just below a slight gully which leads up
to the upper ledge and cracked block of Raiders of the Lost Auk.
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1. 20m Sa. Climb steeply up cracks to the right end of a large ledge. Walk left for
lOm to belay at the right-hand side of the obvious fault-line.
2. 40m Sb. Step left and climb a crack for lOm. Step right into the fault-line and
follow it over several bulges to belay by a block.
3. 40m Sa. Continue straight up over a huge block to reach a good ledge. Climb the
flake-crack off this to the top.
Where Seagulls Dare-90mE3. L. McGinley, M. Pointon, T. Leppert. June, 1999.
Climbs a line just right of Tickled Pink. Start as for that route.
1. 10m Sa. Go up the steep cracks of Tickled Pink to the big ledge.
2. 40m Sc. Pull over the bulge directly above to gain a soaring crack-line which
leads to a ledge. A truly magnificent experience!
3. 40m Sb. Trend up and left over some overlaps to reach the flake-crack of Tickled
Pink. Follow this to the top.

The Pink Wall, Lower Tier:
Both routes lead to the terrace beneath the main cliff. It is also possible to traverse
right and gain the top two pitches of U-ei.
Oi - SSm E3 Sc,Sb ** R. Campbell , G. Latter, M. Davies (on-sight). 14th May,
2000.
Follows a line of cracks and grooves up the left edge of the open recess. Start
beneath an obvious crack at the left end of the platform. Climb the crack, stepping
right to a good ledge. Continue up the crack-line, pulling out left of a steep jamcrack in a short groove higher up with difficulty to take a belay in a small recess.
Move out right then up past a flake to gain the right end of the platform beneath the
main wall.

E-up - SOm E2 *. T. Fryer, 1. Taylor (on-sight) . 15th May, 2000.
Start round the arete from Oi , beneath a right-facing corner on the front face .
I 20m Sc. Climb steep corner and groove above to belay below a roof.
2 30m Sc. Swing right round small arete and make strenuous moves through roof
to a ledge. Go up flake leftwards to vertical crack and climb this, easier to belay on
large platform below the main crag.

The Bay Area:
This is a small bay of rock on the tip of the headland that forms the east side of Shags
Geo . Access to it is by a short abseil from a large block sitting near the base of a
rocky rake just east of the tip ofthe headland, to land at the west end of the crescent
shaped cove. It is also possible to scramble down at about Diff. standard (at the far
right of the cove, looking out). The base of the cove is a huge rock slab dipping into
the sea at the eastern end. Routes are described left to right.

Stoney Middleton Lip - 20m E2 6a. T. Carruthers, S. Tyson. June, 2000.
Start up Honorary Curbar. Climb quickly through the bulge to undercuts below the
next roof. Reach over for a set of Biffo Ears above the roof and pull left into a cool
little groove made of cinder toffee. Digest this at leisure. Steep, but very good gear.

Honorary Curbar - 20m El Sc. T. Carruthers, T. Stevenson. 28th May, 1998.
Climbs a line left of the abseil. Start below a crack. Boulder up through a bulge and
move out right and up a black groove.
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Rum, Sodomy and the Lash - 20m E3 5c. T. Carruthers, T. Stevenson . 26th May,
1998.
Five metres right of the abseil is a left-facing bulging groove. Climb the groove into
a corner. Finish via the short corner above.

Dogs of Law - 20m E4 6a. M. Boyer, K. Howett. 28th August, 1999.
Climbs a shallow, clean-cut corner in the wall between Rum, Sodomy and the Lash
and the large corner of The Roaring Forties. Go up the steep entry into the shallow
corner. Go up its right wall to bulging rock. Undercling right and gain a ledge on
the right arete. Pull up left into a niche below a roof. Make tenuous moves left
around the arete into a hanging groove and so to a ledge. Finish up the easy wall.
The Roaring 40s - 25m E4 6a. T. Stevenson, T. Carruthers. 28th May, 1998.
Climb the obvious right-facing corner to a long capping roof. Pull out left to the
arete (crux) in a fine position and cruise dreamily up the juggy wall.
The centre of the cove is characterised by a continuous band of roofs at half height
and a shallow cave undercutting it. The most conspicuous line is that of a pink vein
slicing through the left side of the roof.

The Herbrudean - 20m E5 6a. P. Tanton, R. Kirby. 28th August, 1999.
Climbs across the pegmatite vein. Start in the short corner right of The Roaring
Forties. Go up the corner by difficult bridging to gain a ledge under the roof.
Traverse hard right to gain the pink vein and huge threads under the right end ofthe
roof. Climb the vein, really steep, and the easier wall above to the right of a corner
to the top.
Jesus Don 't Want measaShelfStacker-20mEI5b. R. Campbell, M . Davies. May,
1999.
The obvious corner near the right side of the cove. Pull up through a small roof and
a bulge to gain a ledge with difficulty. Climb up into the perfect corner above to
finish.

Sea An-enema - 20m El 5b. R. Strube, T. Carruthers. 28th August, 1999.
Start as for the corner through the first roof. Climb across the wall rightwards to a
downward-pointing flake . Go up and left into a recess under a capping roof and pull
direct through via a flake crack leading to the top.

Starboard Grooves - 20m VS. T. Carruthers, T. Stevenson. 26th May, 1998.
This takes a series of grooves in the arete at the eastern end of the cove. Scramble
rightwards to a ledge above the platform. Move up and step immediately left round
the rib. Haul joyously up grooves to the top.
Rubha Charnain, Small Buoys Geo:
Wildlife on Two - I5m VS 4b. A. Todd, K. Howett. 14th May, 1998.
The central, shallow groove right of First Groove.

Easy Over - 20m HVS 5b. K. Howett, A. Todd. 14th May, 1998.
Climbs the blunt rib right of Deceptive Corner (the rib separating the two walls of
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the face). Start in the base of Deceptive Corner and traverse out right on to the rib.
Climb up the slabby section to the bulges near the top and take the obvious fat flake
out right to reach a small horizontal black seam in the bulge. Step left in the seam
to pull with difficulty on to the final slab.
The following two routes climb the easier angled right-hand section of the slab.
Absei I descent.

Left-hand Crack- 20m V. Diff. A. Todd, A. Vaughn. 16th May, 1998.
Start at the obvious large tidal ledge. Follow the left-hand crack to a ledge. Step
left and climb the blunt arete to the top.
Right-hand Crack - 20m Diff. A. Todd, A. Vaughn . 16th May, 1998 .
Climb the obvious crack.
Rubha Charnain, Evening Wall:
Beach Bums - IOm VS 4c. K. Howett. 26th August, 1999.
The right-facing corner above the twin black holes near the left-hand side of the
wall, leading to a roof near the top . Take a step right under this then pull through
in the centre and take a rounded finish.
The Loneliness of the Long Distance Tokker - IOm HVS Sa. K. Howett. 26th
August, 1999.
The shallow groove above the black hole right of Late. Go up the groove to an
obvious hold. Pass the small isolated roof on the left to a flake in another smaller
black band. Continue direct up the wall through a horizontal break to the top.
Lazybeds - IOm Severe. K. Howett. 26th August, 1999.
Climbs a conspicuous thin flake crack between Tokker and Early. Go up the flake
to ledges. Take the continuation crack directly above and to the right of the isolated
roof of Tokker to gain the top.
Dice Onions or Die - 10m HVS Sa. K. Howett. 26th August, 1999.
The prominent diagonal crack of Far from the Funicular in its entirety, through
which Far From the Funicular climbs.
Sand Flies - 10m HVS Sa .. K. Howett. 26th August, 1999.
Start up the crack of Dice Onions or Die. Climb the vertical start to the crack to a
small roof. Pull over via a shallow flake, then up and left to a thin rounded crack
in the slab. Follow this to a break (or step left and up a black scoop, easier), then
step left and up the slab via a sharp flake crack to a rounded finish.
Serious Mooching -lOm VS 4c. K. Howett. 26th August, 1999.
Climbs a final line on the right of the crag as it drops into the sea. Start right of the
crack of Dice Onions or Die and climb the wall to gain a small ledge. Go up a
smooth scoop to a horizontal break with a slight overlap. Pull over direct and go
up to a diagonal break. Step slightly left and go up a bald easy-angled slab.
The Galley:
Birthday Balloons - 30m HVS 4c *. P. Gibson, L. Wright. 13th May , 2000.
Left of The Complete Works is a severely undercut grey wall, with a bottomless
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corner capped by a large roof left again. Ascend The Complete Works for 5m until
an obvious sloping foothold on the left arete can be reached. Traverse left round the
arete and climb diagonally up and left across the grey wall into the corner. Climb
this, going left past the roof.

The Poop Deck:
Don't Fool Yourself Girl- 25m E4 6b *. R. Campbell, G. Latter. 13th May, 2000.
The shorter rightmost crack, climbed with difficult moves near its top to a good
ledge. Break left through the roof and finish more easily up the headwall.

MINGULA Y, Dun Mingulay:
Name Unknown - lOOm E3 6a. K. Magog, S. Crowe(?) , 22nd May, 2000.
A direct route up the wall above the initial groove of Voyage of Faith (guidebook,
p 134). First pitch as for Voyage of Faith.
1. 25m 5b. Ascend the short square cut corner to a small ledge at the base of an open
groove. Climb the groove and step left to belay.
2. 45m 6a. Pull out right then trending back left to climb the smooth wall directly
above the initial groove. Trend right to gain and follow the groove then step right
to a small ledge below the left end of the large roof. Powerful moves lead through
the left edge ofthe roofs. Step right and up to belay. (This pitch was split on the first
ascent.)
3. 30m 5a. Continue more or less directly to the top.

Notes from G. Latter:
Second ascent of Big Kenneth (E5 6a,6a,6a ***) by G. Latter and R. Campbell.
Second free ascent of Rory Rum the Story Man (E5 6a,6a,5a ***) by N. and P.
Craig.
Sula (E2 5b,5b,4b ***) and The Silkie (E3 4c,6a,5b,4a ***) had many repeats, also
second ascents of Sirens (E3 5c,5c,5c ** *) with a more direct line through both
roofs (Latter and Campbell) and Les Voyageurs (E3 4b,5b,5c,5b ***) by Taylor
and Fryer.

The Black Wall (M.R. NL 546 822):
This is a south-east facing cliff on the Dun Mingulay peninsula, overlooking the
inlet of Sloc Dubh an Duine.1t can be viewed from Ban-nish promontory opposite.
About six routes were climbed on this cliff by K. Howett and party during May,
2000.

A Thousand Eyes -70m E4. K. Magog, S. Crowe (alt.). nnd May , 2000.
Towards the top of the crag at the right side is a prominent roof and 30m below this
is a prominent large ledge. This route climbs to the right edge of the half height
ledge and crosses the large roof at the left edge.
1. 35m 5b. A giants staircase leads up to a small ledge. Step right, then hard moves
up lead to the right edge of the largest ledge.
2. 35m 5c. A wandering line weaves more or less directly for a groove below the
left edge of the large roof. Step up and left from the right edge of the ledge to weave
through smooth shallow grooves, then move up and left to the prominent groove.
Pulling over the roof is on surprisingly good holds.

Kev's Route - 35m E2 5c. K. Howett. May, 2000.
Sharing the first pitch with A Thousand Eyes, this route continues from the right
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edge of the half height ledge and climbs the corners to cross the roof at the righthand side.

Hidden Wall:
A superb pink wall emanating from the sea. It lies just east of the point. Access it
from the top of the point by taking an easy scramble descent eastwards down to a
large platform running eastwards. Halfway along the platform descend a series of
short corners back westwards to a ledge about Srn above the sea and overlooking
the wall. Abseil on to wave-washed ledges and rush across to a small elevated ledge
under the wall. Calm seas essential.

The Gull Who Shagged Me - 2Sm E3 Sc. D. Towse, G. Huxter, D. Turnbull. 26th
May, 2000.
Take a rising traverse left on flakes until it is possible to climb back right. A short
wall provides the crux to gain a down-pointing spike and a ledge. Finish direct
above. Excellent position.
Whipsplash - 2Sm E4 6b. G. Huxter, D. Towse, D. Turnbull. 26th May, 2000.
Take the gently overhanging crack directly above the small ledge and the corner
above it to a ledge. Move leftwards and finish up a final steep wall.
The Geirum Walls, The Platform Wall:
At the western end of the wall near the point. Access by an easy descent from the
very point itself.

Crooked Thumb - IOm VS. M. Tighe, H. Roberton. 24th April, 2000.
Start under an isolated roof at 4m. Climb the fierce roof and the wall a.bove via a
crack.
Corner and Slab - IOm VS 4c. K. Tighe, E. Knudson. 24th April, 2000.
Climb the steep lower wall below and left of the hanging corner to gain the easier
slab above.
Lunar Pull- 1Om VS Sa. M. Robson, F. Bennet, D. Godfrey. 18th September, 1998.
The excellent left-facing hanging corner climbed direct through the steep lower
wall and roof.
Pocket Wall- IOm El Sb. M. Tighe, E. Knudson . 24th April, 2000.
To the right of the hanging corner. Climb the lower wall on big holds to the
horizontal break, then pockets up the wall to the top. [The relationship to The
Abyss ... is unclear].
The Abyss ofNumberS- E2 Sc. D. Godfrey, M. Robson, F. Bennet. 18th September,
1998.
Just right of the arete is an obvious vertical crack. Gain the crack through the
guarding roof and follow it to its end. Finish direct on to a sloping ledge.
Variation: Hopalong Howett - Sc. K. Howett, D. Turnbull. 26th May , 2000.
Move up and left from the end of the crack to an 'obvious jug near the arete and lob
off!
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Let Things Go - 10m E2 5b. F. Bennet, D. Godfrey, M. Robson. 18th September,
1998.
Start where the platform narrows. Follow the large flake rightwards to a crack
through the overlap. Continue up the crack to the top.
Obvious Crack - lOm E3 5c. D . Turnbull, K. Howett. 22nd May, 2000.
Near the west end of the platform,just as it merges into the roofs take a belay under
a hanging ledge in the guarding roof. Pull over the roof on to the ledge and into a
hanging right-facing groove / flake. Up this then traverse left and up to holds
leading back right to gain a phallic looking downward pointing projection. Pass this
to gain a big break. Pull out direct into a scoop (hidden jug) to finish.
The Geirum Main Wall:
Horizontal Hamish - lOm El 5b. M. Tighe, H. Roberton , Y. Col well. 25.4.2000)
Climbs a line just left of the 45 ° roof. Take a horizontal flake below and left of the
roofto gain an upright position with difficulty into a left-facing groove. Climb the
groove to the top.
Seriously Twitching - lOm VS 4c. J. Horrocks, C. Birmelin. 13th May, 1999.
Just right of the 4Y roof is a left-facing corner. Climb the corner, pulling out right
in an exciting and strenuous position on big holds.
The Singing Seal- lOm El Sa. J. Horrocks, C. Birmelin. 13th May, 1999.
Start at a small broken niche left of the bigger niche of Screaming Seal. Climb the
left hand side of the cracks to a good ledge. Traverse 2m right and pull over the steep
headwall.
Un-named - LOm VS 4c. H. Harris, L. Beck. 22nd May, 2000.
Start 2m left of the corner of After The Basking Shark and climb directly up the wall
to finish over the capping roof on good holds.
Beagles Above the Shitehouse - lOm VS 4b. T. Carruthers, C. Boulton. 31st May,
1999.
Climb the arete left of Eagles Above the Lighthouse from its lowest point.
The aidMan and the Sea - lOm E15b. C. Boulton, T. Carruthers. 31st May, 1999.
Climb the wall immediately right of the corner of Crisis of Confidence direct via
a horizontal break.
The Crack That Tim Forgot - lOm E2 5b. T. Carruthers, C. Boulton. 31st May,
1999.
Immediately right of Seriously Twitching is a short tapering slab. Climb this and
the thin crack above to the top horizontal break. Step right and finish in a shallow
V -groove. Surprisingly strenuous.
Stanage by the Sea - 10m Severe. T. Carruthers, C. Boulton. 31st May, 1999.
Start up the groove and corner of Crisis of Confidence for 3m. Step left on to the
face and climb a small crack to the top.
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Super Crack -lOm El 5b. D. Turnbull, K. Howett. 22nd May, 2000.
Start midway between the two 'Bad Steps' in the platform . Climb up the lower
bulges to a short, fat, left-facing flake . Pull out the top to a good horizontal. Step
slightly left and up a good crack on to a ledge. Go up the final wall .
Wise Crack- lOm El 5b. K. Howett, D. Turnbull. 22nd May, 2000.
Start immediately before the second 'Bad Step' . Pull up on to an overhung ledge
and gain a fat flake in the wall above. Gain a further flake up and right, then exit
on to the ledge above via a short vertical crack.
Under the Broadwalk - lOm E2 5c. C. Fowler, K. Tighe. 3rd May, 1997.
Start between a slim corner and the arete at the right hand end of the wall (Evening
Sun). Hard moves lead to good horizontal breaks and a ledge. Finish easily up the
left slanting flake crack.
On The Beach-15m E15c. C. Fowler, K. Tighe. 3rd May, 1997.
Around the arete to the right. Climb the wall by a thin crack and then a wide crack.
Hawaiian Tropic - l5m VS 4c. C. Fowler, K. Tighe. 3rd May, 1997.
Climb the big right-facing corner.
Water Babies - 15m E2 5c. C. Fowler, K. Tighe. 3rd May, 1997.
Right of the corner, climb a shaIlow groove. Go left on to jugs on the left rib. Climb
direct by breaks to a sensational finish through the roof above by the left and most
obvious crack line.
Mary Doune -15m El 5b. C. Fowler, K. Tighe. 3rd May, 1997.
The vertical rounded crack and roof above.
The Sirens of Mingulay - l2m E2. C. Fowler, K. Tighe. 3rd May, 1997.
Just left of the deep cave (climbed by Calling Seal), climb over a bulge and up a
steep left-facing corner to gain a ledge. Short thin cracks up the face above lead to
the top .
Fringe Elements - 20m VS 4c. M . Tighe, H. Roberton , Y. Colwell. 25th April,
2000.
A line traversing the lip of the cave to the right of Calling Seal. Start off the pillar
and climb up the wall, then right across the lip of the roof until an easy wall leads
to the top .

Rubha Liath, The Point:
The following routes are accessed by abseil as for Rubha Soul and all lie to the right
of that route. Start from ledges at the base of the headland.
Flyaway - 35m VS . M . and K. Tighe, J. McClenaghan, G. LeclGe, J. Cargill. 3rd
May, 2000.
From a big hole, traverse right past the obvious huge chimney along the steeper sealevel rocks to the base of the second more slabby corner. Climb this and easy rocks
above to the top.
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Crack nan Euan -35m VS. M. and K. Tighe, J. McClenaghan, G. Leckie, 1. Cargill.
3rd May, 2000.
From the big hole, traverse right past the chimney and climb into the superb clean
crack and corner forming the right side of the pillar, finishing in a wide open easy
corner.
Eaglesea - 35m VS. M. and K. Tighe, 1. McClenaghan, G. Leclcie, J. Cargill. 3rd
May, 2000.
Climb the inset chimney and the easier corner of the last route above to the top.
Soul Sisler- 35m E4. K. Howett, J. Horrocks. 15th May, 1999.
Climbs a line up the very edge of the point itself (the junction between the point and
Seal Song Wall). In the very edge is a short hanging groove. Start from the ledges
at the base below the arete.
I. 25m 6a. Climb the easy lower wall to a ledge. Pull into the hanging groove and
struggle up it and out the top before exiting leftwards above the abyss to gain a ledge
and corner. Up the corner to a big ledge below the capping roof.
2. I Om Sa. Climb into the hanging groove in the left side of the roof above to finish.

Seal Song Wall:
The following routes are concentrated around a large left-facing corner about half
way along the wall. The first are gained by abseiling down an off-width chimney
to the right (looking in) of the corner, to gain large ledges 5m above the sea.

Sun-Dew - 45m El 5b. G. Huxter, D. Towse. 10th May, 1999.
Climb the line of the right arete of the off-width chimney with continual interest.
Climb the upper wall slightly right, then direct.
Swell-Time - 45m E3. K. Howett, H. Harris. 10th May, 1999.
Climbs the smooth looking wall left of the off-width chimney. From the base of the
chimney, yard out leftwards across the small roof barring access to the wall to pull
over on jugs. Climb direct through two horizontal breaks to easier ground. Then
climb direct through a slight roofed prow and o·n to the top.
The next routes are accessed by abseiling down the Corner itself.

Surfs-Up - 50m E2. H. Harris, K. Howett. 10th May, 1999.
Start from the sea-washed ledge at the bottom of the corner line (calm seas
preferable).
1. ISm Sa. Traverse right on slippery rock into a hanging corner. At its top exit out
right to a small ledge.
2. 35m 5b. Pull through the roof directly above via a shallow corner to gain a
horizontal break. Step right and up a flake until possible to gain a slim hanging
groove on the left. Up this to easier ground leading to the abseil point.
Mingin' in the Rain- 50m E3. H. Harris, K. Howett. 9th May, 1999.
Climbs a line just right of the Corner. Start as for Surfs-Up.
1. ISm Sa. Take the obvious traverse line out right as for Surfs-Up to the base of
a hanging corner. Pull into this and exit it out left under a roof to an airy ledge on
the arete of the Corner.
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2. 3Sm Sc. Pull into the slim groove directly above and follow it past a small ledge
(sparsely protected) to easier ground. Trend up and right, then back left to the abseil
point.

Durdle Huxter- 4Sm E2. D. Towse, G. Huxter. 9th May, 1999.
Climbs the large Corner.
1. 10m 4c. From the small sea level ledge climb the tapering corner direct to then
step outright to bypass the roof and gain the main corner-line. Belay on a good ledge
just over the roof.
2. 3Sm Sb. Go up the corner with the deep crack in the right wall to a roof. Traverse
right into a groove and up this to finish.
Seventh Heaven - SSm E3. K. Howett, J. Horrocks. 15th May, 1999.
An excellent route with a technical crux in a space-walking position. Start from the
small ledge in the base of the corner as for Far From the Dogging Crowd, down and
right (looking in) of The Power of the Sea.
1. 1Om Sb . From the ledge climb the corner which arches leftwards to meet the right
end of the luminous green ledges
2. 30m 6a. From the extreme right end of the ledges climb a slim tapering corner
to reach a good undercut in an overlap. Swing immediately out right around the
arete into another overhanging corner. Up this more easily to the mid-way ledges
to belay below the abseil corner. The initial corner can be climbed direct to the same
point at E3 Sc when dry.
3 . ISm Sb. A big corner lies above [Far From the Dogging Crowd?]. Ocean Wrath
climbs cracks in its right wall. Climb the left arete of the corner via a tapering
shallow groove in an excellent position to a rounded finish.
The following route climbs a line in the back of the geo and can be accessed by
descending steep slabs on the opposite side ofthe geo (above and left - looking out
-of the North Wall) until it is possible to traverse into the back of the geo about 20m
above water level.

Party Later Alligator - ISm El. D. Towse, G. Huxter. 8th May, 1999.
Climbs the junction between the main wall and the diamond-shaped back wall.
1. Sm 4c. Traverse a big bird infested ledge. From its end climb up a flake to a niche
in the corner.
2. lOm Sb. Climb the groove rightwards then back left up a diagonal corner.

Seal Song Geo, North Wall:
Gneiss Helmet - 40m E3. H. Harris, K. Howett. 13th May, 1999.
Climbs a natural diagonal line from right to left under the roofs starting from the
base of the corner of Delayed Reaction. Take a belay just down and left of the corner
on the base of the black slab.
l. 30m 4b. Take a diagonal line leftwards across the slab to the blunt arete under
the left side of the biggest part of the roof to take a belay in a small alcove 2m below
the level of the roofs .
2. 1Om 6a. Step up and take a diagonal pink quartz ramp leftwards under the capping
overhanging wall to an impasse just before a bottomless groove. Pull steeply
through a small roof into a hanging niche under a bigger capping roof. Skitter left
to escape.
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Dun Mingulay, Sloe dubh an Duine:
The black wall on the east side of the headland. Abseil directly down the centre of
the clean est section on to a huge sloping ledge extending from the back of the geo.

Playing with the Aukestra - 85m El. H. HalTis, L. Beck. 24th May, 2000.
Climbs a line up corners to the right of the silvery slab. Start in the bay / open corner
in the right end of the platform, just before a nalTowing (the corner contains some
vegetation at its base).
1. 30m 5a. Climb the right side of the bay / corner for 20m where ledges run out
right. Climb direct for lOm to a belay in a small bay.
2. 15m 5a. Traverse horizontally right for 8m to a slim black pillar. Climb this for
2m and move up left to a traverse line back left into another small bay.
3. 40m 5a. Climb the groove above the belay to reach a hanging slab. Up this and
then grooves above and slightly left to finish
The Googlie Birdie - 80m E3. K. Howett, D. Towse. 24th May, 2000.
Climbs the upper wall near the conspicuous hole. Just below and to the left of the
midway ledge is a horizontal slot with nesti ng birds. Start directly below the slot
at a rightward trending staircase.
1. 35m 5b. Follow the staircase to a nalTOW ledge. Step right 2m and pull through
the bulge via a weakness / groove, to gain a small ledge. Follow a right-trending
corner to gain the midway ledge. Belay directly below the hole and a hanging corner
below it.
2. 30m 5c. Pull up on to a hanging flake and then enter a short corner. Step right into
the excellent corner crack leading towards the hole. At its top pull out horizontally
left using a series of big pockets to reach jugs in the base of a slight groove. Follow
the groove diagonally right to a shallow corner. Step right above the hole into
another corner and up this to a small ledge below a hanging flake.
3. 15m 5c. Pass the hanging flake and up to under the roof. Step right and pull
through leftwards past a projecting block under the lip. Pull leftwards into an easy
deep finishing corner.
Sneaky Puffin - 80m HVS. R. Mackenzie, T. Sweeney. 23rd May, 2000.
Start in the centre of the wall roughly 5m left of the left end of the capping roofs
and directly below a small left-facing corner containing a yardarm about I5m up.
1. 35m 4c. Climb up easy ledges into the right-facing·corner. Once pastthe yardarm,
climb up and right on to the midway ledge.
2. 45m 5b. Climb flakes out left and gain a precarious block. Move right and climb
a hanging groove to ledges Gust left of the right-facing groove on the second pitch
of The Day of a Thousand Eyes). Finish out left of the roof (crux).

Ye Old Hob Naders - 80m E3. K. Howett, D . Towse. 23rd May, 2000.
Climbs a line up the pillar, taking the striking flake-corner in the right edge. Start
directly under the flake-groove just left of a small roof I m above the platform. The
first pitch is serious and the second spectacular.
1. 30m 5b. Climb up steep ledged rockjust left of the low roofuntil under the centre
of a noticeably smoother area of grey rock. Climb this boldly up and right to a leftpointing spike. Continue direct, then through a weakness in the bulge above to a
ledge under the base of the pillar. Step right to a good belay under a roof beneath
the line of the flake-corner.
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2. 50m 5c. Up through the bulging wall into the flake-corner. Follow this to jugs
at its top. Above are two hanging corners. Climb with difficulty into the smaller
left-hand one. Exit this direct and take the easiest line diagonally leftwards on to
a big ledge below a fi nal steep wall. Climb this leftwards passing under an unstable
looking block on the lip of the cliff.

Immaculate Crack - 80m El. D. Turnbull, G. Huxter. 23rd May, 2000.
Climbs a line up the disjointed corners defining the left side of the pillar. Start near
the left end of the platform, just before the gulch.
1. 35m 4c. Climb diagonally left up the lower wall, via multiple ledges, heading for
a huge block on the midway ledges.
2. 30m 5b. From the block move up and right to climb a series of slim grooves
(immaculate), then make a tricky move right and climb a left-facing corner to a
ledge.
3. 15m 4c. Move right and up ledges to the top out left of the unstable-looking block.
Cloth Toucher - 80m El. R. Mackenzie, T. Sweeney. 24th May, 2000.
Climbs a line close to Immaculate Crack. Start as for that route.
1. 35m 4c. Climb up to the block of Immaculate Crack, then continue up and right
to a large ledge.
2. 30m 5b. A rising right traverse past the first corner, over an area of quartz feldspar
gains entry to a hanging corner. Climb this to a ledge.
3. 15m 4c. Finish directly up the wall to exit by the unstable-looking block.
Dun Mingulay, Sron an Duin:
Yob and Yag Go Climbing Part 3 - 50m El. A. McSherry, M. Howard. August,
1998.
Start at the undercut base of the wall below the starting ledge of Fifteen Fathoms
of Fear.
1. 25m 5a. Climb through the bulging wall to join Fifteen Fathoms. Climb to a good
flake then traverse left 5m to enter a groove. Climb this to a belay.
2. 25m 5b. Traverse left for 5m to a wide crack in a slim corner and finish up this.
Alternative Finish - 5b. Traverse right from the belay to a crack in a slight arete and
finish up this.
Dunne Slimmin ' 70m E2. R. Kirby, P. Tanton. 7th June, 2000.
Start as for Dun Moaning at an alcove.
1. 25m 5b. Follow this route over the bulge then go left until about 5m from the first
belay of Dun Moaning. Move up here to a ledge up and right to belay.
45m 5b. Move up left up an obvious right-facing groove to a very obvious break
5m below roofs. Traverse right for 8m until below the right hand side ofthe roofs.
Climb steeply up a crack to a large thread and pull left over the roof (Dun Moaning
is about 7m to the right). Climb up and left to the abseil point.
Sirens - 115m E4. H. Harris, K. Howett. 28th May, 1998.
Climbs a line between Paranoia and The Silkie. Start as for The Silkie.
1. 40m 5c. Climb the groove of The Silkie till it fades, then step right and climb up
to gain an obvious recess under an isolated roof. Take a traverse line rightwards
with continual interest to gain a distinctive projecting block Uunction with
Paranoia). Belay just above, below the roof.
.
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2. 25m 6a. Follow the crack below the roofleftwards to pull through the slight break
with difficulty. Follow flakes up and right to beneath a fUlther roof and traverse left
under it into a small corner which leads to a good ledge under another bigger roof
on the right.
3. 50m 5b. Pull through the left side of the roof via a spectacular flake. Follow the
jug-rich wall to the top .

Call of the Sea- lOOm E4. K. Howett, H. Harris. 14th May, 1999.
A direct line between The Silkie and Sirens. This gives highly enjoyable and
surprising climbing up apparently desperate ground. One ofthe best single pitches
here. Start as for Sirens.
1. 45m 5c. Climb Sirens up to the small roof before the traverse right. Move 2m
along the traverse to below a small but obvious flake in the lip of the bulge above.
Pull over and reach quartz underclings under the bulges above. Climb directly over
this bulge to gain more underclings under another bu lge. Follow them right then up
to gain ajug-rail under a diagonal roof (the extension of Sirens pitch 2 roof) . Follow
the rail leftwards to where the roof recedes and pull over on to the slab above. Climb
up into a slight shallow corner then up and left to a belay in a big horizontal break,
3m below roofs .
2. 55m 5b. Cl imb direct through the roofs above via the left end of the block roof
of Sirens (which climbs through via the obvious flake to the right) then direct to the
top.
The Silk Route - 110m E3. H. Harris, K. Howett. 11th May, 1999.
This fills a gap between Sula and The Hurried Path. Start in the open-book bay in
the centre of the wall.
1. 20m. Climb the slim groove in the right wall of the bay and pull on to the wall
above. Climb up to the base of an obvious short flake Qunction with Sula).
2. 35m 5c. Up the flake then step right into the base of a short corner containing a
square block spike. Pull out the top and step right in a horizontal break. Climb up
left into a hanging quartz groove (the left-most of two) and exit this out left to gain
a small jutting prow with a sloping ledge on top. Climb the wall above the ledge up
and right via small flakes to step left at a small horizontal break. Up and left to attain
a horizontal band of quartz and black diorite under bulges. Belay on a big flake to
the left.
3. 55m 5b. Traverse horizontally right along the black band to an obvious big hold
(the ' nose' of rock above the overlap of Sula pitch 2 lies just to the right). Pull up
to an undercling flake then up to the big roofs. Pull through direct via a weakness
of big flakes QustleftofSula) to theexcellentjuggy upper overhanging wall leading
to the top.
The Hurried Path - l15m E3. K. Howett, H. HalTis. 29th May, 1998.
A fairly direct line up the wall between Sula and Voyage, taking the steepest part
of the central wall. Start midway between the two, at the left edge of the square bay
at the base of the cliff.
1. 45m 5b. Gain, then follow the easy left-trending shallow groove and where it
fades climb a crack in a rib to below an overlap. Traverse left under the overlap and
enter a quartz niche on its immediate left. Exit right and climb up to gain an
obvious'fat' flake in the steeper wall above. Belay on small foot-ledges at its top.
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2. 20m Sb . Climb up and slightly right into a small groove leading to horizontal
breaks under roofs . These lead rightwards until a step up can be made into a shallow
cave under the large overhang. Belay at the right side of the cave.
3. SOm Sc. Pull directly through the roof via an obvious quartz flake. Step right and
surmount the bulge above to easier ground. Follow the steep but juggy wall
diagonally left to the top.

Arnamul Point:
This is the long wall facing west opposite the Arnamul Stack (M.R. 547 828). This
wall is only really visible from Dun Mingulay. Access is by abseil off the
promontory from a large block about mid-way along the face, on to a huge ledge/
platform running below the crag and about 10m above the water. Towards the left
end of the ledge, near the end of the promontory, is a prominent overhanging
buttress formed by groove/corner systems on either side. The routes are concentrated around this section of the cliff.
A ledge system cuts the wall at mid-height at this point. To the right of the
buttress the most obvious feature is a clean-cut corner containing a roof lying above
the half-way ledges.
The Wretched Gull - 7Sm El. K. Magog, S. Crowe. 26th May, 2000.
About 20m right of the normal abseil is the prominent left-facing corner that sweeps
up to become a stepped roof. Immediately right is a pillar.
1. 4Sm Sb. Start at the right edge of this and follow cracks over roofs up the face
of the pillar to a good ledge.
2. 30m 4c. Continue directly up the wall above to a large ledge just below the top.
Escape left on to a grass bay or continue direct for a further Sm.
Arnamul Magic - E2 Sb . H. Harris, L. Beck. 26th May, 2000.
Tackles the wall just right of Lament to the Abyss.
Kraken 's Gullet - 8Sm E2 . K. Howett, T. Catterall. 25th May, 2000.
Climbs the right-hand groove line through the roofs in the centre of the buttress.
Easier than it looks and spectacular on the second pitch.
1. 3Sm Sb. Climb an overhanging arete to the roof. PuUleft into the hanging leftfacing corner above the roof and follow it and a short wall to a small ledge. Climb
the steep wall above by a thin vertical crackjust on the left to a belay on the midway
ledge.
2. 3Sm Sb . Step left round a nose of rock and climb diagonally left across the steep,
sensational upper wall to the left edge and enter a final easy corner leading to a big
ledge.
3. ISm Sa. Climb direct up the wall offthe left end oftheledge (Srn leftofthe central
corner) to finish up a clean grey buttress via a vertical slot.
Pass the Razor Bill - 90m E3. K. Magog, S. Crowe. 26th May, 2000.
1. 40m Sc. Follow the left-trending scoop to ajunction with Arnamul Instincts. Pull
through the roof as for Arnamul Instincts, then step left on to the lip of the roof
before moves up lead to the corner/flake above. Continue up crossing a small ledge
(possible stance) to the large ledge above .
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2. 45m 5b. Continue more or less direct, taking care to avoid fulmar ledges!
(crossing Krakens Guillet?).
3. Srn 4c. Finish direct.

Arnamullnstincts - 85m E3. K. Howett, H. Harris. 28th May, 1998.
Climbs the main left-hand line in the centre of the buttress below a prominent
double roof, just left of Kraken's Gullet.
1. 35m 5c. Climb a steep lower wall to a ledge, then a thin crack running vertically
to the roof. Pull over into the short right-facing corner below the larger roof. Pull
out directly onjugs. Easier climbing leads into a large left-facing corner capped by
another roof. Pull out strenuously right and cl imb more easily to the mid-way ledge.
2. 50m Sa. Climb the steep shallow corner above to reach broken ground (care with
large poised blocks).
Arnamul Point (unsure about duplication with above, but they predate) :
The Magic Sea Spout - 90m El. F. Bennet, M . Robson, T. Ward. 17th September,
1998.
This fine line takes the left-slanting crack and groove system that marks the left side
of the main buttress (the right side being marked by Lament To The Abyss).
1. 5b. Climb cracks to an obvious hanging sentry boxlchimney that splits the roof
above a massive horizontal break. Move up through the sentry box and continue to
a large ledge.
2. 4c. Follow cracks in the corner above through a small overhang, continue up the
easy chimney above and where it ends take the left-slanting crack line to the top.

Marvo the Magician - 90m E2 5b. D. Godfrey, K. Clarke. 17th September, 1998.
1. 35m. Start at an obvious black niche/groove. Climb the groove until it bends left
and breaks out right on to a steep slab/wall. Trend rightwards to a niche and climb
this to a stance above.
2. ISm. Traverse left and climb a crack with hard move low down. Trend rightwards
to a good stance.
3. 40m. Climb the superb crack/corner system on positive holds and good jams to
finish over a shattered band above.
Black Geo:
Cod Philosophy - 55m Severe. F. Bennet, T. Ward, M. Robson. 15th September,
1998.
This is left of Depth Charge etc. Start from a good ledge above sea level and 10m
right of the chimney at the left side of the face .
1. 35m. Climb a system of superb flake cracks and corners to a large ledge in the
obvious rake that splits the left side of this face.
2. 20m. Continue direct to the top.

A Simple TwistoJFate-55mSevere. D. Godfrey, K. Clarke.15thSeptember, 1998.
Start at the right end of the ledge system at the base of the previous route.
1. Climb grooves to join the rake right of Cod Philosophy.
2. Continue direct to the top.
Guarsay Mor, Cobweb Wall:
The wall in the south west tip of Guarsay Mor composed of conspicuous web-like
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veins of pink rock lying both under the huge capping roofs and above the sea, under
a series of lower roofs. Access to the base is difficult due to the roofs as abseiling
directl y over them leaves you lOm out to sea. The easiest access is to abseil from
near the tip 50m down easy rock on to a ledge system at the extreme south west tip
of the headland and directly opposite a cave on the north side of Lianamul stack.
Take a further 80m abseil (mostly free) over overhangs to gain a belay at sea level
beneath bulging pink walls.

Cuan a' Bochan - 130m El. M. and K. Tighe, J. CargiU, J. McClenaghan, G.
LeclGe. 2nd May, 2000.
This tackles the pink-veined wall and the lower right-hand overhangs.
1. 35m 5a. From a smaUledge below a small overhang, go left for 8m into a recessed
groove. Climb this to reach another shallow groove in wonderful pink rock. Go up
and slightly left over gently bulging pink and black rock on fabulous jugs and
pockets to belay below a small overhang 20m below the main line of roofs.
2. 45m 5b. Go up and right under the small overhang, then bulging rock above
leading to a break in the large roofs above. Pull through these and climb a pleasant
ramp back to the first ledge.
3. 50m 4a. Pleasant, easy though fragile, rocks lead to the top.
The South Pillar:
The huge wall to the north of Cobweb Wall continues until it turns into the semicircular bay of 'The Arena'. The following routes are found on the pillar formed
between the two (near the established route, Stugeron). Access by a lOOm abseil
to sloping ledges at high water mark is possible, from a square-shaped stone that
lies 50m back from the cliff edge near a series of tiny weed-filled lochans.

Mayday - lOOm El. M. and K. Tighe, J. Cargill, J. McClenaghan, G. LeclGe. 1st
May, 2000.
1. 20m 5b. From the sloping ledges, go left (looking in) to a fine-looking, smooth
grey wall. Climb the wall via small flakes to reach a fine grooved belay ledge on
the left in an airy position.
2. 45m 4c. Go up and right from the belay and into a groove for a few meters, before
moving back left slightly to follow a system of grooves and bulges to a big ledge
below an impressive open corner with a grey left wall.
3. 35m 4c. Climb the corner and a small overhang direct to the top.
Fisherman 's Blues-llOm HVS. M. Tighe, H. Roberton, M. Horlick. 27th April ,
2000.
Access as for Mayday to the sloping ledges.
1. 35m 4c. Follow a system of shallow grooves diagonally rightwards before
climbing straight up to a big ledge one third up the cliff.
2. 35m 5a. Go steeply up excellent rock for a few metres before going diagonally
rIght again to pull through an area of pink, bulging rock on good jugs. Go diagonally
right again to belay on the only guano covered rock hereabouts.
3. 45m 5a. A vertical4m crack leads to an 8m left-facing corner. More cracks in
the grey, gently overhanging wall above lead to easier ground and the top.

The Arena:
An area in the back of a bay containing a sea cave. On the top of the cliff, at the back
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of the semi-circular bay are the remains of a very old boundary wall. Abseil from
here to ledges at sea level.

The Breach - lOOm HVS . M. and K. Tighe, J McClenaghan, J. Cargill. 4th May,
2000.
1. 30m 4a. From the ledge follow the central fault trending slightly rightwards to
the big guano covered ledge system at about one third height.
2. 30m 5a. Pull through the overhang and bulging wall above on the best jugs known
to mankind. Now follow a right-trending fault to reach the right side of a big ledge
below the final wall.
3. 40m 5a. The fault line continues above, but is overhanging and wet, so climb
pleasantly up a little wall and pull into a grey groove and climb well sculptured rock
above leading to the top.
Cuana' Cheo-95mHVS.M. andK. Tighe, G. Leckie,J. Cargill,J. McClanaghan.
5th May, 2000.
This climbs the grey wall just right of the big sea cave.
1. 40m 5a. A short grey groove just above the tide-line starts the proceedings. A
route finder's dream follows as one weaves a way up the wall to a small ledge and
belay below a pale groove.
2. 15m 4a. Climb the pale grey groove to a bigger ledge.
3. 40m 4c. Amble off up the broken fault line, up and left or, better, pull through
the overhangs on the right and jug away up the sculptured rock above.
ArchAngel-lOOm HVS. M. and K. Tighe, J. McClenaghan , J. Cargill, G. Leckie.
6th May, 2000.
This takes a line crossing Cuan a' Cheo leftwards towards the right-hand side of the
big sea cave. Start from the guano ledge at one third height.
1. 30m 5a. Trace a slight fault line going diagonally leftwards from the ledge
towards the lip of the sea cave. Follow this line crossing Cuan a Cheo to belay on
the first available ledge.
2. 30m 5a. A walk on the wild side leftwards across the roof of the cave leads to a
fantastic ledge in 'space' below a fault/groove line.
3. 40m 4b. Follow the fault line and pink and black wall above directly to the top.
Mingulay - The Great Arch
Above and left of the huge sea cave is a big arch with a colony of birds inhabiting
the back of it. To the north of this arch, an easy grassy descent ramp leading to a
short V. Diff. wall gives access to a sloping ledge. This runs down into the sea on
the north side of the arch, culminating in a small deep geo slot at the base. The
following routes are around this arch. It is possible to down climb to the base with
care, and with only one short section of steep wall at V. Diff. standard. Routes are
described right to left (looking in).
The Arch Deacon (see SMCJ 1998).
McCall of the Wild (see SMCJ 1998).
Razorbill Roofs - 65m El. R. Mackenzie, T. Sweeney. 25th May, 2000.
Descend as for Call of the Wild to take a belay at the top of the small inlet that lies
at the base of the access ramp.
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1. 30m 5b. Climb a groove to the roof above. Traverse on undercuts 2m rightwards
and surmount the roof. Trend easily rightwards to a larger roof and take a
wonderfully exposed hanging stance under it.
2. 35m 4b. Exciting moves directly over the roof on jugs is followed by easy but
wild-looking wall to the next roof. Tackle this directly, again on jugs, to reach a
ledge near the top.

Two Men in a Boat-75m V. Diff. C. Fowler, S. McNeil. 2nd May, 1997.
This is the line of the descent - the big easy corner/ramp system leading up and left
across the face (the most prominent feature on this section of crag).
The following routes climb the wall left of the descent ramp/corner. Start from a
good stance at the base of a right facing corner below a nice wall of grey rock.
Approach by abseil.

Blood on the Rocks -75m VS. K. Tighe, Y. Colwell. 2nd May, 2000.
Climb a line up the grey wall just left of the easy ramp/corner.
The Fowler-75m Severe. C. Fowler, S. McNeil, K. Tighe. 2nd May, 1997.
1. 35m 4c. Move up and right to a seam. Up this and over a bulge to easy ground.
Follow a crack up to a good ledge.
2. SOm. Easy climbing on good rock with big holds leads back to the abseil point.
Thin Man -75m Severe. C. Fowler, S. McNeil, K. Tighe. 2nd May, 1997.
I. 35m4c. From the stance, move down and right to gain a crack system. Climb this
and the face above, just left of a conspicuous arete, to gain the same ledge as the
previous route.
2. SOm. Climb easy rocks to the top.
Creag Dhearg:
This crag forms the back-wall of Bay Analepp in the north west of the island. The
top of the crag lies at 500ft. above sea level. The lower sections are steep but grotty
and bird infested, however, the upper 60m wall offers excellent quality gneiss.
There are two facets to the wall, a steep and impressive left-hand wall and a righthand wall. The left-hand wall ' s main feature is a central yellow streak. Access to
the left-hand wall is by abseil down the north edge of the wall, down a gully with
a brown retaining wall, to reach a good ledge below the left arete of the wall.
The Left Wall:
All rbutes start from the ledge below the left arete.

The Scream - 55m E6!7 6b. S. Crowe, K. Magog. 25th May, 2000.
Follows the pink intrusion just right of the arete. Start off the ledge. Pull out right
from the belay and make a rising traverse to an obvious wide pink slot. Continue
to the obvious ledge. Step up and left to arrange good protection. Step back right
and make a hard move directly to good undercuts below the hanging groove. Pull
into the groove and follow improving flakes to a semi-rest and good protection. A
long reach directly up above the flake should lead to a line of holds that lead left
and down to the arete, continue more easily but take great care with hollow blocks
to top.
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Dream the Dhearg Goch - SSm E6. G. Huxter, D. Towse. 13th May, 1999.
Climbs the superb shield of rock via a tenuous line just left of the yellow streak.
l. 20m 6a. Pull out right from the belay and climb to an obvious wide pink slot.
Traverse right 2m, then back up left to the obvious ledge. Traverse this delicately
right to a flake and hanging belay.
2. 2Sm 6b. Climb the pink cracked vein above the belay, trending rightwards as it
steepens and pull out on to a wide ledge.
3. ISm 6a. Climb the steep wall above just right of the belay towards another pink
vein in the roof at the top. Traverse left 2m to an interesting exit.
Variations on a Dream - 6Sm ES. K. Magog, S. Crowe. 24th May, 2000.
The first pitch follows Dream the Dhearg Goch then a rightwards traverse crossing
Ocean Voyeur to continue up right-hand groove. Start off the ledge.
l. 20m 6a. Pull out right from the belay and climb to an obvious wide pink slot.
Continue to the obvious ledge and hanging belay.
2. 2Sm 6a. Traverse rightwards along the ledge until directly beneath the black
groove right of the flakes on Ocean Voyeur. Thin moves gain the groove. Follow
this with increasing difficulty until it is possible to reach right to good ledge. Move
up to belay above the groove to protect second, please!
3. 20m Sb. Trend up and left to top.
Ocean Voyeur- 6Sm ES. K. Howett, H. Harris. 12th May, 1999.
Climbs a line ofleast resistance up the centre ofthe paJe sheet of the left-hand wall ,
just right of the yellow streak.
1. 20m Sb. Pull out right from the belay ledge on to the wall and follow the obvious
line traversing rightwards across the lip of the undercut wall, passing a short leftfacing corner to climb a flake beyond to a ledge. Awkward belay near the left end.
2. 2Sm 6a. Go up left off the ledge to gain a smaller ledge above bulging rock. Climb
excellent flakes direct up the pale wall to gain a diagonal crack leading right. Follow
this into a short black open groove. Struggle all the way up this with a hard exit on
to sloping ledges above.
3. 20m Sb. Follow the left-facing groove to a small ledge. Pull up left on to another
ledge and exit in a wild position out left in space to finish .

The Right Wall:
All the routes start from the good ledge which sits at the base of the wall. Beneath
the ledge the wall is undercut and rotten. Only masochists need go lower.

The Horror Beneath - 40m El Sb. D. Turnbull, G. Huxter. 24th May, 2000 . .
From the left end of the ledge, climb a perfect right-facing flake, then move right
and back left to finish up twin ledges.
Big Chief Turning Bull- 40m E4 6a. D. Turnbull, G. Huxter. 25th May , 2000.
Climb from the right edge of the ledge to a wide flake. From this go up and left to
a ledge in the centre of the wall. Go up a slim right-facing groove and swing right
into a slim left-facing groove at a small ledge (crux). Traverse Srn right and finish
direct on jugs.
Fulmar Squaw - 4Sm E3 Sc. G. Huxter, D. Turnbull. 25th May, 2000.
From the right edge of the ledge climb to the wide flake . Continue up to beneath
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a hanging right-facing flake . Move up and left, then direct to the top. Jugs and
overhanging all the way!

The Red Bouy:
Just off the north-west tip of the island lies another large sea stack named The Red
Bouy. Just to its east is a smaller and more defined stack of more interest to
climbers. Access is by swimming or by boat.
Sea Horse - 10m VS 4c. M. and K. Tighe, K. and Y. Colewell, H. Roberton, E.
Knudson. 28th April, 2000.
From a reasonable ledge on the south side of the stack, climb the wall into two short
right-facing corners.
Geo an Droma:
On the pink-streaked wall:
Raining Puffins - lOm E2 5b. R. Mackenzie, T. Sweeney. 26th may, 2000.
Start as for Peata Ruadli. Climb the right wall via a flake to the small roof. Exit out
right.
Machashaw - lOm Severe. R. Mackenzie. 26th May, 2000.
The chimney on the end of the point, right of the pink streak.
Carry on Corner - lOm Severe. T. Sweeney. 26th May, 2000)
The corner right of the chimney.
Rectal Irrigation - lOm El 5b. R. Mackenzie. 26th May, 2000.
The left arete on the flat wall on the end of the south-west facing wall.
Rubh 'an Droma (M.R. 571 833):
The following routes are on the small but sheltered crags at the east side of the island
and may provide some entertainment if it's too wild on the west.

Just Like a Woman - 20m E2 5b. D. Godfrey, M. Robson. 16th September, 1998.
This tackles the fine right to left-slanting crackline in the north wall of the narrow
geo. Abseil to a foot ledge at the base of the wall (covered at high tide) and then
climb the crack.
The following three short routes were found on the pleasant slabby wall that faces
out to sea from the end of this geo .

Barely Alive Clive is Missing - llm V. Diff. D. Godfrey, K. Clarke. 16th
September, 1998.
The left side of the slab.
Cirrus - llm V. Diff. M . Robson, T. Ward. 16th September, 1998.
The shallow corner/crack up the centre of the slab.
Little Corner- 9m V. Diff. T. Ward, M. Robson. 16th September, 1998.
The excellent left-facing corner right of the chimney at the right side of the slab.
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NOTE: It is not sure how the following routes by S. Campbell, J. Walker and N.
Wilson relate to others.

Guarsay Mor:
Mall O\'erboard - 4Sm HVS Sa *. S. Campbell, N. Wilson, J. Walker. August,
2000.
Start: as for Port Pillar.
1. 2Sm. Traverse left for 3m, then climb straight up to sloping ledge on the left.
Continue up, trending right to a large ledge. Go up the wall above to a corner left
of Port Pillar.
2. 20m. Go easily to the top.
West Face of Guarsay Mor:
The following three routes lie on the pillar to the right of Save our Soles (SMCJ
1999, p70). Access is by abseil from a prominent rectangular block 20m back from
the edge and about lOOm south of the north most extremity of Guarsay Mar.

Entebbe Sailing Club - 60m VS 4c, 4a *. J. Walker, S. Campbell, N. Wilson.
August, 2000.
Climbs the pillar to the right of Save Our Soles. Start on a large sloping ledge to the
left of a steep ramp with a prominent rectangular sentry-box near the bottom.
1. 25m 4c. Traverse left to cracks 3m right of the arete. Trend left up these to a good
triangular ledge.
2. 3Sm 4a. Climb discontinuous left-facing corners to the top.
The Grass is Singing - 60m HVS **. S. Campbell, N. Wilson, J. Walker. August,
2000.
Start as for Entebbe Sailing Club.
1. 30m Sa. Climb directly up following a vague line of cracks to the right of a
curving roofto a ledge. Move left to a short, steep crack splitting a blank wall. Exit
right at the top and continue directly up to good threads .
2. 30m 4a. Finish directly up juggy rock in a fine position.
Hoon Bird - 60m Severe *. N. Wilson, J. Walker, S. Camp bell. August, 2000.
Start as for Entebbe Sailing Club.
1. 2Sm. Step right and climb the seaward face of the ramp. Continue up a blunt grey
rib via cracks to a ledge.
2. 3Sm. Go easily to the top in the same line.

Rubha Liath, Seal Song Geo, North Wall:
Approach: Abseil from a large block on the top tier of rock left of Fergus Sings the
Blues to a ledge above the sea.
Guano no dae that ? - 4Sm Severe. N. Wilson, J. Walker, S. Campbell. August,
2000.
1. 2Sm. Climb the wall to the left of the arete to guano-rich ledges (guilliemots
permitting).
2. 20m. Finish easily (fulmars permitting).
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Rubha Liath, South West Face:
The End - 30m VS 4c **. N. Wilson, S. Campbell, J. Walker. August, 2000.
Start at the belay ledge as for Rubha Soul. Climb the obvious bomb-bay chimney/
groove directly above the stance, exiting right at the top. Finish easily.
To the Lighthouse - 30m VS 4c **. S. Campbell, J. Walker, N. Wilson. August,
2000.
Start as above. Traverse up and right towards the eponymous beacon to gain slim
ledges at bottom of a hidden right-facing corner. Go up this in a fine position to
ledges and easily to the top.
Rubh' an Droma, South Face:
The Mad Professor-I8m E2 6a **. J. Walker, N. Wilson, S. Campbell. August,
2000.
Start as for The Waiting Game. From the right end of the ledge, traverse hard right
to gain a prominent quartzy hold on an undercut wall. Hard moves up gain good
underclings. Climb a left-trending groove above to a small roof and exit awkwardly
right on to a sloping ledge. Finish up a short groove above. Excellent technical
climbing.
Variation: Sc. From the starting ledge, move up and right via a groove to gain the
quartzy hold as a foothold .
Rubh' an Droma, East Face:
Calm at Sunset, Calm at Dawn-ISm EISa ** . S. Campbell, J. Walker, N. Wilson.
August, 2000.
Start by a scramble down to a ledge below an undercut chimney right of
Duibheaneach.
Step down and left and across the base ofthe chimney. Surmount an overlap to the
right of Duibheaneach to gain a left-slanting crackline. Move slightly up and
traverse right to a good foothold on the arete. Climb cracks to a slight overlap and
finish directly up a quartz/feldspar vein above, just left of the arete bounding the
chimney.
BERNERA Y, Creag na Beiste:
Alien Slayer - 170m ES. H. Harris, K. Howett. 26th May, 1998.
Climbs a magnificent natural line up the centre of the face. Start from the recess.
1. 20m Sb. Follow a rising ramp out right from the recess and climb the cracked
overhanging rib just before the ramp fades. Follow the rib slightly on its right to a
large block belay.
2. 40m 6a. Traverse out right below the level of the top of the block across the blanklooking wall to easy ground that leads back left to the base of a slim green corner.
Climb the corner to its top and make hard moves left into a ramp line that leads
. diagonally up left across the face to gain a hanging belay in a slight depression about
3m below a prominent horizontal band of black Biotite.
3. 3Sm 6a. Climb up and left across the Biotite into a conspicuous short corner
capped by a projecting roof. Make a move up into a traverse line leading right until
it is possible to pull into a very shallow groove. Climb this with continuous
difficulty to gain the first big terrace system. Belay over to the right below a large
corner.
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4. 40m 5b. Climb a flake into a recess below and left of the corner. Exit strenuously
out right into the slabby corner which leads to the second big terrace. Traverse the
sloping black ledge rightwards under the overhanging upper tier to belay below a
hanging corner.
5. 35m 5c. Climb on to a block just right of the corner and make awkward moves
left into the corner. Follow it more easily to its capping roof and exit left to finish.
The following route climbs a line up the right-hand side. Take the normal abseil to
the first terrace (second looking down). Traverse right (looking in) until below a
jutting buttress with a roof. Redirect the abseil from here down over the rectangular
roof and down to a small foot ledge just above the black/green band.

The Beastings - 175m E4. M. Boyer, K. Howett. 23rd August, 1999.
Climbs a direct line up the wall to the left side of the rectangular roof and then up
the jutting buttress above.
I. 35m 5b. Climb a short groove to a ledge. Traverse hard left to a slight arete and
up this to good cracks. Go up and right to gain a good handrail flake leading up and
left into a vertical crack. This leads into an obvious shallow corner. At its top
traverse hard right, initially hard, to gain ledges and a belay.
2. 50m 5c. Follow the natural curving slab up and left until moves up the wall from
its end gains an undercling flake. This leads up right to a small ledge below vertical
cracks leading to the left end of the roof. Up these to the roof and climb into and
follow the shallow corner above for about 8m until good holds round the right arete
allow an escape up the wall to a ledge in the base of a left-facing corner.
3. 15m 4c. Climb up the corner, then the orchre-coloured wall via a thin crack to
the good ledge and belay about 3m below the jutting buttress (the abseil belay).
4. 25m 5c. Climb up to guano ledges under the buttress. Pull through the lower
bulge via the obvious crack into a short corner under the roof. Pull out left and up
into another corner under another roof. Traverse right around the arete to gain a
slab. Up the wall above to a good ledge. Very strenuous.
5. 50m 5b. Climb up to a big ledge. Up a corner and exit out right to a further ledge
below the headwall. Move up to below the base of a right-facing corner with a deep
crack in the back. Step right steeply into a subsidiary groove. Follow this, steep, and
the general Iine of the corner to the top.
Sotan Head, Puffin Buttress:
Puffin Pantry - 55m E3. H. Harris, K. Howett. 24th May, 1998.
Start as for Huffin and Puffin.
1. 20m 5c. Climb the crux of that route up the twin cracks to the left end of the roof.
Pull directly into the corner above lhen immediately pull out right to gain a short
slabby groove left of the arete. Belay at its top.
2. 35m 5c. Climb up slightly leftwards to gain a sloping ledge. Climb the prominent
crackline up the overhanging wall into a corner. This leads to a roof which is
climbed direct to finish.
Barra Head, Ocean Wall (Aird Cholla):
A large terrace at the base can be reached by a scramble from the east. The main
interest centres on the lower wall of excellent one pitch groove and crackJines.
Routes are desctibed from left to right with the first route starting from a lower
ledge reached by an easy scramble down and left.
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Giant McAskill- 4Sm VS 4c. C. Fowler, S. McNeil, K. Tighe. 1st May, 1997.
Starts in the second left-facing corner down and left from the main terrace. Climb
the corner over a bulge directly to the big ledge at the top.
Big Jamie - 30m HVS Sa. M. Tighe, C. Fowler, K. Tighe. 1st May , 1997
Starting from the centre of the main terrace, climb the conspicuous left-facing
corner (which gets wide!). The crux involves a pull over a small roof.
All the wayfromAmerica-30m HVS Sa. C. Fowler, M. Tighe, K. Tighe. IstMay,
1997.
The most prominent left-facing corner system.
A Rotting Sea - 30m VS 4c. C. Fowler, K. Tighe, M. Tighe. 1st May, 1997.
Just right of the most prominent corner system, climb another smaller corner and
the face above to reach a finger crack in a small left-facing corner.
Sea Children - 30m VS 4c. M. Tighe, C. Fowler, K. Tighe. 1st May, 1997.
Climb small corners and walls towards the right side of the face.

The Giant's Pipes:
The following routes are centred around the right arete. Abseil from the rounded
top of the arete itself, down the wall to the base of the small corner at the bottom
of the arete.
Piping Up - 80m El. M. Boyer, K. Howett. 22nd August, 1999.
Climbs a corner-line just left of the arete.
1. 20m Sa. Climb the corner till itis possible to traverseoutrightto gain small ledges
near the arete.
2. 3SmSb. Climb the immaculate corner to a small ledge at a horizontal quartz band.
Climb directly up into a bomb-bay groove and exit above to a ledge. Follow cracks
above to gain a ledge on top of a pedestal. Step right and gain a better ledge in a
corner some Sm below the roofs.
3. 2Sm 4c. Climb up left to under the roof. Traverse left on the fault through it to
an arete. Up to the left end of another roof and pass it to gain cracks up the headwall.
Imagine This - 8Sm E2. K. Howett, M . Boyer. 24th August, 1999.
Takes a pleasing natural line of grooves in the slight arete left of Piping Up and
leading to the left end of the upper roofs. From the base of the former route either
pendulum left to a belay below the groove or climb easily to the same spot.
1. 30m Sb. Climb the groove to a small ledge. Climb the continuation groove till
level with huge flakes in the right wall. Traverse these right to the arete and take
a semi-hanging belay.
2. 30m Sb. Step back left into the continuation groove and climb it till it fades. Head
up and right passing beneath a grey recess to gain a further short corner. Up this and
exit out left on to a small black ledge Sm below the roof.
3. 2Sm Sb. Go up the groove above the belay to the roof. Step left round it into a
left-diagonal crack leading into a hanging right-facing slim corner. Go up this, then
direct to the top.
Barra Sounds - 90m E2. K. Howett, M. Boyer. 24th August, 1999.
Climbs the next corner system to the left, leading into the large right-facing corner
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in the upper half. Abseil as for Piping Up, to the base of the wall. Traverse across
the slabby wall beneath Imagine This and climb cracks up to a small projecting
ledge below the well defined groove.
1. SOmSb. Climb the deep groove until a blackbiotite band is reached. Exit outright
to a small ledge near the arete. Up the wall to enter a further more defined groove.
Follow this to its end as the rock steepens and exit out right to guano ledges 3m
below the upper corner.
2. 40m 4b. Climb into and up the big open corner to the top.
The following routes climb either side of the deep vertical recess. Gain the corners
leading into the recess by abseiling from huge blocks at the top.

The Book Before The Trial- 90m E3. A. McSherry, M. Howard. 24th August, 1999.
Climbs the right side of the deep recess. Start at a large ledge at the base of a perfect
square-cut corner below the line.
1. SOm 6a. Climb the stunning corner with difficulty to a bulge of biotite. Traverse
out right to the arete and continue up left into an open groove passing a couple of
small ledges to belay on a pink quartz ledge.
2. 40m Sb. The horrendous-looking corner crack above succumbs to aggressive
laybacking to reach a roof where it all becomes pear-shaped. Traverse the wall
leftwards into the left-hand side ofthe recess and follow this through a cave behind
a huge detached block and easy ground to the top.
Victims of Circumstance - 90m El. M. Howard, A. McSherry. 2Sth August, 1999.
Climbs the left-hand side of the vertical recess. Start from small ledges in the base
of the corner directly below the line.
1. 40m Sb. Climb the corner and a slight chimney through a roof to exit right on to
commodious ledges.
2. SOm Sa. Climb the main left-hand corner of the recess, through a cave and then
more easily to the top.
Stolen Moments - lOOm E3. H. Harris K. Howett. 2Sth May, 1998.
Climbs a groove line to the left of Barra Head Games, on the very edge of the wall
after climbing the first pitch of that route from the small ledge at the base of the wall.
1. 2Sm Sb. Climb the first pitch of Barra Head Games to the belay on the arete.
2. 2Sm Sc. Climb the crux ofBarra Head Games into the short corner. At the first
small roof traverse left across an overhanging wall to enter the base of a hanging
corner in a spectacular position. Climb this until it fades and pull up and left on to
a glacis in the base 04 larger corner.
3. SOm Sb. Climb the corner and pull round the roof on the right. Move back left
above this then up into the continuation corner above. Climb this past a thin section
to climb out rightwards into another groove above then the wall leads to the top.

SHIANT ISLANDS, Garbh Eilean, Toll a' Roimh (M.R. 421986):
West of the arch are two wide chimneys near sea level.
The Blue Boys - 40m VS 4c **. C. Moody, R. Watson. 24th August, 2000.
Abseil from blocks to sea level at the west chimney. Climb the corner-crack just
right (west). Dead puffins removed on abseil.
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Tam a Shianta - 35m VS 4c *. C. Moody, R. Watson. 24th August, 2000.
Climb the crack just east of the same chimney. Abseil from a sling round a bollard
and a Friend#+ farther back (beside the lochan) to a ledge above the sea.
RUM, Trallval, Harris Buttress:
NOTE: A. Nisbet notes after an accidental ascent that the 'wide open chimney' of
Archangel Route is 5m right of Guillotine, not 13m, and the two routes start very
close (but diverge). The 'broad ledge' is more like a right-rising ramp. The route
might be the best V. Diff. in Rum? Also, Central Rib was thought to be VS 4b (old
notes from April , 1974).
Longship Crag:
To/a/ Carnage - 30m E3 6a. L. Johnson, F. Bennet April, 2000.
A crackline on the right side of the arete just right of Cruise Control.

Laurevil - 30m El 5b. F. Bennet, L. Johnson. April, 2000.
The obvious niche and cracked roof just right of Total Carnage and just left of
Vanishing Point.
CANNA:
NOTE: A. Nisbet climbed a route on the largest dolerite crag facing the pier (M.R.
273 058) . The route (lOm, Severe) climbed the rightmost line on the high section
of crag, a shallow chimney-groove with cracks on both sides.
MULL, Creag Liath:
Room Service - 12m HVS 5a *. W. Hood, C. Moody. 30th March, 2000.
The wide corner-crack at the left end of the crag .

Ash Rib - 12m VS 4c *. C. Moody. 21st April, 2000.
The rib just right has an awkward start.

Wull's Exam Fiasco-16m HVS 5a *. The wide crack 4m left of Sloe Worm has
a bulge to start. Step right near the top and finish up a smaller crack. A Friend#6
is handy.
Balmeanach:
Welly Stealing Sgiathanachs-15m HVS 5a. C. Moody, I. McKinnon. 29th August,
2000.
The crack in the scoop right of Milanda Shelf with a finish on small tree holds.
Raven's Crag (M.R. 433 303):
Mull of Kintyre - 30m E2 5b **. C. Moody, C. Grindley. 30th July, 2000.
The blunt rib right of Raven Rib. Start at the right side, move up left on horizontal
breaks, then step right to gain the crack (poorly protected before the crack). Climb
the crack to a ledge, then over blocks and climb the right side of the flake to easier
ground.

Sleep Deprivation - 25m VS 4b *. C. Moody, C..Black. 3rd May, 2000.
The crack on the right of Charger the Tiger. The start is a bit bold.
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Pleasant Surprise - 25m Severe *. C. Moody, C. Black. 3rd May, 2000.
The wide crack right again.
Golden Rod - 25m El 5b *. C. Moody, C. Grind1ey. 3rd May, 2000.
Climb up to the overhang, then make strenuous well protected moves up. Continue
up the crack in the slabby wall.
Unnamed - 20m HVS 5a *. C. Moody, C. Black. 4th July, 2000.
Right is a grassy crack. Climb the crack right of it with a hard start.
Grooved A rete - 20m El 5a **. C. Moody, C. Black. 4th July, 2000.
Good steep climbing with spaced protection.
Primrose Crack- 20m HVS 5a **. C. Moody, C. Black. 3rd May, 2000.
The crack right of Grooved Arete.
Cracked Buttress - 16m VS 4c *. C. Moody, C. Black. 4th July, 2000.
Right of Primrose Crack is a grassy crack, then a cracked buttress, which is the
route.

Scoor, The Slab:
Thick Head - 25m E2 5b. C. King, R. Kenyon. 17th August, 1997.
Start just left of Turnstone and climb directly up cracklines, initially awkward, and
then with a final flurry of difficulty.

Dune Wall:
The Undertaker's Gone Bananas - lOm HVS 5a. R. Kenyon. 31st May, 2000.
Start as for Dunechough and climb directly up to a corner crack. Continue up this,
then overcome a small overlap to gain the crack in the wall. Finish up the wall.

Friendly Wave - 7m Mild VS. A. Heron, R. Kenyon. 28th May, 2000.
On the right of the buttress is a broken, wavey wall with an obvious crack which
gobbles up Friends . Climb this crack.
Matter of Trust - 7m VS 4c. R. Kenyon. 31st May, 2000.
The right of the main buttress and slightly lower is a shorter wall. Start below an
obvious flake and move up right to a small ledge. Reach up to good holds and swarm
up the wall to the top.

Ardtun:
Dangleberry Half-Life - i5m El 5a1b. C. Moody, W. Hood. 29th March, 2000.
Right of Atomkraft are some hairline cracks . This route takes a wider finger crack
to the right again.

Hot Stuff- 15m HVS 5a. A. Nisbet, C. Moody. 26th July, 2000.
The second crack right of Danglebeny.

The Yellow Block:
Midg e Shirt - HVS 5a *. C. Moody, A. Malloy, C. Bl ack. 5th September, 2000.
The west-facing corner-crack under the willow bushes.
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The EdgeofMadness-HVS Sa *. C. Moody, A. Malloy. C. Black. 5th September.
2000.
The crack to the right. There is a small bettered rowan at the to p.

The Green Hill:
Unnamed - 8m VS 4c *. C. Mood y. C. Grindley. l. McKinnon. 30th Augu st. :2000.
The second crack left of No Jacket Required.
No Pyjamas Required - 8m VS 4b *. C. Moody. 2nd October. 2000.
The crack left of No Jacket Required.

Erraid, Upper Tier:
Pharos - 8m E2 5c *. G. Latter (on-sight). 26th August. 2000.
The widening crack just right of Misunderstanding.
Nile Liles-lOm El 5b!c ** . C. Moody , C. Grindley. S. Porteou s. 29th Jul y, 2000.
The crack right of Covenant.
Calriona - lOm E4 6b **. G. Latter. 26th August, 2000.
The fading cracks in the wall just right of A Helping Hand. Climb up to a ledge from
the right, then cracks to a horizontal break and good Friends. Continue straight up
past a flange to a rounded finish .
The Merry Men - 8m HVS Sa *. G. Latter. 26th August, 2000.
Towards the right end of the crag is a prominent roofed recess. Climb the crack up
the right wall.

JURA, Carraig Mhor:
The crag is a triangular wall near the north tip of Jura at M.R. 696 015, approached
by boat and 2krn walk.
Jurassic Nipple - 60m VS Sa. B. Brierly, P. Thome. 16th July, 2000.
Climb the right-hand arete ofthe wall in three pitches. Some loose blocks but a fine
sense of remoteness.

IS LA Y, Dun BheolainlDun Nighean:
A black and vertical sea cliff has two lesser companions in the form of 'duns' with
west-facing crags of flaky phylitic schist. A more attractive proposition is the geo
immediately south of the duns. All routes soloed by J. R. Mackenzie on 21st July,
2000.
Approach via the B8017 to limited parking at Saligo Bay. Cycle or walk to Smaull
Farm, then continue over machair to below the steep grass slopes of the duns. The
geo is down and left.

The Geo (M.R. 210 689, Sheet 60):
This tidal inlet has a short vertical 10m left wall and a longer slabby right wall.
Left Wall: The routes are described from right to left. The rock is black, incut and
sound, easier than it looks.

Boulder Wall- Mild VS 4b *.
Start at the big boulder blocking the geo and climb the fine wall direct to the top.
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Quartz Seam Traverse - Severe *.
Start5m left of the boulder and climb up, then diagonally right past the quartz seam.
Little Miss Snappy - Mild VS 4b.
Start left of Quartz Seam Traverse at a bleached plank. Go straight up over the bulge
and the top.
Nighean's Delight - VS Sb.
Left of Little Miss Snappy is a bulge. Climb over this and straight up to the top past
plants.
The right wall is an undulating slab of good smooth rock.

Maiden's Slab - 40m Mild VS 4b *.
Start below the left end of the roof and climb up to and through it at a small corner.
Climb the delightful slab on the left past horizontal breaks and up a steeper head wall
and more slabs to grass. Traverse off right and down to the base.

The Duns:
Best reached by traversing steep smooth grass above Maiden's slab leftwards to
level ground. The small dun is immediately in front of the big dun.
Small Dun:
The west face is vertical or gently overhanging and not encouraging.
I Dun It - 20m V. Diff.
Start below a vertical crack near the right edge and follow big suspect holds to the
top.
Big Dun:
Its west face is of the same flaky rock as the small dun but much sounder around
the big corner on the right which provides the following reasonable route.
Dun Mar Corner - 30m M. Severe.
Climb the corner and the overhanging crack and flake to exit on to a ledge (crux).
Continue up, then right to scramble up the edge to finish.
The climbing on the Ban·a islands is rapidly gaining a reputation as one of the preeminent venues in Scotland and the number of climbs now exceed 430. Island
addict, Kevin Howett has been trying to keep track of proceedings and has
compiled a history of the main developments. This is too long to reproduce here,
but can be found on his website at: www.rockart-scotland.com.
Kevin is writing the Barra Islands section for the new edition of the Skye and the
Hebrides guide and anyone having climbed routes not mentioned in the Journal
should contact him with full details (and crag photos/sketches to help identify
lines), preferably bye-mail at rockart@tesco.net or at Buddleia Cottage, Gwydyr
Road, Crieff, Perthshire PH7 4BS.
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SKYE
GLEN SLIGACHAN CRAGS, Low Crag (M.R. 480 259):
This crag was opened up by members of Oxford University Mountaineering Club
in April 2000. The crag lies at 300m on the eastern slopes of Sgurr Nan Gillean,
about Ikm north of Glen Sligachan Buttress. Approach via the tourist path to Coire
Riabhach , before turning left (east) to traverse around the bottom ofthe crag (about
llh hIS). The crag offers excellent quality climbs of all grades, dries quickly after
rain, and remains in condition when most of Skye's higher crags are wet, snowy,
or in the cloud. The good climbing is found in three distinct areas.

Panoramix Wall:
This is the first area reached, an impressive 60m wall of sound gabbro cut by several
diagonal basalt dykes. The climbing is generally very technical , and not particularly strenuous, but protection can be difficult to arrange. Descent from the top of
the crag is not difficult either way, but the left (southern) route is more convenient
and drier.

April Crack - 45m H. Severe *. K. Wigmore, S. Broadbent. 8th April, 2000.
An enjoyable climb which picks the easiest line up the left side of Pan ora mix Wall.
Holds are reassuringly large, and protection is very good.
I. 25m 4b Start at the obvious crack which runs right up the left-hand part of the
wall. After a few metres, a short hand traverse gives access to a dirty ledge, and the
steeper part of the crack above (excellent holds) leading to a large ledge (The
Haven).
2. 20m Climb easily up the prominent slab heading left from the Haven to a short
steep crack, climbed directly.
April Crack Direct - 55m HVS **. S. Broadbent, K. Wigmore. 6th April, 2000.
A fine natural line up superbly steep ground. The difficult section is short and well
protected, but strenuous.
I . 25m 4b Climb the first pitch of April Crack to the Haven .
2. 30m 4c Climb the wall to the left of the crack for a short way, until a step right
can be made back into the crack. This is followed steeply on poor holds and jams
to easier ground above.
Grand National- 30m Severe ***. S. Broadbent, H. Jenkins. 8th April, 2000.
A remarkable pitch, following the basalt dyke from the Haven right across the
centre of Panoramix Wall. The hardest moves are at the start, but asheight is gained
the exposure becomes sensational. Protection is very difficult to find, but the
climbing is no harder than V. Diff standard.
l. Reach the Haven by following another route, such as April Crack.
2. 30m Step down and right from the Haven to reach excellent holds for a pull
through steep ground. This gains the basalt, and an amazing ledge running up and
right. Walk along this, with good hand holds, past a quartz vein to a short shallow
groove. Climb up this groove, and then continue traversing right, this time on
gabbro, to the right hand side of the crag.
Electric Mainline - 65m E5 ***. H. Jenkins, S. Broadbent. 8th April, 2000.
A brilliant route, taking a logical line up the steep central wall, the final section
requiring a committed approach. Pegs placed on abseil.
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I. 35m 5c Start up a line of holds leading up to the left of a small overhang. Climb
straight up to a diagonal break from where difficult moves lead past two vertical
cracks and through a basalt dyke to a rest ledge and peg runner. From here, the
obvious ramp is followed leftwards to a patch of grass below the left-hand end of
the central overhang (Friend#3), which is surmounted with surprising ease. Easy
climbing then leads left to the Haven.
2. 30m 6a A magnificent pitch. Step down and right, and pull through steep ground
on excellent holds (as for Grand National). Move right along the obvious basalt
dyke as far as a prominent corner with white quartz. This is climbed to a small ledge
and tied-off peg runner. The blank wall above forms the crux of the route, and is
protected by a poor peg on the right-hand side. Climb the wall on small holds until
the angle relents. The climbing remains interesting but with no protection, taking
the final wall direct to finish at the highest point
of the crag.

Huw 's OriginaZ- 35m E3 5c. H. Jenkins. 6th April, 2000.
This was the otiginal attempt at the line which was to eventually become Electric
Mainline. The protection is very poor, and the climb is forced right to avoid more
difficult ground. Recorded here largely for historical interest. Follow Electric
Mainline to the rest ledge. From here, traverse right below the central overhang (no
protection) to finish high on the extreme
right of the crag.
I'd Rather be Wet than Sorry - 45m V. Diff. K. Wigmore, A. Baugh. 6th April,
2000.
A rather damp climb which skirts around the side of the impressively steep wall.
Start up the diagonal slab in the lower right corner of Panoramix Wall, below the
small overhang. This is followed up to the edge of the crag, on first loose, then wet
rock. Finish easily up around the side of the crag.
Panoramix Left Hand:
About 30m to the left (south) of April Crack is a short wall with an overlap at half
height. The right-hand part of this wall tends to remain wet, but may dry out in a
prolonged dry spell. Farther left, however, the rock is clean and dry.

lffley Dreams - 25m E2 5c **. H. Jenkins, A. Baugh. 8th April, 2000.
A good technical wall climb, with a bold top section. Climb directly to the obvious
hanging flake. Move left to pull through the overlap above to reach a small ledge.
Finish directly up the wall above.
Note: An alternative finish which trends right from above the overlap has also been
climbed, and found to be slightly easier.
Adrian's Wall- 20m E2 5b ***. A. Baugh, K. Wigmore. 8th April , 2000.
Another good bold route, this time gaining and following the zig-zag arete at the
left-hand end of the wall. Start to the left of two hairline cracks directly below the
arete. Thin moves and sloping breaks lead to the first protection at llm, after the
main difficulties have been passed. Climb a shallow scoop to the arete on the left,
and follow this more easily in an airy position to a belay at the top.
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Spaceman's Slab Area:
Continue walking left (south) from Panorarnix Left Hand, until a huge gabbro slab
is encountered. This holds a number of very fine, bold slab routes with very little
protection but excellent friction . Descent is an easy walk to the left (south) of the
slabs.

Ground Control to Major Tom - 45m VS 4b *. A. Baugh, K. Wigmore. 6th April,
2000.
A good climb up the left-hand part of the huge slabs, encountering a wide variety
of rock types. Protection is sparse but adequate. Climb straight up over three
distinct bulges to the left of Spaceman's Slab to a large block.
Spaceman's Slab - 45m HVS ** . A. Baugh, H. Jenkins. 6th April, 2000.
The original route up the slabs provides interesting bold climbing. From a
weakness in the initial bulge, climb the centre of the slab to a basalt dyke below
another bulge at about 25m . Climb on through the bulge to easy ground above.
Apollo 13 - 35m El. A. Baugh, K. Wigmore. 8th April , 2000.
A poorly protected route which weaves its way around the overlaps on poor rock
on the right-hand side of the slabs. The route was originally climbed in two pitches,
but it would be possible to combine these.
1. 25m 4c Climb thinly to a good jug and the slab above (crux). Follow the slab up
and rightwards past more overlaps, trending left below the final, largest and loosest
one to reach a large niche.
2. lOm 4c Climb up and right from the niche to finish up a short roof crack.

The Black Wall (M.R. 481252):
This crag is on the east shoulder of Sgurr nan Gillean, and is shown in the diagram
in the new Scramblers Guide (p95 , right of route 39). Atits left side is an enormous
tower. To the right of this is a massive black wall 50m high and 70m wide. Above
this the crag is more broken.

Black Magic - 40m HVS 5b *** G. Andrew, D. Morrison. 3rd August, 2000.
This climbs the impressive crack on the right side of the wall, possibly El. Climb
easily to the foot ofthe crack. Climb the excellent crack to a big ledge (sustained).
Easier climbing (60m) leads to easy ground. Descent is a gully to the right; a trap
fault in its true right side leads down a ramp to the foot of the wall.

SGURR NAN GILLEAN, Coire a' Bhasteir, West Face of Third Pinnacle:
Glass Alley -115m IV,6. J. Allott, M. Moran. 13th January, 2001.
Climbs the obvious chimney on the front face just right of centre above the lower
slopes of 3/4 Gully.
1. lOm Climb ramps to the foot of the chimney.
2. 45m Climb the chimney direct (ancient peg found at half-height?) with
committing exit moves.
3. 60m Follow a groove on the right to easy snows and the crest of the ridge 40m
below the top of the Third Pinnacle.

Coire Riabhach, Sligachan Face of the First Pinnacle:
The Sickle - 330m III *. S. Broadbent, K. Wigmore. 3rd April, 2000.
A fine natural line forming an obvious sickle shape when viewed from Sligachan.
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The climb takes the obvious buttress on the left of Black Chimney, finishing on the
scree terrace which separates this face into two tiers. Start in Coire Riabhach, by
picking out a prominent snow ledge in the centre of the face, with a snowy ramp
leading up to the right-hand end of it. The blade of the sickle, which is the buttress
left of Black Chimney, curves up from the left-hand end of this ledge.
1. 45m Start over a short rock step, and climb easily up the snowy ramp. A second
rock step may provide a short ice pitch.
2. 50m Continue up slabs to reach the prominent broad snow ledge.
3. 50m Traverse easily along the ledge to a huge block belay at the foot of Black
Chimney.
4. 45m This pitch is the start ofthe 'blade ' buttress. Follow a minor gully to the !ef~
of Black Chimney until the angle eases (belay in Black Chimney).
5. 25m Move left and climb up the blunt arete on the left of Black Chimney to a
small ledge.
6. 25m Move right into a narrow groove which is climbed to a chimney in easier
ground.
7. 30m Pull out of the top of the chimney, and follow an easy ramp leading up to
a spectacular overhung ledge.
8. 30m Crawl left from the belay and climb up across aslab to enter a narrow groove
above (crux). This is followed more easily to a belay on the right below a broad
scree gull y.
9. 30m Finish up the frozen scree gully to the main scree terrace.

COIR' A' MHADAIDH:
Central Buttress, Right-Hand Groove - 120m IlIA. P. J. Biggar, B. G. Hard . 25th
February, 2001.
Climb the first lOOm of Central Buttress. At the start ofthe 'steeper central section' ,
the original route goes up a deep cleft. This was tried but is harder than this route
and seemed undergraded except for the fattest conditions. Below and to the right
of the cleft is an obvious slanting groove. Gain access to this (crux) and climb the
groove, a slabby section and an icy ramp to finish.

SRON NA CICHE, Cioch Slab:
NOTE: A route description was received for Arrow Route Direct (Severe 4a),
starting at the point where Arrow Route starts and climbing the slab directly to the
top. J. R. Mackenzie has climbed this line before, also a line a few metres leftofSlab
Corner (VS), but does not claim a first ascent.

Sternum - 80m HVS Sa/b. D. Gardner, G. Holden. May, 1979.
The route lies on the narrow buttress left of Crack of Doom (climbed in error for
Rib of Doom, which was later done). Start from the terrace at the foot of Rib of
Doom.
1. 40m 4c/5a Go up this for 6m, then move out left round an edge and follow a thin
crack, at first near the edge but u'ending increasingly leftwards, to reach a platform
under a steep wall.
2. 20m 5a/b Climb the wall, swing left to gain a dyke and continue to a small niche.
Move out right and climb cracks up and right to a ledge.
3. 20m 4b Step right and climb a cracked wall to the glacis. Traverse right to the
top of Crack of Doom.
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MAD BURN BUTTRESS:
Midge-a-mad-tosis - lOSm HVS. 1. Buckley, N. Hunt, H. Richards, D. Bradburn.
July, 1999.
Dries much faster than Mayday. Start 7m left of Mayday below a hanging block.
1. 20m Sa Mantelshelf on to the block and go up to a left-trending ramp line. Move
left using a thin crack, then right to belay on Mayday .
2. 4Sm 4b Go up the corner for 3m, then strike leftwards up a slab. Continue
trending leftward on slabs and go up a gangway to a large grassy ledge.
3. 40m Sa Step left into a groove and cross Mayday. Continue direct towards a
shallow right-facing corner. From the base of the corner, step right to gain and finish
up cracks.
BLA VEN, East Face, Main Wall:
The Whip - SSm H. Severe *. B. Bridgens, A. Hunt. 1st July , 2000.
Start at the left edge (the lowest point) of the Main Wall at the bottom of an obvious
left-slanting hanging slab. This is right of the 'subsidiary prow' and left of Loss
Leader.
1. 4Sm 4b Move up and step left on to the hanging slab. Follow the right edge of
the slab until the slab widens and thin moves up and left gain a basalt pavement. This
leads to the top of the slab.
2. lOm Go straight up easy ground to the top.

ELGOL, Suidhe Biorach:
Lookout - 2Sm VS 4c. G. Muhlemann, M. Robson . 22nd May, 2000.
Takes a line up the arete between Plenty of Onomatopoeia and Rusty Old Wire.
Start just left of the arete and climb direct to the top.
SUISNISH, Suisnish Pillar (M.R. 599156):
Four kilometres south of Camus Malag,near the old settlement of Suisnish and
below the broken buttresses of Carn Dearg is a prominent headland. It consists of
a volcanic outcrop that has weathered to produce a crazy-paved slab and freestanding pillar that rise from the rocky beach. The rock is a very rough OlivineDiorite? and dries very quickly. The first two routes climb the main slab which is
3Sm high and can be climbed almost anywhere.

Coffee Capers- 36m Severe *. D. McAulay, S. Todd, D. Mclntyre. 14th October,
1999.
The left side of the main slab (back to the sea), starting at a black streak and taking
a direct line on good rock.
Afternoon Tea- 36m V. Diff. D. McAulay, S. Todd, D. Mclntyre. 14th October,
1999.
To the right of the pillar isa clean area of perfect cracked slabs. Go up this to reach
a grassy and blocky ledge. Continue via a broken arete or a slab on the left.
The next routes all climb the pillar, being described from left to right:
Eiggbound - 20m H.Severe 4b. D. McAulay, T. Monnery. 7th August, 2000.
The obvious leftward-leaning crack/corner that leads up behind the pillar. Climb
this to the saddle, then continue around the left side of the suminit block to the top.
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The overhanging continuation crack on the back of the summit block still awaits
an ascent.

Rhum Crossing - ISm VS 4c *. D. McAulay (unsec.). 20th July, 2000.
Climb Eiggbound to half height. Follow the horizontal break right to a good ledge,
then continue easily up the slab to the top. The lower horizontal has also been
climbed at 4b (T. Monnery, D. McAulay, 7th August, 2000).
Fighter Pilot- 20m HVS Sa/b **. D. McAulay, T. Walmsley. 27th July, 2000.
Climb the large, detached block in the centre of the seaward face. Make a
committing move right using a downward-pointing flake into a small groove/niche
below the left end of an overhang. Move up left and then back right above the
overhang (good small cams). Continue direct to the upper slab and follow a crack
to the top.
Dolphin Friendly- 20m HVS Sa **. D. McAulay, T. Walmsley. 27th July, 2000.
Bridge the wide chimney on the right of centre on the pillar (for Srn) before
committing to the left wall using a bigjug for the right hand. An interesting couple
of moves gain a flat ledge which is followed left to gain a wide crack and horizontal
break. Go up these more easily and follow the arete to the top.
Traditional Breakfast - 20m V. Diff. D. McAulay, 1. Kentish. 20th July, 2000.
On the right side of the pillar a grassy ramp leads to the saddle between the pillar
and the main slab. Walk up this or better climb the clean slab to the right, then step
left to gain the saddle. Climb a left-slanting handrail to gain the summit block just
below the top.
NEIST, Green Lady Area:
Double Exposure-E3 Sc **. W. Gordon Canning, R. Lupton, L. Gordon Canning.
8th July, 2000.
Start just left of Potato Picker Fingers (SMCJ 2000). Follow a steep thin vertical
crack and trend right to a niche. Swing left and follow a left-diagonal crack to the
top.
The Sleeper- 30m VS Sa **. N. Bassnett, R. Brown, A. Holden. 6th May, 2000.
Starting on the arete right of New Order, climb the obvious S-shaped crack, taking
the leftwards traverse high.
Truck-driving Man- 2Sm H. Severe 4b *. A. Holden, N. Bassnett. 6th May, 2000.
Start 2m right of The Sleeper. Climb a groove to a ledge at Srn. Move up into an
open-book corner. Step left on to a flake, then climb the arete above direct.
The 'Less-than-Great Slab' 20m left of New Order has a left-facing corner on its
left edge.

Hollow Horn-2Sm EISb. R. Brown, N. Bassnett, A. Holden . I 8th February, 2001.
Climb the slab, then the corner to the dominant roof. Pull right, then quickstep
farther right to a wide crack. The sloping ledge above gives way to a shallow 'easier
than it looks' corner and a finishing mantel on to a grassy bank.
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Green Garter - 20m HVS Sa. A. Holden, R. Brown. 18th February, 2001.
Start Sm right of Hollow Horn at the centre ofthe slab below a left-facing hanging
corner with three bulges. Ascend the slab pleasantly to the bottom of the corner.
Cl imb the corner past the bulges taki ng care wi th a jammed flake on the slab on the
left. At the top of the corner below a roof, traverse left across the slab to a sloping
ledge. Finish up the corner on the left as for Hollow Horn. The inviting direct finish
up twin cracks is unfortunately very unstable at the top.
Immediately left of Thousand Island (SMCJ 2000) is a vertical wide crack which
holds a succession of overlaps.
Right-Hand Man - 40m VS 4c. M. Hudson , P. Arden. 20th February, 2000.
Follow offwidths past a series of overlaps. The right-hand performs a unique
manoeuvre. An old-fashioned struggle.
Two metres left and downhill from Right-hand Man is a tall chimney crack with
a jutting block Sm up, bounded on the left by a smooth wall.
Billionaire - 40m HVS Sb *. M. Hudson, A. Holden, P. Arden. 8th May, 1999.
Climb the crack past a bottomless chimney at half height. Continue direct past two
more problematic bulges .

Financial Sector:
B.C.C.I. - 2Sm E2 Sb!c ** . C. Moody, L. Gordon Canning, C. Grindley. 3rd
September, 2000.
Start just left of Fat Cats. Climb an awkward bulge, then follow a steep ramp up left.

The Lower Crag:
Turn left at the foot of the descent gully for the first route.
Whatever - 16m HVS Sa. D. Brown (solo). 30th May , 1999.
A line Sm to the right of Smeg. Good climbing on the lower cracks leads to a looser
and easier finish.

The Lower Crag, Destitution Point:
Coitus Reservatus - 20m Severe 4a *. G. Latter, S. Casey . 6th June, 2000.
Round right of the clean slab of Man of Straw, the wall extending into the back of
the geo becomes more broken . Climb easily over steps to beneath twin grooves in
the upper half. Climb the rightmost one, finishing slightly right.

The Lower Crag, Poverty Point:
Lighter Fuel - 2Sm El Sb *. C. Moody, C. Grindley. 21st October, 2000.
Climb a left-slanting crack just left of Recovery Day. At the top move right past a
bulge and continue up trying to avoid other routes or finish up Recovery Day.

Yellow Walls:
Ten Bob Trip - 4Sm El *. A. Holden, M. Hudson . 10th October, 1999.
A strenuous and exposed excursion up and across the yellow wall left of Barabbas

(SMC] 2000). Start 2m left of the Barabbas groove below a steep crack.
1. lOm Sb Climb the crack strenuously to the large ledge of Questionnaire.
2. 22m Sa Climb the arete above for several metres until possible to traverse right
across the face to a crack. Climb tills to a sloping ledge in common with
Questionnnaire and climb its earthy corner above to finish .
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Questionnaire-SOm VS Sa *. M. Hudson, A. Holden. 10th October, 1999.
The sharp-edged hanging chimney high on the cliff several metres left ofBarabbas.
Short-lived difficulties but rather spooky. Start 3m down and left of the Ten Bob
start at a blocky corner. Climb this to a large shattered ledge, move right and
continue easily up the arete. Tackle the chimney above and emerge on a sloping
ledge. Move right again and finish up a rather worrying earthy corner shared with
Ten Bob.

New Seafront Area (may have another name, Ed.):
The next routes are to be found on the other side of the impassable zawn. They are
more difficult to approach: a scramble descent (Diff) can be made to this area down
a blocky north-facing guano-filled gully 30m north of the zawn. Abseil option from
a block at the top of the same gully. The line of the abseil is roughly the line of
Kickabout. As for the Yellow Walls, this area is home to shag and fulmar colonies,
and climbing should be avoided during the nesting season (March-August incl.)
NOTE: M. Hudson has renamed Zawn Ridge (SMCJ 2000) as Blizzard Ridge.
Ten metres left or north of Blizzard Ridge is an impressive overhanging wall. The
next route climbs a line of weakness in its left-hand side marked by a triangular pod
at 3m.
The Decider - 3Sm El **. M. Hudson, P. Arden. 19th February, 2000.
1. 20m Sb Climb the overhanging and bouldery start past the triangular niche to get
back in balance at Srn. Continue up the steep chimney and swing right through a
blocky gap to ledges.
2. J 5m 4b Move right and climb the inviting slab. Finish over a short tower to the
ridge.
Immediatel y left of The Decider is a chi mney marki ng the left-hand end of the wall.
Cloudspotter - 30m Severe. M. Hudson, A. Hutt. 28th December, 1999.
Jam up the steep cleft to the midway ledge shared with Decider. Finish on looser
ground.
Twenty-five metres left is a protruding tower with an obvious beak of rock on top.
The next line climbs a straight crack up to the beak, ducking out of the final
overhang. The line of this route is a useful abseil approach to the area.
Kickabout- 20m VS 4c. M. Hudson, A. Holden. 28th December, 1999.
Start from substantially higher platforms directly below the beak. Follow the cracks
pleasantly to the overhang and hand traverse right into the gully.
Moving 25m left again and rounding a projecting buttress, a small bay is flanked
at each end by a prominent tower. The first or southerly tower holds a striking
corner finishing steeply up the tower.
Male Emotional Illiteracy - 20m HVS Sb *. A. Holden, M. Valentine. 21st
February, 2000.
Climb the crack to ledges at three-quarters height. Finish directly, steeply,
strenuously. Scramble to the top.

Sofa - 30m Severe 4b. M. Hudson, A. Hutt. 10th December, 2000.
Takes a pleasant enough line up the back of the bay between the twin towers. Start
at sea level at an angled corner.
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1. LOm 4b Climb the corner and a steep layback flake crack above to good ledges
at 10 m.
2. 20m 4a Step left and climb the chimney-corner bounding the left end of the
smooth wall. Belay or continue carefully up a loose groove above.

Box of Rain - 20m VS 4c. A. Holden, M. Hudson. 29th Decenber: 1999.
Five metres right again, the bay is bounded by a second tower, split by a steep
chimney which provides a grim but worthy outing.
The next route lies about 20m left of Box of Rain. Traverse along at sea level past
an awkward step to a wall. On the right of this is a groove. Start here.

Primavera - 40m HVS 5a *. A. Holden, N . Bassnett, R. Brown. 17th February,
2001.
Climb the groove for I Om to an overlap. Move up and left on to a steep slab. Climb
this to better holds. Finish directly up easier but sometimes suspect rock. An extra
rope is useful for the belay.
Very New Seafront Area:
On the same sea-cliff and 200m-300m north lie a couple of enjoyable routes that
are difficult to identify from above. The area is lOOm south ofthe stone wall which
runs up to the base ofthe upper crag, as mentioned in the guide. A tricky sea-level
traverse to the area can be made at low tide and with calm sea only. An abseil
approach is from two pieces of iron bedstead and some excavated blocks on the
clifftop. The bedsteads can be located from afar by a low wooden post right beside
them on the cliff edge. The abseil takes you down a gully or the face of a pillar: the
two Portrait lines.

Skye larking - 20m VS. M. Hudson, A . Hutt, M . Price. 9th Fe bruary, 2001.
Traverse 30m south (or right) from the gully along the sea-level terrace until
progress is barred by a squat tower.
1. IOm4c Starting at high tide level, climb the front of the tower to a spacious ledge.
The slabby overlap provides the difficulty.
2. lOm - A straight-forward crack directly above the stance leads to a clean finish.
The pillar face below the abseil gives first-rate delicate face climbing.

Portrait Pillar - 25m HVS 4c ** . M. Hudson , P. Arden. 21 st February, 2000.
Climb the centre of the pillar. Absorbing moves and barely sufficient protection
lead to blockier ledges at 20m. Finish direct.
Immediately left of the pillar is a blocky gully which provides a decent exit route.

Portrait Gully - 25m Severe. M. Hudson, P. Arden. 21 st February, 2000.
Follow the gully, straying occasionally onto the right-hand rib.
The Ramp:

A Type of Cooker- 30m El 5b *. A. Hart, C. Grindley, C. Moody. 2nd September,
2000.
Start 2m left of Curving Crack. Climb a thin corner, then use the crack left of the
corner and sprauchle on to a sloping shelf. Continue up and right to the top.
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Cumhann Geodha:
Low Potential- ISm H. Severe. S. Buchanan, T. 10hnston . 23rd May, 1998.
From the end of the ledge to the left of The Old Warden, step left and climb the arete
with little protection before taking a rightwards rising traverse to the top.
Quantum Tunnelling - ISm Hard Very Skinny. S. Buchanan (unsec.). 23rd May,
1998 ..
This line takes the inside of the chockstoned chimney on the right edge of the ledge.
Squirm upwards, from the base of the chimney. Remove jacket, extraneous
protection and helmet as the chimney narrows before arriving in daylight and
climbing easier ground to the top. Not recommended for those with more than a
30ins. waist, claustrophobia or new Iycra.

TROTTERNISH, The Quiraing:
Caduta Massi - lOOm VS. M. Hudson, A. Holden. 11th June, 2000.
This expedition follows a protruding white dyke uphill to finish in a fine position
on the western summit of the Prison. A fun way to learn that there is no climbable
rock in the Quiraing. One single dyke, 4-Sft across, protrudes from the hillside in
five jagged pinnacles. This feature is clearly visible in profile from the car park at
the beaJach as a series of jagged steps on the lower southern skyline of the Quiraing.
Take the StaffinlU ig road and park at the pass as for the normal Quiraing footpath.
Approach by this path, and on reaching the feature on the right or south known as
the Prison (20-30min) drop southwards down slopes to the base of the first
pinnacle, a impressive veltical fin of white rock.
The first pinnacle is a striking feature about 30m high and I m-2m wide, vertical to
start, and the meat of the expedition. (Purists will want to start by bouldering two
lower pinnacles.) The climbing is not above 4b-c but the fJakey rock and unreliable
protection need a steady approach.The subsequent pinnacles are often boulderable
and only pinnacle three presents any real difficulty. Each pinnacle can be tackled
as a separate pitch, and the final belay is taken on top of the Prison in a dramatic
spot looking back down onto the main footpath up to the Quiraing.

STAFFIN, Sgeir Bhan (Staffin Slip North):
The next line climbs an impressive crack Srn left of Mr Scratchy (SMC) 2000).
Savage Son - 40m E3 Sc *. D. Brown R. Brown, N. Bassnett. 29th May, 1999.
An impressive crack system which steepens at two-thirds height. Sustained and
strenuous climbing on this section leads to easier ground above - move rightwards
with care at the easier-angled ledge system at the top.

FLODIGARRY, South Tunnel Buttress:
Raining Men - 4Sm VS ** . S. Broadbent, K. Wigmore. 5th APlil , 2000.
An exciting route following a line up cracks close to the arHe right of Lucy in the
Sky. Approach by abseiling down the arete which bounds the right-hand side of the
south face (several stakes in place). A good semi-hanging belay can then be
arranged at the bottom of a prominent crack on the south face,just above the wave
splashed rocks below.
1. 2Sm 4c Climb up the excellent jamming crack until a good ledge is reached. The
open groove above is climbed with less difficulty to a belay ledge (take care with
loose blocks here).
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2. 20m 4b Traverse left over a huge loose block to the pedestal flake on Spantastic
pitch 2. From here, finish as for Spantastic up and left through the break in the upper
overhangs.
Note: The route must have a lot in common with Captain Mainwaring (SMCJ 1998)
and is rumoured to have been climbed before by W)effrey.
Rude Awakening - 20m HVS Sa *. H. Jenkins, A. Baugh. Sth April , 2000.
An interesting route which climbs the stumpy sea stack in the bay next to South
Tunnel Buttress. Approach by scrambling easily down the south side of the small
bay, facing the south face of the stack. This route follows the obvious crackline
leading to the highest point of the stack. Gaining the start of the crack is only
possible at low tide, then pull right into a small niche. Leave this strenuously (crux)
and continue more easily. Finish by pulling directly over the large block to land on
the very top of the stack (abseil descent).

RUBHA HUNISH:
NOTE: The route named as Questionnaire (SMCJ2000, p34S) should be renamed
as Metronome.
GRESHORNISH:
The Vibrator-ISm VSL (Very Severely Loose). M. Robson, G. Muhlemann, S.
Richardson. 28th May, 2000.
This small, but shapely, sea stack consists of a slender finger of basalt in the small
bay at NG 33SSS1. Abseil down the cliff and scramble up to the base of the stack.
Step left onto the landward face and climb steps and then a crack to the top. The
stack is well named. Ask you partner to tap the base of the stack while you sit on
top.

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS
SOUTH AND WEST (VOLUME ONE)
THE SADDLE, Forcan Ridge, South Side:
Millenium Chimney - l30m Ill,S. D. Joy, S. Naylor, A. Nisbet. 1st January, 2001.
A prominent chimney in the centre ofthe first and lowest buttress on the south-east
side of the Forcan Ridge, doglegging left below a roof and often with ice on the slab
below the roof. Climb the chimney and its dogleg left to traverse left to a ledge
(30m). Continue up the chimney-groove and over an overhang at the top (20m).
Finish more easily (4Sm, 3Sm).

A' CHRALAIG, Lochan na Cralaig:
The crag lies above the lochan at M.R. 094 IS6. Left of centre is a right-slanting
easy gully with a short step low down and used for descent. Right of this is a steep
buttress with a distinctive S-shaped wide crack in a smooth wall on its right-hand
side. Right again is an easier angled buttress which curves up left.
Curly Gully-120m III. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 16th January, 200l.
The gully right of the buttress with the S-shaped crack, finishing by the gully
continuation on the left.
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Curled Buttress - 120m I1I,4. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 16th January, 200l.
The easier angled curving buttress. Start by a steep chimney just left of its base. This
leads to an easier upper section.
BEINN FHADA, Sgurr a' Choire Ghairbh NE Face:
Summit Central Buttress - 200m Ill. D. McGimpsey. 29th January, 2001.
Climbs the buttress between Left-Hand and Right-Hand Gullies. Start in Left-Hand
Gully below where it narrows and traverse on to the centre of the buttress. Climb
the buttress until it narrows and traverse left Oust below a short left-facing corner)
into a large right-trending fault. Follow this, easy at first, then over a step. Continue
up the line which eventually becomes a shelf overlooking Right-Hand Gully. A
hard slabby step gains the top of the buttress (but it is easier to gain the Right Gully
top).
BIOD AN FHITHICH:
Ginger's Gully - Severe. A. C. Cain, D. Lewis. 1974.
This took the vegetated gully/corner line bounding the main face on its left. It
contained an eagle's nest in 1974.

Bionic - 30m E3, two rest points ***. A. Nisbet, D. McGimpsey. 25th August,
2000.
A spectacular and sustained route up an overhanging stepped corner at the left end
of the main face. Much steeper than it looks. Initially quite bold but well protected
in the corner. Two rest points were used high in the corner but seconded free (E4
free?).
1. 10m 4c. The initial corner is black and vegetated so climb the rib on its left to a
good ledge.
2. 20m 6a. Move out left and climb the wall left of the corner before moving back
into the corner. Make a hard move up over an overhang, then pull up left to jugs.
Return to the corner and climb it to a block. Abseil from an 8ft. sling round the block
(in situ, but may blow off); reaching easy ground on the left would be about 4c but
involve much gardening.
Biosynthesis - 11 Om HVS *. A. Mullin, A. Nisbet. September, 1998.
Cleaner left-hand variations to Biodirect but with some unprotected 4c. Start at a
small groove which forms the first reasonable break in the overhanging lower
section of cliff as one moves right up the rake.
1. 50m 4c. Climb up to the heather at the base of the groove. Step up left and make
a short traverse along the lip of the overhang until better holds (but no runners) lead
up left to a ledge. Climb fairly directly up a vague rib (a similar one farther right
is the original route) to a small grass ledge.
2. 25m 4c. Go directly up over a small bulge to the recess below the corner.
3. 35m 4c. Step left and climb the rib left of the corner to finish up the final tower
direct.
Biodirect - 11 Om VS *. C. Rowland, A. C. Cain (alt.). 5th May, 1974.
A direct line on fairly clean rock with positive holds but not many runners. The line
is open to variation in the middle (i.e. follow your nose). Start as for Biosynthesis
at the first reasonable break in the overhanging lower section of cliff as one moves
right up the rake.
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1. 4Sm 4c. Climb up into the heather-filled groove and step right near its top. Climb
up, then slightly left and straight up to a small grass ledge.
2. 30m 4a. Go up into a slight corner which leads, trending slightly left, to a recess
below a corner which is the only distinct feature in the upper half of the cliff.
3. 3Sm 4c . Go diagonally right across a slab below the corner (the corner is Hump)
and step delicately into a shallow groove parallel with it. Go up this for a few feet,
then trend slightly left to a heather terrace below a final tower on the left. Go up the
final tower on its right side to the top.

NOTE: Hump is considered H. Severe 4a **, not V. Diff.
intro One and Two - 60m VS/Severe. A. C.Cain, N. Cain. February, 1974 (precise
line uncertain). Two routes as described by A. Mullin, A. Nisbet. 27th July, 1999.
There is a subsidiary buttress below the right side of the main face and formed
below the terrace. The buttress has a left-facing corner on its crest.
I. VS 4b. Climb the corner, then move out on to an undercut slab on its left and up
its outside edge to finish up two slabs separated by heather.
2. Severe. Climb the lib right of the corner and continue up the two slabs keeping
right of Intro One.

MAOILE LUNNDAIDH, Toll a' Choin:
Mica Ridge - H. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 16th December, 2000.
By the summer route.
Spiral Search - 120m IV,S. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 16th December, 2000.
A diagonal line of weakness across the very steep buttress well left of Mica Ridge.
Start at the bottom left corner of the buttress and trend right, generally with
awkward moves up and easy moves right. There was some ice and the crux, gaining
a slab above a short wall to reach an easy ramp on pitch 2, probably requires some.

FUAR THOLL, North-East Flanks:
Spare Rib - 210m IlIA. D. Joy, S. Naylor, A. Nisbet. 31st December, 2000.
The crest of the rib between the left and central parallel gullies, the crest being near
the central gully. Start left of the crest and slant up right to join it. Follow the crest
or close to it with one short technical but well cracked section to the final tier. This
is easiest on the left but a fine twin-cracked chimney-groove just right of the crest
gave a good finish.
Mainreachan Buttress:
Hanging imminent-160m IV,6. H. Burrows-Smith, 1. Lyall. 16th January, 2001.
Climbs the left-hand of the three corners on the NE face of the buttress. Climb a
steep icy crack (crux, easier with more ice) and follow the corner/ramp to the
terrace. Continue to the left end of the upper tier and climb up right by a groove and
ledges to the top.
SGORR RUADH:
Splintery Edge - IlIA. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 6th January, 200l.
By the summer route. The top part obviously coincides with Ruadh Awakening.
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Pit Bull Polka - 6Sm VI,7. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 6th January, 2001.
A steep line on the left wall of upper North Gully, above the Splintery Edge initial
gully. The line takes a shallow groove on a slight crest between two big overhangs.
Start about 40m above Splintery Edge and below the upper overhang. Take a line
leading diagonally left, including an awkward move left round a bulge to thc basc
of the groove. Climb the steep groove (crux) until flakes and blocks lead left to a
good ledge (3Sm). Climb a ramp with a wide crack up left to a slight crest. Finish
up a turfy groove and snow (30m).

BEINN BRAN, Coire na Feola:
Winklepicker- ISOm IV,4. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 28th February, 200l.
On the broken ground on the left side of the corrie, before reaching Suspense
Buttress, are two icefalls which are particularly prominent in cold conditions with
little snow (for which they are described). This is the left icefall which flows over
several tiers, the lowest being a narrow partially hidden groove and the crux being
two steep walls of ice, always prominent.
Musselman- lOOm IV ,S. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 28th February, 200l.
The right icefall which flows down a shallow right-slanting gully with a steep exit
which forms a wide groove of ice (with awkward ice umbrellas on the first ascent
but could perhaps be Grade I1I,4). The lower pitches oflow-angled ice can bank out.
The start can be reached easily from the top of Unnamed by making a descending
traverse. The next gully farther in to the corrie is an easy descent (about Grade I).
Bounty Hunter- 170m IV,S. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 28th February, 2001.
A sustained mixed route up a central line on Suspense Buttress. The lower rock
band is breached by a right-slanting line of weakness. Start on the left side of the
central subsidiary buttress, down right from The Acid Queen. Climb turf to gain the
base of the diagonal line and walk a few metres right (lOm). Go up, then traverse
left to reach the diagonal line above its initial steep section. Follow it to a ledge
(30m). Continue up the line and finish on its right to reach the terrace above (40m).
Suspense Buttress traverses this terrace. Move right and climb a long V -groove
(40m). Two short walls and a steep flakey groove just left of the crest lead to the
start of the final horizontal arete (SOm).
Cliffhanger - l70m V,6. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 2nd March, 200l.
A mixed route featuring a prominent chimney-crack high on the left side of the right
recess of Suspense Buttress (high in the grade). Start at the back of the right recess
and traverse a ledge leftwards (lOm). Move up and left to climb a short cracked
corner (left of a spikey rib) which gains the base of the chimney-crack. Step into
the crack from the right and climb it to a ledge. Climb an exposed flake on the m'ete
on the right to gain the terrace (SOm). Traverse easily right to the left-hand of two
grooves which lie above the recess. Climb the left-hand ofthese grooves to a ledge
(30m). Continue up the groove to the crest, joined by Suspense Rib (40m). Finish
up the crest (40m).
Suspense Buttress Direct-l7S m IV ,S. J. Ashby, L. Sell-Blackaby, M.Moran. Sth
February, 200 l.
A much better way of doing Suspense Buttress, keeping close to the crest, which
runs parallel to Suspense Gully.
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I. SOm. Start at the base of the right recess of Suspense Buttress. Go diagonally right
to reach the crest next to Suspense Gully and follow it to a terrace. (The original
route now makes an exposed traverse left above the recess.)
2. 40m. Go up the crest and climb a steep tier in the front face diagonally from right
to left.
3. 4Sm. Traverse ISm left on a steep terrace until a slim groove allows the next tier
to be surmounted; belay at the next break 1Om higher (more direct versions will be
considerably harder).
4. 4Sm. Climb an attractive corner line in the final tier to the top
A Phoit, Frontal East Face:
White Bhan Man - l70m V,S. G. Ettle, J. Lyall. Sth March, 1998.
The left-hand side of the face offers a series of short corners and grooves trending
leftwards near the top. Start at a large block at the left side of the face.
1. 40m. Move up a little chimney on the right to walk along to another chimney.
Above this, ascend to a steep wall.
2. 3Sm. Traverse left into and climb a big corner to exit right and go up the easier
fault above to a big chimney.
3. 3Sm. Climb the chimney, then traverse up left below the very steep continuation.
Keep moving left to rock ledges.
4. 40m. Step back right into the groove line on thin ice. Ascend to the next fault
above, turning a roof on the left to reach the final tier.
S. Climb a trun leftwards corner into an obvious slot to finish.
Gingerbread - 170m V,6. G. Ettle, I. Taylor. 28th December, 2000.
This sustained rruxed climb heads for and ascends the left-facing corner line half
way up the cliff's most continuous section. Approximating the summer line.
1. 20m. Go easily up a leftwards fault to ledges.
2. 3Sm. Short walls lead up and right to a hidden corner, climbed to a big terrace
and a rock rib on the right.
3. 3Sm. Ascend the right side of the rib to steep walls. Climb direct to the base of
the corner line above.
4. 20m. Climb corners to belay on the right.
S. 20m. Go up the next corner line.
6. 40m. Step right and climb a final corner line to an easing.
Bhantasia - 200m VI,6. G. Ettle, M. Garthwaite. 9th January, 1997.
This route ascends the central fault line of left-facing corners, then the steep face.
1. SOm. Follow the iced fault line up left to a large ledge and a thread on the left.
2. 40m. Climb an iced groove just left of the main corner to easier ground and a tree
below the main left-facing corner which bounds the central slabs.
3. 2Sm. Ascend the icy corner to an excellent thread.
4. 4Sm Move up and right to follow ensuing walls and cracks to a rocky rib.
S. 40m. Easy ground leads to the final tier. Climb direct up good cracks.
Beinn Bhan Grooves - 140m IV,S. G. Ettle, J. Preston. 20th January, 1998.
At the far right-hand end of this east face, there is a large open corner system, topped
by an obvious flake-crack.
1. 4Sm. Climb an easy leftwards groove system into the base of the corner line.
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2. 2Sm. Climb the corner line up a wide crack.
3. 30m. Continue up several icy bulges.
4. 40m. Finish up a flake-crack through two tiers.

Coire an Fhamhair:
Impending Doom - ISOm VI,6. E. Tressidur, A. Anderson. 9th February, 200l.
A steep and fairly thin icefall on the crest of the buttress rightofDer Rise and Shine.
The icefall was climbed for two pitches leading into a shallow gully, then trending
left over easy mixed ground to join Der Rise and Shine high up.
NOTE: A thicker icefall to the right was also climbed at IV,4 and assumed to be
The Dwarf !cefall.
Coire Toll a' Bhein:
Insufficient Evidence - 300m V,6. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 30th December,
2000.
It is unsure how this relates to Indecent Exposure so a separate description is gi ven.
Climb a shallow chimney on the face left of the crest of the pinnacled ridge to a
shoulder on the ridge. Climb short chimneys up steps on the ridge crest to reach a
barrier wall (old peg). Descend 10m right, then traverse a ledge leftwards for about
ISm. Take a line back left up steep flakey ground (crux) to finish up a comer(which
had been passed on the traverse) leading to a platform on the crest. Climb an
awkward wall to the top of the pinnacle. Descend slightly along a sharp arete to the
col. Climb an awkward wall , then finish more easily up the crest.
BEN DAMPH FOREST, Kinlochdamph Crag (Creag na Saobhaidhe):
CommandandConquer-3SmE3. M. Moran, D. Ross, M. Welch . 10th May, 2000.
Climbs the stepped and overhanging arete on the right edge of the leaning upper
wall. Spectacular, but largely well-protected. Start Sm right of the chimney of
Sleeping Dog Climb at a corner formed by a large detached block
I. 18m Sc. Climb the corner and bulging groove above, moving slightly left to gain
the halfway ledge.
2. 17m 6a. Move up blocks on the left, then layback right on to the prow and pull
directly over the large roof to gain a break. Move 3m left to a finishing groove.
BEINN DAMPH:
Calluna - 4S0m IV,S. A. Foster, J. Gibb, A. Nisbet (Right Finish). 8th February,
2001.
Left Finish - D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 4th March, 2001.
A big gully which appears to end in a steep wall halfway up the face . Its ice is hidden
even when climbing the lower gully butifthe first ice pitch is formed, then it should
be in condition. Climb the gully, easy at first, then a ISm ice pitch leading to an
overhang. A thinly iced corner just to the right was climbed to below the steep wall
and the split in finishes.
Right Finish: Traverse right to an apparent line of weakness leading on up. This was
climbed, zig-zagging around to find the easiest route through turfy walls and finally
finishing up the last chimney on the crest of Erica's Ridge. The thinly iced corner
is the crux; the whole route might be Grade 1II in prime condition.
Left Finish: The direct and much better finish provides a long and steep ice pitch
for the grade. Traverse left below the steep wall into a hidden icy groove and climb
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this to easier ground. Follow the shallower gully system to the top, with a couple
of bulges passed on the left.

LIATHACH, Coire Dubh Mor:
Penelope Pitstop - 300m IV,S. D. Amos, E. Gillespie, A. Nisbet. 11th February,
2001.
The right side of the buttress between West Gully and Spidean Way (the left side
is easy). Climb the icefall which forms centrally in the lowest tier and up the terrace
above (4Sm). Move left and climb a short icefall, then go 10m left and up two
grooves with a left step (SOm). Gain the big terrace above and traverse right to near
the right edge of the buttress. Climb tricky walls on this crest, then two easier
pitches up the crest leading to easy snow slopes.

Coire na Caime:
Titanium Buttress-200m Ill. B. R. Shackleton, W. Jeffrey,N. Tilston. 27th March,
1999.
Go up snow to the start of Titanium Gully. Climb the buttress to the left in 2 pitches
to reach snow and climb up to where Titanium Gully goes through the next buttress.
Cross to the right and trend up right on snow to a gully which is sheltered by a rock
buttress to its left. Climb the gully and belay on the left before the crest above is
reached. Make a traverse right on to the buttress and then up to reach the snow
slopes above in two pitches.

Meall Dearg, North Face:
Didi Buttress - 2S0m Ill. A . Nisbet. 30th March , 200 I.
The buttress between the two well-defined gullies at this end of the face and above
the startofthe ramps of North Buttress. Start at the lowest pointofthe buttress , close
to Gully Obscura. Climb a groove system to a steep band. Traverse right along a
ledge to where the steep band is less steep and climb shallow grooves to its top.
Traverse back left to the original groove and follow it to a steep tier near the top.
Move right to a crest and zig-zag up to the crest of Meall Dearg.

Nanda Gully - 2S0m Ill,S. P. Faulkner, B. Mason, A. Nisbet. 29th January, 2001.
A long and fairly well defined gully right of Gully Obscura and crossing the two
diagonal shelves~ The first pitch is usually insufficiently iced so start by climbing
a turfy groove lOm to the left to reach the first shelf. Cross this, gain the gully and
follow it throughout, all straight-forward except for a short vertical pitch which was
passed by climbing the corner on its immediate left (although the pitch itself might
have been easier). The gully continues to the crest of Meall Dearg.
North Ridge - IV,S. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 19th December, 2000.
Start in the middle of the north face, just left of a small left-slanting watercourse
which widens with height, and climb a narrow left-slanting blunt ridge through
several tiers. Previously called North Flank and described in the guide as being
right of the watercourse. A pleasant route in winter keeping to the crest as closely
as possible. The third tier is the crux, with some thin moves.

BEINN EIGHE, Coire Mhic Fhearchair, Far East Wall:
The Sting Direct- 90m El. T. Rankin, G. Robertson, 1. Currie. 23rd June, 2000.
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I. 45m 5c. Take the obvious crackline starting a little way up the lower groove and
follow it all the way to the top of the huge flake on pitch 2.
2. 45m 5b. Follow the normal route initially (pitch 2) , then grooves directly to the
top (i.e. left of the final chimney).

Suns cream - llOm E5. T. Rankin, G. Robertson (on sight). 23rd June, 2000.
This excellent varied route takes a direct line based on the wall and slight hanging
groove left of Moonshine. Not as well protected as other routes hereabouts. Start
at the base of the groove of The Sting.
1. 35m 6a. Climb directly up through a bulging nose to a depression in the centre
of the wall. Follow the obvious line trending slightly right on dwindling holds until
a scary step up gains better holds leading directly to the horizontal fault. Pull left
through the overhang to small ledges.
2. 25m 6b. Climb up left across twin grooves to gain thearetefonning the right edge
of a deep groove (The Sting). Move delicately up, then make a desperate move back
right to better holds at the base of a slim hanging groove. Climb the strenuous
groove until a standing position can be gained on ajug on the right arete. Continue
straight up for lOm (common with Moonshine) , then pull left into a niche under the
huge roof and belay on the left.
3. 50m 5b. Step left round the edge into a corner, then up this to a swing back right
on to the face . Climb straight up past a small niche and continue up the fine wall
to easy ground and the top.
Eastern Ramparts:
Cornice Groove - VI,7. A. Nisbet, J. Preston. 21st November, 2000.
A combination of ice and mixed climbing up the icy groove.

Fairytale Groove - VII,S. B. Fyffe, E. Tressidur. 25th March, 2001.
Follow the summer line into and up the wide crack above the roofed recess for about
6m. The main groove moves left here but go right up cracks for 15m to a big ledge.
Move right to a rib and finish up this easier blocky rib to reach East Buttress.
Central Buttress:
NOTE: A route description has been received on the lower tier quartzite of Central
Buttress. How it coincides with existing routes (like The Porcine Connection) is
unsure as yet.
West Buttress:
Flying Fortress - 50m V,7. A. Nisbet, J. Preston. 15th November, 2000.
By the summer route.
Sail Mhor:
Overkill- V,7. D . McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 27th December, 2000.
A much better route in winter, up a fine exposed face with a couple of short hard
sections, well protected. Traverse in from No. 2 Gully (now named Jenga) along
an easy but narrow grass ledge. From here, climb as for the summer line until after
the sharp corner. The natural winter line then goes slightly right and back left.

The Darkness Beckons- 215m VII,7. C. Dale, M . Moran . 29th January, 200l.
Imposing tiered sandstone cliffs form a continuous wall down and left of No. 2
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Gully (Jenga) . The following route is based on a big left-facing corner line starting
near the top of the lower couloir. Start where Jenga turns left, 30m below its first
main pitch.
l. 17m. Make a delicate traverse left to gain the corner (a direct start might be
recommended) .
2. 18m. Sustained climbing up the corner; swing left at the top to below the
continuing cleft.
3. 20m. Go up the V-wedge corner, then escape right Sm along an exposed ledge
to a block.
4. 30m. Go Sm right and climb a fine chimney in a detached pillar to a terrace;
traverse lOm left to a cracked block back in the corner line.
S. 2Sm. Enter the innocuous groove on the left and struggle up it to a larger terrace;
traverse lOm left to below a break in the next tier.
6. SSm. Climb the break to easier snows below the next tier.
7. SOm. Go up the left side of the tier to gain easier ground; 200m of easy climbing
to the summit of Sail Mhor.

Creag Mhor (Independent Pineapple Cliff):
Thin Man's Ridge - V,7 . N. Johnson, D. McGimpsey. 17th December, 2000.
By the summer route except that the finalSm wall was passed by a chimney on its
immediate left.
Pineapple Sunday -lOOm E2 Sb **. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 23rd July, 2000.
Climbs the outside face of the Independent Pineapple to provide spectacular
situations. Start at the foot of Chocks tone Gully about Sm out from the chockstone.
I . 4Sm Sb. Climb a steep crack leading over a bulge (crux) into a groove. Move left
to a ledge and immediately back into the groove. Trend right up the wall until above
the chockstone, then climb straight up walls left of a big crack to a ledge below the
right-hand of two cracks in the face of the pinnacle. The protection is good but
strenuous to place.
2. 3Sm Sa. Move into the left-hand crack and climb it until it ends. Return to the
right-hand crack and climb its continuation to near the pinnacle top until a step on
to the right arete leads to a juggy finish up the pinnacle.
3. 20m Sb. Climb the steep wall behind the pinnacle to finish up a groove (left of
the clearly easier finish to Pineapple Chimney and also left of a corner).
Pineapple Chimney - VI,7. A. Nisbet, J. Preston. 17th December, 2000.
By the summer route except that the outside of the chimney was climbed to the top
of the Pineapple (the summer route made a subterranean traverse through to the
opposite side, then gained the top from there).

BEINN DEARG, Coire Beag:
Red Dwarf- lOOm IV,6. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 27th January, 200l.
A short but well cracked ridge at Map Ref907 609 and climbed in five short pitches.
Start just left ofthe toe and go easily up right on to the crest. Climb a right-slanting
ramp (steeper than it looks) leading to a terrace. Cross this and pass a steep wall by
going left and back right. Climb a well cracked slabby wall on the right, then finish
by two short walls with good cracks.
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Choire Mhoir:
At the top of this corrie is a triangular buttress.
Red Rag - 11 Om VII,7. R. Webb , N. Wilson. December, 2000.
This climbs the extremely obvious and steep groove that descends from the apex
of the crag. A 5-star route.
Red Chimneys - 120m VI,6. R. Webb, M. Hind. January, 2001.
Start from the lowest point of the crag, down and right of Red Rag at a deceptively
steep chimney/crack. Climb this to a ledge and move right to an obvious chimney,
climbed to a higher ledge below a smooth corner. Climb the right arete of the corner
to gain the base of a wicked offwidthllaybacklice smear. Grovel horribly up to a
welcome ledge. Climb straight up to reach a really vicious narrow chimney. Either
squeeze up painfully or take the outside option (bold) to finish.
BEINN ALLIGIN, Coire nan Laogh:
High on the left side of Coire nan Laogh are three parallel icefalls at M.R. 858 596
and altitude about 750m. These were climbed by J. Preston, B. Clarke and M.
Weldon on 11th February, 2001. Each had a direct entry pitch of 35m Grade II
followed by the main icefall. Descent from the right two was by abseil down the
right icefall but the left icefall continued for 10m as an ice umbrella and a lOOm
traverse right regained the corrie base. An alternative is a Grade I continuation of
the right icefall. The grades were (left to right): 45m IV ,5, 35m III, 35m IV,4.
TORRIDON SANDSTONE CRAGS, Creag na Botaigeann (M.R. 928 533):
A line of crags overlooking the Abhainn Thrail and situated behind (south of) Seana
Mheallan has two fine walls. A visit can be combined with one of the crags on Seana
Mheallan.
Approach: Park just inside a track which leads from immediately south of the
bridge across the River Torridon at M.R. 903 550. The track leads to a new house.
Follow it and a stalkers path along the banks of the Abhainn Thrail until steep
heather leads to the crag. When high, the river below the crag can be crossed using
an unusual barrier construction. 1112 hours.
Lammergeier- 35m E2 5b **. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 29th July, 2000.
In the centre of the cliff is a large steep wall. This route climbs the central groove
on the wall, sustained but well protected. Start at the top of a heather bay below the
centre of the wall (overlooked by birch trees on the left). Climb steep heather to
reach a crackline in the shallow groove. Climb the shallow groove to reach a block
roof. Pass this on the left to finish up the deeper groove which slants slightly left.
Tjasa - 40m E3 6a ** . D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 30th July, 2000.
Climbs the pink right side of the wall , facing slightly more west. The pink is perfect
water-washed rock providing a superb finish, but slow to dry. Start as for
Lammergeier.
1. 20m 5a. Climb the heather to the crackline. Traverse 5m right on heather and
climb a corner, then go diagonally right to a ledge just short of a big grassy ledge.
2. 20m 6a. Go on to the big grassy ledge and climb a tricky corner at its near (left)
end. Go up slabbier ground to gain and climb an overhanging crack leading to the
top.
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The Bolting Block:
A huge cubic block at the right end of the cliff has three fine cracklines in its clean
smooth right-hand face, the left two being visible from a distance. The three routes
have a common start, at the right end of a low roof which is at the base of the righthand face, gained by a scramble up grass and heather (or abseil from the top).
Phantom Fencer- 3Sm E2 Sc **. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 30th July, 2000.
Climbs the left-hand crack in a superb situation, although the crack itself is only Sa.
Climb on to aledge with trees on the right. Step left on to the lip of the roof and climb
a crack (crux). Go up and slightly left to reach a bulging band. Climb through this
by a crack on the right of a large block, then swing left to climb to a small tree.
Traverse left to a small ledge on the arete. Climb the fine left crack to the top.
Two Bolts and Some Bailer Twine - 30m E2 Sc **. M. McLeod, C. Moody, R.
Watson. 6th May, 1995.
Originally climbed avoiding the hard initial crack on the right (then El Sb) but
better starting as for Phantom Fencer to the small tree. Climb the finger crack which
runs up from the tree to the top.
Dhanakosa - 30m ES 6a **. I. Taylor (unseconded). 9th May, 1996.
Climbs the thin crack right of Two Bolts, bold and committing. Start up the initial
crack as for Unnamedffwo Bolts, then climb direct to blocks. Climb the thin crack
initially via pockets right of the crack to gain the overlap. Pull over the overlap and
follow the continuation crack to the top.

Seana Mheallan:
Thunderbird - 30m E3 6a **. D. Cuthbertson, J. George. 25th June, 2000.
Start as for Sandpiper. Climb the crack which trends left into the corner of The
Torridonian. Go up this for a few metres and take the flying hand traverse out
towards the left arete. Fortunately, initiating the first moves provides the crux. At
the arete, step left and follow a short crack in a good position to easier ground.
Western Sector:
Skye and Lochalsh against Trugs - ISm HVS Sa *. C. Moody, C. Grindley. 16th
July, 2000.
The right-slanting crack right of Fleeced.
Outswinger-1Sm E2 Sc *. D . McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 15th July, 2000.
Climbs a corner with two stepped roofs on the left side of the fi ne steep wall which
lies to the right of Flaky. Start at the dirty corner beside Flaky and pull up right into
the start of the stepped corner. Follow it round the roofs and up to the top.
Quartz Warts - 20m Severe *. C. Moody, C. GrindJey. 16th July, 2000.
A right-slanting crack left of Off with her Head.

DIABAIG, Peninsula Crags, Ugly Wall:
A Mugs Game - 20m HVS Sa. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 28th July , 2000.
A straight up line through the start ofU gly Mug. Start 2m right of the pile of blocks
and climb direct over a bulge, then a second bulge (common to Ugly Mug) into the
triangular niche. Exit the niche leftwards along a small ramp to finish more easily.
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Handsome Hog - 20m E3 5c **. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 28th July, 2000.
A strenuous direct line with reasonable protection up the highest and steepest part
of the wall. Start at the left side of a black wedge of rock under the lowest overhang
(about 5m left of Ugly Wall). Pull through the overhang, then move 2m right along
a handrail and pull leftwards through the next overhang. Climb up past a knob of
rock to a cramped rest. Pull through the next overhang and reach into a small Vniche. Finish direct through more overhangs.

Pretty Crag:
Pretty Midgie - lOm El 5b. J. Currie, T. Rankin. 22nd July, 2000.
The right-hand crackline gives a sustained route.

Crofters Crag:
Bleeding the Cow - I5m HVS 4c. G. Robertson. 22nd July , 2000.
The left-hand end of a small overhanging wall at the left end of the crag, climbed
on excellent holds. Serious.
The Act - 15m El 5a. G. Robertson. 22nd July, 2000.
Right of Bleeding the Cow is a little left-trending groove over a bulge, then trending
right to the top.
Right of Tenure - 20m H.Severe. G. Robertson. 22nd July, 2000.
The obvious corner left of 8-Ace, swinging right below the unappealing final
overhanging section.
Diabaig Tiger- 20m E3 6a. T. Rankin, J. Cun'ie, G. Robertson . 22nd July, 2000.
The corner and crackline rightof Applecross Jam provides another excellent route.
Finish up the left-hand slanting crack.

Rolling Wall:
Aquamarine - 25m E3 6a *** . R. Dun-an (unseconded). 14th May, 2000.
The obvious right-hand crack on the wall. Start easily, then swing through the bulge
strenuously from the right to gain the crack, which is sustained to easier ground.
The Orange Wall:
Mustn 't Grumble - 10m VS 5a. R. Simpson, B. Watson. 30th April , 2000.
Start at a Y -shaped crack. Follow the left-slanting crack through a bulging slab.
Step left and finish up another cracked bulge. Well protected. (This may be a
variation of Ewar Woowar?).
Loch a' Bhealaich Crag (M.R. 800 584):
A crag above the stream just below the outflow of Loch a' Bhealaich Mhoir (there
is no crag symbol on the 1:50000 map). The crag has a large overhanging wall at
its top right side.

Parasol- 35m El 5b *. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 1st September, 2000.
This route climbs the pillar on the left side of the crag, with an overhanging
downward-pointing toe. The hard sections are well protected. Climb a groove
which curves up leftofthe toe to reach acapping roof. Swing right and traverse right
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to reach the crest. Climb the flat-fronted crest to a tree growing out of a horizontal
crack. Go right, then up on to a sloping ledge. Finish slightly leftwards to a belay
Sm below the top (it is easy to the top but there is no belay).
SLIOCH:
The Way Forward- 2S0mII. V. Chelton, N. Johnson, D. McGimpsey, S. Mearns.
28th January, 200l.
Follows the rocky front of the gently-angled buttress right of Main Buttress. The
lowest rocky tier was climbed by the easiest line just right of centre (short technical
4 moves initially) but can be avoided. Continue up the front through a steepening
at half height by turfy grooves just to the left of centre to reach a level rocky ridge
leading to the top of Easy Gully.

Winter Buttress - V,6. N. Wilson, R. Webb. 15th April, 2000.
A winter version of Main Buttress. Find the bottom left-hand corner of the main
buttress, move up an easy gully for about 2Sm past an overhanging wall on the left,
to reach an obvious turf ramp.
1. 2Sm. Climb the steepening ramp to reach the right-hand end of a large ledge.
2. 30m. Move to the centre of the ledge and climb grooves to reach a steep terrace,
move left to the skyline.
3.1S0m. Climb progressively easier grooves in the buttress edge to reach the col at
the top.

MEALL A' GHIUBHAS, The Great Red Slab:
Pawn Broker - l20m V. Diff. A. Nisbet. 9th October, 2000.
A scrappy line up the left edge of the main slab.

Lonesome Pine - 120m V. Diff *. A. Nisbet. 20th October, 2000.
A line up the centre of the slab via a large area of clean red smooth slab.
NOTE: The Great Red Slab (SMCJ 2000, p3S4) is a variation start to Great
Expectations, only about 10m being separate. Another variation, up a corner to the
left in the middle section, was climbed by A. Nisbet.

AIIt Bhanamhoir Area:
Falls of Bhanamhoir, Resignation Variation - 4Sm IV,4. N. Johnson, V. Chelton,
B. Timrns. 10th February, 200l.
Climbs the right-hand wall of the very steep main pitch. On this occasion the main
fall did not form a complete column, incredibly spectacular none the less. Climb
a steep initial section, then move right on to a heathery wall which formed a thick
icefall. Return back into the main small gorge above.
On the Skyline - 90m IV,S. N. Johnson, V. Chelton, B. Timrns. 10th February,
200l.
Climbs the icefall draining from the obvious cleft on the skyline above and left of
the falls of Bhanamoir (M.R. 980 653). Consists of two pitches of good ice, the
second having a 20m vertical step.
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STONE VALLEY CRAGS, Playtime Wall Area:
The next four micro routes are left of Playtime Wall and climbed by 1. Preston in
October, 1999 while the last two are right of it.
1. IOm Sa. The first line right of broken ground at the left end of the crag and 12m
left of Playtime Wall. Go up to a triangular ledge sprouting a sprig of heather, then
up the mossy crack above.
2. IOm Sa. An obvious wide mossy crack is harder than it looks.
3. 10m Sb. A thin crackline with painful pockets climbed direct.
4. IOm Sa. Go up to a ledge, then up and swing left.

School 's Out - ISm E4 6b. R. Anderson. 7th May, 2000.
Right of Playtime Wall is a smooth area of rock with an obvious brown streak
running down it. Move up a thin crack and reach holds out on the left in the brown
streak, then climb the cracks to the top.
Primary Care - ISm VS 4c. R. and C. Anderson. 7th May, 2000.
The cracks just right of School 's Out.

BAOSBHEINN, Creag an Fhithich, North-West Face:
M.R. 857 676 NW-facing Cliff Base 550m
The triangular face that overlooks Gairloch has a very open aspect and is the result
of a huge landslip in post-glacial times, as per the great Beinn Alligin gash (SMC]
1988). Below and left of this landslip is a steep cliff which provides some good
icefall climbing in cold weather. The icefalls end on a terrace. From here, either
traverse left along the terrace to a belay on the crest. Continue up and right on turfy
steps until an easy ridge is reached leading to the top (lOOm), or traverse right along
the terrace to the left side of the landslip (60m) and a quick descent (both options
are Grade II).

Scalagwag - lOOm V,6. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 3rd March, 2001.
The leftmost icefaJl , which features a prominent column forming over an overhang.
Climb ice to the base of the column (rock runners high on right). Step left on to the
column and climb it to a terrace (30m). Cross the terrace (20m) and climb the
continuation icefall via a steep ramp. Go slightly left and finish up a vertical corner
to the upper terrace (SOm).
Beachcomber- 9Sm V,S. V. Chelton, N. Iohnson, D. McGimpsey. 8th February,
2001.
A central line. Start up and right where the ice is more extensive.
1. 40m. Go up easy iced slabs to an icy corner-chimney. Climb this to a small snowy
bay.
2. SSm . Continue up the line of steep icy corners above to a terrace (pitch could be
split).
Right lcefall- 60m IV,S. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 3rd March, 2001.
The rightmost ice line. An iced groove at the start was incomplete but can form, so
the route was started by traversing in from the right. Climb the rightmost icy
groove, then move left to climb steep ice to the terrace.
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North- West Ridge - 150m to scrambling II. D. McGimpsey. 8th February, 200l.
The attractive-looking ridge on the right of the landslip and starting at M.R . 855 675
has a disappointing upper half.

RA VEN'S CRAG, Fruity Crag:
Blaeberry - lOm H.Severe 4b. A.Nisbet. 9th October, 2000.
Right of Paw-paw are two flake-corners facing each other with a white speckled
wall between them. Climb the wall, starting at its right edge and finishing in the
centre.
NOTE: (From M. Hind):
1. Findlay and myself either led or soloed about 17 routes on Fruity Crag, Vegie
Crag and two other crags in May 1995 therefore predating those for 1998. It appears
that we climbed Banana, Kiwi, Starfruit, Pineapple and Paw-Paw as well as two
others on Fruity Crag. Passion Fruit was not climbed but looked as if it had been
cleaned for climbing. On Vegie Crag, Neep, Swede, Sweet Potato and Turnip were
climbed as well as another three lines, providing good soloing with very soft
landings. Towards the north down into the gully we climbed on a crag of about 30m
in height. I soloed a line on the left in wellies hence Wellie Crag while Justin did
something on the right (around H. Severe?). Above this crag another line was
soloed.
Lochan Fuar Crag (M.R. 800 709):
A gneiss outcrop close to the path which leads to Ravens Crag. Continue past
Raven's Crag until Lochan Fuar is reached. The crag has an obvious overhang
which runs its whole length at half height.
Hungover - lOm VS 4c. T. Doe, A. Brooks. 17th October, 1999.
Start slightly left of centre and climb a slab to the overhang. Pull through and step
left.

Loch Braigh Horrisdale Crag (M.R. 802 703):
Continue farther along the path to Loch Braigh Horrisdale. The gneiss crag is
situated lOOm past the steep bridge crossing the burn. It has an obvious off-width
corner-crack formed by a massive detached block.
Burke and Hair - 15m Severe. A. Brookes, T. Doe. 17th October, 1999.
Start directly below the corner-crack. Climb past a holly bush and ascend the crack.
Evil-hearted Ewe - 15m El 5b. T. Doe, A. Brooks. 17th October, 1999.
A sustained pitch which climbs the right edge of the detached block, offering bold
climbing on scary rock. Start right of Burke and Hair below the obvious flukes.

AN GROBAN, Flowerdale Bastion (M.R. NG 843 745):
At the very top of Flowerdale, to the left of the river, stands this steep two-tiered
crag. The Lower Wall is much the more amenable, but the upper crag is vertical to
slightly overhanging for 30m, with substantial roofs adding to its defences . The
upper crag (The Bastion) possesses some very impressive unclimbed lines. The
rock is gneiss, exposed along the bedding plane, which creates flaky, juggy holds
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in places, but also areas of less sound rock, with some calcification. The two tiers
are well separated, with a spacious terrace below The Bastion, equipped with a
wonderful view and capacious flat luncheon stone.
Approach: From the main road (no cars allowed on the road to Flowerdale Mains),
take the signposted way to Flowerdale Waterfall, continue over a stile and by a
rough track over the meadows to the top of the glen. About 1hr.
Descent: On the left for both tiers.
The Scaling Ladder - 30m VS *. D.S.B. Wright, J.R. Mackenzie. 16th June, 2000.
A pleasant route on mainly good rock. Just left of the lowest rocks on the Lower
Wall is a tree. This climb starts up the rib to its right.
1. 20m Sa. The rib leads to a ledge. Go right along this to an undercut crack, up and
by a delicate move left, gain easier ground and a ledge.
2. IOm 4b. Go straight up rough slabs to finish direct by a small crack.
Ballista - 30m VS 4c. J. R. Mackenzie, D. S. B. Wright. 16th June, 2000.
To the right of The Scaling Ladder is a leftward-facing crack. Climb this, then
continue by thin cracks on excellent rock slightly rightwards to small walls and
belay at the top of the tier.
Bastionard - 3Sm E2 Sb **. 1. R. Mackenzie, D. S. B. Wright. 16th June, 2000.
This climb takes the easiest line on the main part of The Bastion. It was cleaned on
abseil but a few doubtful holds remain. Protection is mainly good, although
strenuous to place. Start at the third nest of large spikes rightwards from the huge
unclimbed diedre. Climb the crack, keeping right where it twins, steeply up to a
projecting block and hands-off rest below the crux. Continue up the crack into a
left-facing groove, when a step right at 2Sm leads to easier ground. Go up to a ledge
and belay well back. Steep and sustained.

GAIRLOCH CRAGS, Rubha Reidh:
A small inlet at the north end of the lighthouse car park has some non-tidal
buttresses. The first steep small wall on the right, after the descent gives:
Chicken Run - 14m El Sc. N. Bassnett, R. Brown. 26th October, 1999.
The finger width crack left of centre.

LOCH TOLLAIDH, Band Zero:
Closest to the road, these smaller crags are nevertheless worthwhile, with mainly
excellent rock.
Strongbow - 20m VS 4c. G. Ettle, D. S. B. Wright. 24th June, 2000.
This is the left-hand of twin curving cracks seen on the leftmost crag of the band.
It is climbed on good rock and protection.
Unnamed - 20m H. Severe 4b. P. Tattersall, J. Buchanan. 29th June, 2000.
The right-hand crack.
The Dreamcoat - 20m HVS Sa. G. Ettle, D. S. B. Wright. 24th June, 2000.
This takes the next main crag to the right, with excelent red rock on the lower part
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and more lichenous grey rock above. Start up a crack, then make delicate moves left
in to the middle of the wall. The upper slab is easier, but unprotected.

The Ewe Walls:
Incisor- 30m HVS Sa *. T. Doe, A. Tooth. 23rd September, 2000.
Climbs the arete and overhanging corner to the left ofEwereka. Start directl y below
the overhanging corner. Pull through the overhang and into the cracked corner.
New Horizons - ISm VS 4c. T . Doe, A. Tooth. 23rd September, 2000.
Start 20m to the right of Ewereka below an obvious grass-choked corner. Cl imb
directly towards the base ofthe corner, step left into a triangular niche and take the
overhanging groove line above.

Fraggle Rock:
Welcome Home - E3 Sc. P. Tattersall. 2000.
A crackline just left of Joyful Departure.
They Think it's all Overhang - 2Sm HVS Sa. J. and D. Prcston. 29th April , 2000.
Start 4m right of the red intrusion of Waldorf, beneath an overhang. Climb straight
up to the overhang and through it leftwards on good holds. Finish direct via a leftfacing corner.
The Bulge - 20m HVS Sa. J. and D. Preston. 30th May, 1999.
Start about 4m left of Cookie Monster. Climb up to a small niche, then steeply over
the bulge on good holds. Finish direct via grooves, cracks and ribs.

The Cloiche Wall:
Unnamed - 2Sm Mild VS 4b. G. Ettle, J. Lyall. May , 1999.
To the left of Someone Else's Dream is a curving pillar. Climb an obvious cracked .
groove, trending up right to a difficult move right into finishing cracks in the upper
pillar.
Upper Tier, Fetish Crag:
Left of the more obvious Red Dwarf (well seen from the car park as a small slab
of bright red rock split into two parts by a central crack) is an area of steep walls
and overhangs.
Viagra Falls - 2Sm El Sb. P. Tattersall and J. Buchanan. June, 2000.
The most obvious line on the right of the crag.
Brewer's Droop - 2Sm E2 Sb. P. Tattersall, J. Buchanan. June, 2000.
Left of Viagra Falls, the prominent left-trending crack.
Stiff Egg White - 2Sm E2 Sc. P. Tattersall, A. Katzenmeier, C. Meek. June, 2000.
Left again, a direct line up the wall and roof.

Buttock Buttress:
Yabbandit- 20m VS Sa. G. Ettle, D. S. B . Wright. 3rd May, 2000.
Climbs a steep 6m wall on the right cheek of the buttress, finishing easil y up slabs
and exiting left.
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Hidden Crag (The Troll Wall):
There is a smaller crag to the left of the main wall.
Tasty Little Number - 20m HVS Sa. P. Tattersall, J. Buchanan. 12th May, 2000.
The wall at the left-hand end of the smaller crag.
Mother Earth - 20m El Sb. P. Tattersall, J. Buchanan. 12th May, 2000.
A groove and flake-line to the right of the previous route.
Bradan - 20m HVS Sa. C. Meek. 2000.
The left-hand of twin crack-lines Im apart, right of Mother Earth.
Breac - 20m HVS Sa. C. Meek. 2000.
The right-hand crack.
Unnamed - 20m VS 4c. P. Tattersall, J. Buchanan. 2000.
To the left of the toe of the smaller buttress, a slab leads to the highest point.
Unnamed - 20m HVS Sa. P. Tattersall, J. Buchanan. 2000.
From the toe of the buttress, this line makes use of all available rock, finishing at
the same point as the previous route.
Social Club - 3Sm E2 Sb. P. Tattersall, L.N. Hughes. August, 2000.
Just right of the left edge of the main crag, a short flake leads to a shallow scoop,
a wall and then easier climbing.
Unnamed - 3Sm E4 Sc **. P. Thorburn, J. Preston. 3rd May, 2000.
Climbs the wall to the left of Water Lily. Hard atthe start, with an easier but sparsely
protected wall to finish.

Inlet Wall:
This is the impressive crag situated at the head ofthe inlet on the shore of the loch.
Thc one existing route takes an unlikely-looking line for the grade up wild terrain.
Lifeline - 30m E3 Sc ***. P. Tattersali, C. Meek. 23rd August, 2000.
The route follows the obvious crackline, with a cleaned ledge part-way up. One of
the best routes at Loch Tollaidh.

Wee Lochan Crag:
Second Charge Direct - E2 Sc. J. Preston, D. McGimpsey. 23rd April, 2000.
Climb direct from the overlap to the top.
Vote Wigley - ISm El Sb. D. McGimpsey, J. Preston. 23rd April, 2000.
Climb the folded strata on the wa1l4m right of Fourth Dimension.
Underneath the Arches - ISm Mild VS 4b. J. Preston , D. McGimpsey. 23rd April,
2000.
Start at the left end of a curving overlap which is right of Dave' s Route. Move up
and right underneath the overlap to its end, then finish direct. Climbing direct to the
right end of the overlap is the same grade.
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Pullover - ] Sm VS Sa. J.Preston , D.McGimpsey. 23rd April, 2000.
On the right is a small arch with black seepage underneath. Make reachy moves on
good jugs through the roofed arch. Follow flakes leftwards to finish direct.

GRUINARD CRAGS, The Beach Wall:
This is the black wall at the far end of the main beach to the north of the car park.
There are two steeper areas of rock with the left-hand section forming a flat-fronted
tower with a crack up its centre just before the crag turns into a grassy bay.

Unnamed - 20m E3 Sc **. F. Fotheringham, I. Brodie. 1998.
The crack in the front face of the tower, climbed direct and finishing left of the
capping block.
Unnamed - 20m E2 Sb. L. Hughes, A. Cunningham. 1998.
The thinner line about 3m right of Unnamed above. Serious, loose rock.
Unnamed - 20m HVS 4c *. A. Cunningham, L. Hughes. 1998.
An attractive line up the slabbier front face of the right section of the crag, a bit
intimidating but low in the grade. The best line starts up the plaque on the right to
a break with hollow blocks, then continues trending leftwards to the highest point
at the top .

Roadside Wall:
This is the reddish brown wall that lies just above the road down and to the left of
Gruinard Crag. It is well seen when driving up the hill northwards from the car park.
Routes descriptions on request bye-mail.

Post Crag: M.R. 955 905 WNW-facing Cliff Base 80m:
This small but well formed crag of solid gneiss S minutes from the road. Park at a
hidden layby just north of the crest of the hill and beside a gate on the west side. The
crag is nearer the car park on the opposite side of the road. The crag has a shorter
pocketed wall on the left of a central orange smooth wall with characteristic breaks.
To the right of this is a smooth slab with a pronounced left-slanting crackline near
its right-hand end. Routes are described from right to left.

Billet Dubh - ISm HVS Sa *. J. R. Mackenzie, D. S. B. Wright. 26th June, 2000.
The pronounced crackline in the slab. An awkward start leads to the crack.
Hate Mail-ISm E3 Sc *. J. R. Mackenzie, D. S. B . Wright. 26th June, 2000.
Up the centre of the slab to the left of Billet Dubh, with a letterbox low down. Start
below it and stand on the letterbox (vital HB offset#5 above). Continue delicately
up using a triangular slot, then follow the broken crack to juggier rock at the top.
Very thin in places.

Pl-12m E4 6a ***. L. N. Hughes, D. S. B. Wright. 31st August, 2000.
The immaculate central wall of orange gneiss is both bold and technical, possibly
high in the grade. Cleaned on abseil.

Bog Meadow Wall (M.R. 938 904):
This lies behind Post Crag and can be approached from the parking spot for that crag
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by going through the gate on the opposite side of the road and continuing up the
shallow valley to break out right at the top to higher ground, then continuing for
about 200m to the line of crags overlooking a flat, boggy meadow. The same line
of crags can be reached from the normal 'beach car park' by contouring the hillside
as for the Gruinard Crag approach and before that crag is reached breaking out left
to reach the boggy meadow. Bog Meadow Wall is the obvious steep crag at the
northern end . When the sun comes around onto the crag at around 4pm it is
transformed into a wonderful orange colour.

Summer Breeze - ESI6 6b ***. R. Anderson. 30th July, 2000.
A superb climb up the central bottomless crack which starts just to the right of an
obvious slanting overlap. Climb to ledges below the crack and move up to a
horizontal break. Directly above is a 'plaque' - a thin crack in the left side of this
takes a Black Diamond Stopper#3 (or an RP#3),just above this is a Camalot#O.l.
Make a move up past these and blindly/awkwardly place a Black Diamond
Stopper#2 with a Black Diamond Swedge#2 (or RP#2) just above at the top of the
crack. Hard moves past these gain a hold (PR) from where harder moves gain the
crack. Climb the crack with interest to the top.
Is it OK for people to come here without you Rab or do you need to hold their hand?
(Hon. Ed.)

Last Tango - E2/3 Sc *. R. Anderson. 30th July, 2000.
The obvious C-shaped crack up the right side of the central part of the wall. Cl imb
to a holly tree, step up left on to a block and make a couple of scruffy moves to the
base of the crack. Climb the fine crack to its top, pull out right, then step up left on
to a ledge and follow slabs up left to a belay.
Inveranvie Crag, Optic Wall:
Tuppenny Tipple - 20m VS 4b. D . S. B. Wright, D. Willis. 28th March, 2000.
About lOm right of Chokestone Gully, there is a rib with a dirty crack on its right.
Go up, using the rib and the crack, to better protection and a traverse right below
a ledge, to finish just left of Slippery Nipple.
Gill- 2Sm Severe 4a. G. Ettle, D. S. B. Wright. II th May, 2000.
There is a short left-facing corner lOm right of The Parting Glass. Go up this,
moving to an edge, then go up right on good rock to finish.

Synoptical- 20m VS 4b. D. S. B. Wright, G. Ettle. 11th May, 2000.
A few metres right of Gill is a large block. Start on this, using a right-curving crack,
but go directly up left on better rock to a thin crack, finishing at a large bollard.
Double Vision - 20m VS 4c. G. Ettle, D. S. B. Wright. 11th May, 2000.
Starting at the same point as The Dundee Dram, go straight up, then left with some
dubious holds, to a groove and good rock to finish.
Gruinard Upper Crag:
Unnamed - 2Sm E3 Sc. P. Thorburn, G. Ettle. 30th April, 2000.
This route lies to the left of the main Upper Crag, about lOOm ascending, then
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descending to the bottom of a long right-slanting narrow pillar. Starting from a
short rightwards diagonal crack, go direct to a small flake . Traverse down right to
a shallow groove line. Climb this (crux) to a left-trending line of better holds.

Gunslinger - 25m E2 5b. G. Ettle, J. Preston, D. McGimpsey, P. Thorbum. 30th
April, 2000.
Climbs up to and over the protruding tongue of rock between The Big C and Red
John.

Dog Crag:
Pig Monkey Bird - 30m E2 5b. P. Tattersall, A. Katzenmeier. 2000.
Takes the wall right of Inverianvie Corner, finishing up the obvious flake.

Dome Crag:
Ducks with Attitude - 55m E2 *. R. and C. Anderson. 6th May, 2000.
A much better line than its appearance might suggest. Start immediately in front of
the pointed block.
l. 20m 5c. Climb carefully past a wedged block, then cross a slab to climb a crack
up the left side of a short smooth rib and continue to the base of the obvious short
corner. Climb the corner and its left wall.
2. 30m 4c. Cracks in the rib lead to more pleasant rock and the top.

Goat Crag:
Several routes have been climbed here, mostly by P. Tattersall and L. N. Hughes.
A copy of the descriptions of new and old routes will be e-mailed to anyone on
request.

Jetty Buttress:
Radio Gnome - E3 5c. P. Tattersall, A. Katzenmeier. 2000.
The wall left of Right Charlie.

Carn Goraig:
Slide line - I5m E3/4 6a *. R. and C. Anderson. 13th May , 2000.
To the right of Whoopers is a shallow depression and short crack. Omitting a side
runner in Whoopers gives the E4 grade. Climb the scoop and crack where a hold
on the left may be useful.
Thunderhead - 90m E3 ***. 1. R . Mackenzie, D . S. B . Wright. 31st May, 2000.
A very direct and continuous line on clean rock throughout. It aims for the break
at the left end of Olden Glory 's hand traverse. The start lies to the left of the lower
tier on a heather rake reached by a short crack. The base of a clean rib is marked
by a large boulder thread on its left and twin trees to its right. A small roof is visible
some way up the rib.
1. 30m 4b. Climb the rib to the right of the roof and continue on excellent rock to
deep cracks at the extreme left end of the upper terrace.
2. 40m 5c. Climb straight up to a cleaned ledge, step up left and climb the wall on
spaced holds to step right below black cracks. Climb these to the crux and an easing
above. Continue straight up and into a smooth scoop with an out-of-reach crack.
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Climb this and up the cracked waIl above to below the final easy slab. One of the
best pitches on these crags.
3. 20m. Scramble up the pleasant slabs.

Crusader-70m HVS Sa *. 1. R. Mackenzie, D. S. B. Wright. 18th June, 2000.
A good balanced climb with pleasant climbing on superb rock. Start at the same
boulder thread as for Thunderhead.
1. 2Sm Sa. Climb a nose, then diagonally left past the roof to go up slabs to the same
belay.
2. 4Sm Sa. Climb up to a left-trending ramp and climb the crack, stepping right on
to an inset slab and up to a heathery chimney. Climb the wall above on the right to
the top.
Climbing with Heather-2Sm HVS Sa. J. R. Mackenzie, D. S. B. Wright. 18th June,
2000.
This lies on the wall above the descent ramp. Continue down the ramp to a
chockstone and belay. Climb the overhung scoop and crack above to a steep slabby
wall and a heathery crack which is climbed to a heathery ledge. Clean rock above
leads to a massive flake and the fine rib which is climbed centrally to the top .
Potentially good given a prune.
Carn nam Buailtean:
Several more routes have been added - details bye-mail on request.
MUNGASDALE CRAG: M.R. 969 928 SW-facing Cliff Base HOrn:
There are 23 routes up to ISm on this crag, mostly hard and fingery . Contact
topo@tul-fhirinn.com or Jim Buchanan at the Bridge Cottage Coffee Shop,
Poolewe for a topo.
Creag Beinn nam Ban:
Some of the routes previously reported had been climbed by J. Robinson and D.
Neville in 1990/1991, often by a different line and with a lower grade. Again,
details available bye-mail.
Bandit Country - 40m E2 Sb *. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 2nd July, 2000.
Sustained but with adequate protection . Right of Blockbuster is a shallow mossy
groove with its right wall leading to an arete, the route. Start up a small juggy arete
leading to the main arete. Climb it fairly directly (the best line, like the protection,
needs finding) to join and finish up the slab of Wendy House.
CARNMORE CRAG:
Fian Grooves - llOm E3. T. Rankin, G. Robertson (on sight). 4th June, 2000.
A superb route based on the bulging arete immediately left of Green Corner. Start
as for that route.
1. 4Sm Sc. Go left into an obvious clean groove and follow this to an overhang.
Swing out left along a handrail and pull round the left end of the overhang into
another groove. Move up the wall on the left, then back right to a crack which is
followed to an awkward mantelshelf. Continue straight up the crest to the base of
the corner. A fantastic pitch.
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2. 20m 4b. Climb the corner with surprising ease to a terrace and junction with
Green Corner.
3. 20m 5c. Above is a shallow leaning groove. Gain this from the left, then follow
it to step left to belay.
4. 25m 5a. Go directly across a ramp behind to enter and climb a constricted groove
to easier ground.

Dragon: Following the request for opinions of its grade, HVS outnumbered El, but
not by much.
Firecracker - 70m E4. T. Rankin, G. Robertson (on sight). 5th June, 2000.
Another fine route with a strenuous first pitch taking the obvious crackline
immediately right of and parallel to Crackers. Start at a huge block.
1. 20m 6a. Climb a steep jam crack on the front of the block to the base of the crack
proper, then forge up this to an evil stretch (crux).
2. 50m 5c. Continue directly up the groove over a bulge to easier ground below a
scoop. Pull up left into the scoop, then continue steeply trending slightly right to
the top.

CARNAN BAN, Maiden Buttress:
Eastern Wall- 50m El. M. Litterick, B. R. Shackleton. 24th May, 1994.
Start from a grassy bay on the SE side of the buttress.
1. 5a. Climb the dark wall towards overlapping rock tiles and a belay to the left of
a prominent hanging water stained groove (seen from below as the main feature of
the route).
2. 5b. Step right from the belay to reach the foot of the steep groove. Climb the
groove and exit with difficulty (crux) on to clean compact rock, leading with
continuing interest to the top of the buttress.
FISHERFIELD FOREST, Na Bearta Buttress:
The following two routes are on the slabby wall which forms the upper tier of the
left section of the cliff.
My Fair Lady - 70m Severe. A.Nisbet. 7th May, 2000.
This would make a logical finish to Wallflower but was climbed in its own right.
Start near the right end of the wall. Climb a short corner, then cracks in the slabby
wall until the slab angle eases on the left and a left-trending line was taken below
a heather patch into the centre of the wall. Here are cracklines either side of a central
scoop. Climb the crack left of the scoop to the top.
Crucifer - 60m H. Severe 4b. A. Nisbet. 7th May, 2000.
A route up cracks towards the left end of the wall. Moving left from My Fair Lady
the base of the wall is crackless untiljust past a long roof where there is a deep wide
crack. Climb this crack until it becomes heathery, then make a thin traverse left into
another crack. Climb this for about lOm until possible to return right to a crack
(which may not be the original). Climb this until it bends away left, then finish up
pleasant ribs.

AN TEALLACH, A'Ghlas Thuill:
Forbidden Gully - 250m V,7. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 24th March, 2001.
The gully between Minor Rib and Miniscule Rib. Climb low-angled ice pitch and
easier snow to fork (as for Miniscule Rib) - 70m. Take the left fork over a bulge
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to another branch. The left branch ends in an overhang. Climb the right branch, a
chimney-corner to its top (SOm). Traverse left back to the left branch above its
overhang. Climb a flared chimney (1 PA, but has been seen fully iced), then snow
to another difficult bulge, over this and more snow until you can move out left to
easier ground (SOm). Finish easily (this is the optional final gully of Minor Rib).

Toll an Lochain
NOTE: A variation start to 1978 Face Route by D . Gardner, E. Lynch in February,
1994. The start climbed a central icefall leading directly into the triangular
snowfield (Grade III to V depending on the build-up). They then followed the gully
of 1978 Face Route all the way to the top but this has been climbed before (by M.
Moran and party around 1990, possibly others).
Sail Liath:
Mauna Kea - 400m IV,4. A. Nisbet. 1st March, 2001.
A ramble based on a chimney on the left side of the central buttress of Sail Liath,
but never actually climbing in the chimney. A big rockfall swept the lower chimney
in November, 2000 and discouraged its ascent. Start up a ramp from the next bay
to the right. Traverse left immediately above the rockfall scar into the chimney line.
Continue the traverse, slightly descending, until going up to a barrier wall. Climb
this with difficulty by a slight groove, then go up to the next batTier wall. This is
easier and climbed by the first break left of the chimney to gain a terrace. Traverse
the terrace rightwards, slightly rising to join and continue traversing as for The
Forger.
Counterfeit Groove - 170m IlI,4. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 7th January, 200l.
Climbs a wide but shallow groove in the buttress right of The Forger. Start up and
right of the big ramp of The Forger and cli mb the groove, or the turfy ground left
of it, always trending generally left, to reach a steep capping wall. Climb this by a
steep groove on the right to easy slopes on the big ramp which leads up past the three
chimneys.
Kumbh Mela - l30m V,6. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 7th January, 2001.
The left-hand and highest of the three chimneys in the right-hand buttress, the
central chimney being Sulphur Gully. Much deeper, longer and more impressive
than it looks. Start at the same place as Sulphur Gully but go left up a ramp to reach
the chimney. An initial chokestone was the crux, climbed on the left wall and
probably 7, but would become quite easy with a big build-up. Thereafter it was deep
and a good chimneying width.
Anvil Chorus-lS0m VI,6 **. J. Lyall, J. Preston. 19th December, 2000.
A harder companion to Sandeman's Pinnacle (which has been regraded V,6) ,
following the obvious straightleft -slanting line. Warthogs or other turf protection
is comforting.
1. SOm. Climb ISm up the first pitch of Sandeman 's Pinnacle before stepping left,
then up to climb a corner (crux). Continue up the same line to a small ledge.
2. 30m. Follow this turfy line to a thin slabby exit on to a ledge system.
3. SOm. Continue by the same line until overlooking Bottomless Chimney, then up
awkward ground close to the crest.
4. 20m. Follow the edge to easy slopes.
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Monumental Chimney-llSm V,7 **. J. Lyall, J. Preston. lSth December, 2000.
The steep deep chokestoned chimney at the top right side of Forgotten Face.
I . 60m. Climb a smooth corner on thin ice, then go up an easy gully to the chimney.
2. 20m. Go deep into the chimney and up to jammed blocks. Cut loose under these
to gain the hanging chimney which is followed by a tight squeeze and awkward
bulge to a ledge.
3. Follow the bulging fault and gully to the top.
Elemental Gully - lOOm Ill. J. Lyall. 18th January, 2001.
Follow the first SOm of Monumental Chimney, then climb a gully on the right. Later
climbed by A. Nisbet on 1st March in excellent conditions at Grade II.
CORRIESHALLOCH GORGE:
The shortest walk in Scotland, and downhill! (a brave claim - Hon. Ed.)
Orpheus - 4Sm VI,6. R. Webb, I. Innes. January, 200l.
From the westbound car park walk down to the viewpoint, over the downstream
fence about 3m and abseil off a tree. You should be abbing over an icicle. Descend
to a large block about Srn above the river and on the downstream side of the ice.
Above is a hanging icicle. Cross diagonally up right to reach an ice/rock groove,
go up this to it' s end, arrange gear and step gently on to the hanging ice, shut your
eyes and go for the top.
NOTE: On the first ascent Ian Innes , who was seconding, forgot to be gentle. The
entire icicle detached, with Ian attached, to the alarm of spectators on the bridge.
Rescue was only avoided by vigorous and aggressive diplomacy with the audience.
Fortunately, Ian prussiked faster than Mr Disapproving could get a signal on his
mobile phone. The gorge offers tremendous potential for short desperates (like
Ian!), possibly 20+ routes.
Editor's note: Other easier lines have been led, some in January, 2001 and some
in the past.

NORTHERN HIGHLANDS
NORTH AND EAST (VOLUME TWO)
SGURR NA LAPAICH, Sgurr DaD ClachaD Geala:
Lap Dance - 60m VI,7 . B. Davison, D. McGimpsey. 18th February, 2001.
Fine sustained climbing up thinly-iced corners and grooves. Start approx. 30m up
and right from Lap of the Gods (SMCJ 1998) at a large left-facing corner.
1. 3Sm. Climb the corner to a sloping ledge approx. halfway up the face. Gain a
steep V -groove on the right, follow it into a small bay and exit via a short corner
onto a huge flake.
2. 2Sm. Immediately above is a steep corner. Climb this to easier turfy ground and
then snow. Traverse off right or continue upwards for another pitch to join the top
of Lapland Buttress.

Second Lap - 4Sm Ill. D. Allan, D . McGimpsey, J. Preston . 21st February, 2001.
Near the right-hand end of the crag is a short icy square-cut chimney. Climb this
and continue in the same line above.
GLENMARKSIE CRAG:
NOTE: An important hold has broken off Deimos and the route is now E3 6a.
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Strathconon notes from M. Hind:
Scoop Crag: Brass Monkey is not E3 6a but E3 5c and R. Scott who upgraded, did
not second the route.
Gabbro Slab: The Rake should be called Promenade at about Severe 4a, and
Promenade was originally called Two Step.
CREAG GHLAS, West Face:
Prix Choc - 20m E2 5c. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 3rd September, 2000.
The slab left of Super Discount holds another two cracks (really there are four
parallel and quite close). Climb straight up to and follow the right of these two (third
from the right).
Note: Super Discount itself has been repeated, the grade confirmed and worth a
star.
Garibaldi - 40m E3. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 29th August, 2000.
The crack close on the left of Spoils of War provides some very thin moves. Slightly
spoilt by its close proximity to Spoils of War, but it feels separate on the crux
section.
1. 15m 4b/6a Climb Peak Freen's Trotskyite Selection; either traverse in from the
left to omit the boulder problem start (4b) or climb it from the base (at least 6a).
2. 25m6a Climb the thin crack, well protected with several small cams, Friend#O
and smaller.
NOTE: Several opinions have Victory Crack at E3 6a, Spoils of War at El 5b,
Chameleon at El 5b, Glass Slipper at VS 4c, Moon Safari at E2 5b but no
complaints about the high quality.
Hall of Mirrors is hard El or easy E2 and perhaps the best of all. It is recognised
that the climbs were done immediately after cleaning, often with loose earth
present, and have subsequently become easier.
Toad Hall-145mE2 5b. D. McGi~psey, A. and G. Nisbet. 3rd September, 2000.
Start at the same place as The Lizard. The first pitch offers increasingly fine
climbing.
1. 45m 5b Step up right on to a higher ledge, then climb next to the right bounding
wall of the rib and up a short step to heather. Step left immediately on to the
bounding wall and climb this, initially close to heather but soon diverging into a
crackline about a metre from the arete. Follow this, sometimes using the crack to
the right, to gain the arete where the Loop Variation reaches it. Follow the arete
(crux, similar to the Loop Variation but with five runners in the crack to the right)
to the ledge.
2. 20m 4c Climb the right edge of the main slab (as for The Lizard, before it moves
right), then continue on the main slab trending left before returning back right to
the top of the slab.
3. 20m Scramble up left to a big flake at the foot of the next slab.
4. 20m 5b. Go 5m farther left to gain and climb a right-slanting crack to a terrace
(an initial runner high on the left is recommended).
5. 40m 4b Climb a line of flakes up the next wall. Go left to a big flake at the base
of the final blocky wall. Stand on it and climb the wall above.
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SGURR NA MUICE, North-East Face:
Sows Ear- lSSm Ill. R. Weld, 1. R. Mackenzie. 20th February, 200l.
This is the square-cut gully to the left of Piglet. Climb the gully to a small blockage,
taken on the right wall and continue up to a big chockstone (4Sm). Climb the crux
chockstone and continue to below a chimney-groove (3Sm). Climb the chimneygroove to arrive below a slabby icefall. Climb the icefall or the dog-leg to its right
which borders a buttress to arrive at a pointed block and belay above (40m).
Continue up left of the buttress on either snow or ice to the top (3Sm). Probably
easily banked out, this climb is best under lean, well frozen conditions and is graded
for such .

Direct Start - 30m IIIIII. J. R. Mackenzie, R. Weld (both solo). 20th February,
200l.
To the left of the lower rock balTier is an icefall, easily formed, that goes up a
groove, then a slab to below the starts of Sows Ear, Piglet and Swine Groove.

Slaughterhouse Blues-16Sm V,6 *. R. Biggar, J. R. Mackenzie (alt.). 9th January,
200!.
This good route lies in the deep bay to the right of The Wolf etc. which contains a
slabby wall on the left and two groove lines to the right. This route takes the righthand groove. Best approached from directly below via a shallow couloir to the right
of the right-hand one used to gain the bays to the left. Climbed under poor snow but
good turf, it should be easier under consolidated conditions.
Climb the right-hand groove with sustained interest, good but fiddley protection,
to a little cave above (3Sm, crux) . Continue in the same line up a turfy chimney and
more open ground (40m). The line taken was a left-facing corner up left to a capping
bulge rather than an easier direct option (40m). Continue up easier ground to just
below the top (SOm). The summit cairn is 20m above.

SGURR NA FEARSTAIG, South Top, East Face:
Flower of Scotland - 170m IV,S ** . J. R. Mackenzie, R. Richard. 14th January,
2001.
This is the left-hand of the two gullies which lie on the left sideofthe main face with
a thin streak between them at half height. The gully can be identified by a narrow
slot and a chimney higher up at about half height. Start either as for Snowdrop or
to the left up mixed ground and ice to a corner below and left of the narrow slot
(SOm). Move up into the slot and exit up the entertaining right wall (20m). Continue
up above to the next chimney and climb it to another overhanging chockstone with
a difficult landing. Continue up big flakes and move left around another chockstone
(30m, a great pitch). Continue up over a minor bump and an easy finish to the top
(70m). Climbed under ideal thin but well frozen conditions.

The Sorceror-16Sm IV,S *** . J. R. Mackenzie, R. Biggar. 17th January, 200!.
The route of the crag taking the big central corner direct. Ideal conditions; the turf
was well frozen and the icefall accommodating. A fine route with excellent
protection and belays, highly recommended. Climb the lower icefall to just right of
the steep section (40m, this is sometimes covered). Climb the ice runnel and steep
turf, stepping right, then left around a bulge to continue up the right-trending ramp
to a recess (3Sm). Continue up turf and ice to the base of the chockstone guarding
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the top corner (30m). Climb the interesting chockstone to continue up the corner
to a chocks tone just below the crux, a right-leaning corner (20m). Climb the well
protected corner-crack with a traditional crawl through the hole above (ISm).
There is a choice of three exits; an easy traverse off left, a central steep wall or a
turfy traverse off right. The central wall was taken (25m).

Right-Centre Fork - 60m III *. J. R. Mackenzie. 17th January , 200 I.
To the right of Left-Centre Fork is a nalTOW groove, well iced but with a big capping
cornice, outflanked by the arete on the left.
BEN WYVIS, Creag Coire na Feola:
Unnamed - J80m V,S. C. Cartwright, S. Richardson . 7th January, 200 I.
A turfy mixed climb up the rib to the left of Walking on Air.
I. 20m Climb the groove 10m left of Walking on Air to an easing where the groove
splits into twin chimneys. Move right to below the right-hand chimney.
2. 40m Climb the chimney, exit left and surmount the steep wall above using a 3m
hanging icicle (a prominent feature from below) and a short ramp. Step right and
continue up the steep groove above and climb steep turf to a terrace.
3. 40m Turn the wall on the right and continue up turfy mixed ground for 30m.
4. 50m Move left and climb up to an icy groove which leads to the final snow slopes.
5. 30m Snow slopes lead to the top.

True Blue - 210m IV,S **. J. R. Mackenzie, R. Weld. 18th February, 2001.
To the right of Walking on Air is a concave icefall. Climb this, vertical at the top,
to a stance immediately above (35m, crux). Follow snow easily to opposite a blue
icefall on the left. This can extend for a considerable distance and leads up to a
narrow blue hose above (40m). Climb the excellent icefall direct to the upper hose
which has a hanging icicle to its right (50m). Step left past the icicle and climb the
blue hose to exit on to the upper snow field (35m). Go straight up the snow to the
top (50m). Some excellent ice climbing, not apparent from below. This line makes
the most of the ground right of Walking on Air though it is possible to escape
directly up to the right after the initial pitch.
FANNICHS, An Coileachan, Garbh Coire Mor:
Al Capone - l70m V,6. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 13th January, 2001.
A fairly direct line up the face between the two depressions in the left wall of the
cOlTie, passingjust rightof a large rockfall scar. After a tricky wall at the base, climb
a crack and corner line direct to the right end of a ledge above the rockfall scar
(40m). Go to the left cnd of the ledge and climb over two large flakes. Return right
up a ramp to below a wall which is just right of the belay (20m). Step left into a
shallow corner in the wall and make a hard move to reach turf. Continue up to easier
ground (20m). Finish up the easier ground trending slightly left (80m).

Sarsaparilla - 240m V,4. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 19th January , 2001.
A line based on the groove high in the centre of the buttress between Burdock and
Dandelion (i.e. left of Turf Accountant). Limited rock protection; take warthogs or
hooks . Start roughly centrally and some 20m up and right of the lowest point of the
buttress. Take a line of weakness leading diagonaJly left, then go straight up to
steeper ground (50m). Climb a smaJl icefall through a steep wall to a niche, then
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traverse right and rise right to the base of the central groove (SOm). Climb the
groove (ice) until the naturalline leads out left (40m). Climb up and return right into
the main groove (30m). Finish easily up this (70m).

On yer Bike - 200m VI,7 **. E. Brunskill, D. Morris. 3rd February, 2001.
This brilliant route follows an intricate and logical line up the crest of the buttress
which forms the left wall of Dandelion (i.e. right of Turf Accountant). The route
is sustained, continually exposed and generally well protected with superb belays.
1. 3Sm Start at the bottom right edge of the buttress and climb directly up the crest
to the terrace below the first rock band.
2. 30m Traverse rightwards to the end of the terrace and climb for about Srn up a
right-trending ramp (overlooking Dandelion) round the rock band. Up and left is
a steep cracked wall. Step up onto a pedestal and climb the wall. At its top pull out
left onto a ledge on the crest of the buttress and traverse this leftwards for 4m until
below a large flake crack. Climb the crack into a small recess and belay.
3. SOm Traverse left along the top of the flake and up a groove. Climb straight up
the crest of the buttress to another smaller rock band. Climb the rock band directly
up a steep flaky wall (bold). Continue up to a terrace below another large rock band
and traverse right to the edge of the buttress to a good thread below a large block
(overlooking Dandelion).
4. 30m Climb up on to the block and climb the steep wall above by turfy ledges into
a fine blocky corner line. Climb this to its top.
S & 6. SSm Climb up and left into an obvious open groove and follow this to the
top.

BEINN DEARG, Cadha Dearg:
Vigilante - 280m I1I,4. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 12th January, 2001.
The crest of the buttress lying close on the right ofGeddes' s Gully. A good line but
the climbing is undistinguished. Start up mixed ground just left of the first pitch of
Geddes's Gully, then traverse right immediately above it on to the buttress. Follow
the crest picking the turfiest line with a tricky step just above half height until a ramp
leads rightwards to a finish on the right.
Coire Ghranda:
Tickled Rib - ISOm VI,7. 1. Currie, G. Robertson. 13th January, 2001.
This fine , sustained climb takes the grooved rib immediately right of Traumatic
Interference and should become technically easier with more ice. Start up and right
of the lowest rocks at a mini-ramp leading onto the crest. Move on to the crest and
climb directly to the base of the obvious groove (30m). Climb the groove, with a
tricky offwidth, and continue up a smaller groove to a ledge below an overhanging
wall (3Sm). Traverse the ledge rightwards then pull up using a weird horizontal
tooth. Step right, then follow grooves ep to a belay beneath more overhanging walls
(2Sm). Take the obvious traverse out left to an airy perch on the crest (lOm). Climb
up and left into the obvious icy corner (crux) and follow this to a good ledge (20m).
Turn the final step on the left and continue easily to the top (30m)
The West Buttress:
Ice Hose Right-Hand Finish - 3S0m VI,6. J. Currie, G. Robertson, P. Robertson.
14th January, 2001.
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Above the main icefall of the Ice Hose the gully forks and the right branch leads to
a narrow ice cascade falling from a cul-de-sac. On this ascent, an icicle hung down
to the right of the pillar, allowing the upper groove to be gained, and providing a
fitting finale. Follow Ice Hose to the top of the icefall, then take the right branch up
into the cul-de-sac (220m). Climb the cascade to its top, then transfer to the icicle
which leads into the groove. Climb this to a broad belay on the right (30m).
Continue up over an icy step to a junction with Silken Ladder and follow this to the
top (lOOm).

BEN MOR COIGACH:
Consolation Gully - 250m Ill. C. Cartwright, S. Richardson. Sth March, 1995.
The well-defined right-slanting gully at the right end of the north face of the
mountain (300m east of the Ben Mor Coigach-Sgurr an Fhidhleir col at M.R. NC
09S052). Climb the gully over several steep sections to a bifurcation. Take the right
branch to the top.
Sgurr an Fhidhleir:
Magic Bow Wall- 290m VIII,S. C. Cartwright, S. Richardson. 30th December,
2000.
A winter version of Magic Bow. Long and sustained with difficult route finding.
The corner is a natural drainage line and requires an exceptional period of cold
weather to be fully frozen.
I to 3. lOOm Either climb straight up grooves and slabs to reach the foot of the rightfacing corner, or approach from the left via a system of terraces.
4. 20m Climb the corner and exit up and left on thin turf to reach a good ledge.
5. 20m Climb the steep corner-crack above to reach a small ledge.
6. 30m Continue up the corner-crack to a good ledge. The summer route goes right
from here. Instead continue up the corner-line on steep turf to reach a small stance.
7. 30m Traverse along the narrow exposed terrace on the right, passing a blank
section, to where the terrace widens.
S. 20m Break through the wall above using a left-facing groove and flake to reach
another terrace.
9. 20m Step right and cross an overhanging groove to reach a good platform.
10. 30m Climb the wall above by taking a steep vegetated groove which trends back
left. Climb straight up on small holds and exit onto a slabby stance below the steep
final corner and vegetated groove of Fidelio taken by the original Nose Winter
Route. Continue up the final groove of the Nose Original Route (40m) to reach the
top of the steep section of the Nose, then climb the crest of the Fhidhleir in three
pitches to the summit.

Direct Nose Route, Variation - VI,7. 1. Cartwright, M. Prezelj. 26th February,
2001.
Follow the Direct Nose Route for four pitches. Instead of climbing the corner
above, trend right into a slanting corner. Climb this until a tricky move round a
corner/bulge leads to a turf ramp (20m). Move up and left until below a short steep
wall which is climbed on good torques and turf. Continue up the turfy fault line
above, passing a small roof on the right (35m). Continue up the line of least
resistance for 20m until a thread runner protects reachy moves into a turf ledge
below a short chimney (30m). Climb the chimney to easy ground and the top (25m).
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CULMOR:
Easy Gully - IT. C. Cartwright, M. Hind, R. Webb. January, 2001.
The obvious easy gully left of The CuI.
Cul Cats - 160m VU,6 *. J. Lyall, R. Webb. 27th December, 2000.
A direct line up the back wall, starting halfway between Easy Gully and The CuI.
1. 40m Climb a vegetated trough (the easiest looking line) which slants slightly
rightwards .
2. 3Sm Follow a snaking line up left to a terrace.
3. 2Sm Go up towards the steepest upper rocks by a fault leading to a triangular roof,
but move right before this to a ledge and belay.
4. 4Sm Climb a shallow chimney-crack just right of the upper prow (crux) and belay
overlooking The CuI .
5. ISm Climb the edge and gully above.

STAC POLLAIDH, No.1 (West) Buttress:
Silicone Soul- 90m IV,6. D. Morris, E. Brunskill.lOth February, 2001.
This good little climb takes a direct line up the West Face of West Buttress and has
two fine technical pitches. Approximately 30m left and level with the top ofBairds
Pinnacle is a ledge system which leads left to a terrace and eventually to the bottom
of the cliffs and the approach path (from the North). Start about Sm left from the
right edge of the ledge below a small corner capped by a V -shaped notch .
1. 30m Climb up the corner and into the notch. Continue up and left to reach a steep
capped V -groove. Climb the sustained groove and pull up right onto a slabby
groove. Climb the slabby groove on tufts to the large terrace.
2. 30m Directly up from the terrace an obvious small square chimney can be seen
halfway up the next steep buttress wall. Walk easily up the terrace to below the
buttress wall.
3. 30m Climb a slabby groove which leads up and right to the foot of the square
chimney. Climb the awkward chimney and pull out right on to a ledge below a large
flake crack formed by a huge block. Climb the flake crack and pull out onto the top
of the block. Climb the cracked wall above to the summit.
North Side:
The Ghost Road-40m HVS Sa. 1. Kilner, R. Pillinger, P. Kilner. 14th June, 1999.
The climb lies on the north side of the mountain, at the right (west) side of a gully
which forms the end of the cliffs which have curved round the west end of the
mountain. The gully is the opposite side to the gully between Nos.l & 2 Buttresses
and its top is just east of the awkward step on the summit ridge, from where it can
be descended . Scramble up the gully to the foot of a prominent inset slab with an
overhanging wall to its left. Climb the slab using its left corner. A good pitch but
with poor protection (in the corner). The summit ridge and cairn are a short distance
above.

Polly Fume - SOm Ill. J. Irving, K. Irving, G. Allan. 30th December, 2000.
The slab right of The Ghost Road, climbed by the line of maximum turf. There is
no rock gear. Also climbed in summer 2000 by A. Nisbet at about Severe.
North- West Corner - l1Sm IV,S **. H . Burrows-Smith, J. LyalI. 30th December,
2000.
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Good climbing up the northerly edge of West Buttress, close to the summer line.
l. 40m Start just right of the gully and climb up close to the edge, with a short
chimney leading to a block on the left.
2. 30m Move right and up towards a steep smooth corner. Go right around the rib
just below the corner, then up a wide crack and groove to a corner.
3. 45m Climb a turfy crack on the right and continue straight up by a line close to
the right edge.

REIFF, Black Rocks:
Great Black Back Direct - 20mE3 5c *. G. Latter, L. Gordon Canning. 31 stAugust,
2000.
The arete climbed direct without escaping into the corner on the left. Very
eliminate. Place protection in the initial break by bridging up the boulder, then
ascend the initial arete and follow it, finishing out right over the bulge on good
holds .

Po oh Cliff:
Pooh Sticks - E2 6a. T. Whitaker, M. Robson. 25th July, 2000.
Climbs the centre of the wall between Roo and Eeyore. Climb up and leftwards to
an obvious hole on Roo. Step back right to a good hold in the centre of the wall.
Finish straight up.
Rubha Coigeach, Black Magic Bay:
Rusty - 20m VS 4c. G. Muhlemann, M. Robson . 7th August, 2000.
Takes a route up the slabby wall right of The Comeback (guide p213). Start at the
entrance of The Black Chimney and climb the wall to a belay on the large ledge.
Move left and climb the edge of the large flake/block to the top.
Spaced Out Rockers Cliff:
A rewritten and regraded description, as climbed by G. Latter, D. Hollinger on 21 st
August, 2000:
Spaced Out Rockers on the Road to Oblivion - 65m E4 ****.
A stunning right to left diagonal line across the big undercut wall, giving the longest
and best route on the peninsula. Start at a big roofed recess just left of the right edge
of the wall, gained from the west face by soloing leftwards round ledges.
1. 20m 5c Traverse horizontally left until below the left end of a ledge system. Make
hard moves up to gain the ledge, and belay at the right end.
2. 45m 5c Go to the left end of the ledge and up to a prominent handrail, and follow
this until possible to gain a higher handrail, which cuts through an obvious niche
to finish in the corner. Nut belay at top of the corner, or 15m farther back. A
' Yosemite big wall' rack of cams from 1- 4, (mainly #1'h-#3) will be found more
than useful.
The following routes are tidal, accessible from mid-tide onwards.

Headlong- 35m E4 5c ***. G. Latter, D. Hollinger (on-sight). 21st August, 2000.
Excellent sustained climbing heading for the prominent hanging groove high up in
the centre of the cliff. Start 10m right of the blunt slabby arete beneath the right end
ofthe big roof. Climb straight up to a left-slanting crack and follow this left to small
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ledge beneath a flake. Follow this, then slightly right up the shallow ramp to an
apparent impasse. Climb steeply straight up the wall on hidden holds, then traverse
left along the excellent break of Spaced Out Rockers to a good rest in the base of
the final groove. Climb this more easily to finish. Stake belay immediately above.

Culach - 30m E4 6a***. G. Latter. 1st September, 2000.
Spectacular climbing up the hanging flake sy'stem in the centre of the cliff. Start
immediately beneath the flake system. Climb steadily up to protection in the first
break at 5m, then up and follow the groovelflakes, climbing on good holds steeply
up the edge to a good rest beneath the break of Spaced Out Rockers. Make bold
moves straight up to good ledges (birdy) and continue to large ledge near top.
Climbs straight up, with a long reach to the final break. Finish slightly left, past a
good undercut flake.
The Leaning Block Cliffs:
Mons/er Trundle - 15m HVS 5a. G. Latter, L. GOl·don Canning. 1st September,
2000.
The leftmost of the two left-slanting faults on the west facing wall Gust right of
Waigwa). The rock is not quite as good as the neighbouring routes.
Amphitheatre Bay:
Graculus - 25m E2 5c *. D. Hollinger, G. Latter. 21st August, 2000.
A fine right-trending line up the obvious ramp on the right side of the wall. Climb
direct to near the left side of the ramp, and follow this, stepping up right past a good
undercut flange. Finish more easily above.
BREABAG:
Breabag Icefall- 60m IV,5. D. Allan, D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 15th January,
200l.
The icefall formed where a stream flows into Glas Choire Mor from two lochans
at M.R. 296 170. The ice forms largely in a groove but there is a short steep section.
Requires cold weather.
INCHNADAMPH LIMESTONE CRAGS (M.R. 250 203):
A 2km long line of Cambrian limestone lies south of the Inchnadamph Hotel. They
are about 10 to 15 minutes from the A837 and convenient laybys exist at intervals.
The Cambrian Blue is basically quite sound, as witnessed by the lack of scree, but
flat ledges are sometimes covered in loose blocks, easily cleared. Not all the rock
is stable, especially in some areas and optimistic caution is advised. The limestone
at its best is grey or whiteish,with excellent friction and at its worst, yellow. Smoo
Cave excepted, the crags provide the only limestone climbing in the Highlands. All
the routes unless specifically mentioned were led on sight.
Layout: A long mural vertical wall, horizontally banded in grey and white with a
wealth offeatures. The limestone runs to flat or incut holds and provides sustained
strenuous climbing usually well protected by nuts and cams.There are three tiers
separated by grass terraces. The lower tier is short, broken and black. The second
tier is the best, longest and merges with the top tier in places to give two pitch routes.
The thjrd tier is much less sound than the second but where it merges it improves.
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The exposure is well pronounced as the routes start from an already exposed
position. It is strongly advisable for the second to find adequate belays to prevent
both of you rolling down a long slope! The crag is most easily split into natural
sectors; Central , being the area between the rusty waterfall and the deepgully to the
left, Right-hand, being the area between the waterfall and the southern coire, Lefthand, being the area between the deep gully and the northern coire and the Southern
and Northern coiries, the former shallow and the latter much deeper. To the left of
the Northern coire the crags continue around to the Inchnadamph Hotel , the Far left
sector.

Descents: For routes at the far right of the Right-Hand Sector a long sling and
carabiner is around a convenient plinth. For routes reaching the top, it is quickest
to go to the right (south) hand-end where a short scramble down animal tracks leads
to the grass and a traverse back to below the second tier. For routes based nearer
the northern end, it is possible to descend animal tracks down the back of the
northern coire. Other descents will be described as necessary.
Routes are described from right to left, starting in the Southern Coire.

Southern Coire: The farthest right of the crags where there is no lower tier. This
shallow coire has a limited amount of rock centred around a dark grey slabby wall
where the middle and upper crags join by a small tree. Another slender tree lies to
the right. A narrow band of shale lies in the lower reaches of the top band and care
should be taken.

Calcium Sleuth - 40m El 5b. A. Nisbet and 1. R. Mackenzie. 6th October, 2000.
The grey slabby wall has a central groove. Start up broken rocks low on the right
of this and climb a smooth plaque to a narrow ledge below the grey wall. A thin
crack right of the central groove is climbed direct, crux, to below a small tree. Climb
past the tree and the thin shale band to better rock and directly up the steep wall to
finish. Some good but not sustained climbing.

Right-hand Sector: This is to the right of the rusty waterfall and the routes start
at the right end of the wall before it curves into the Southern Coire. All the routes
are most easily reached by skirting the lower tier to the right to arrive at a pleasant
grass belvedere left of a large tree, a prominent landmark, and below a vertical
crack. Routes further left can be reached by following the exposed track below the
crag. The rock is solid here and routes are described right to left. The initial few
routes include character forming grass to below the top tier. The few routes on the
top tier above this sector are included in the descriptions.
Limestone Jam - 25m VS 4c. 1. R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 29th August, 2000.
The vertical crack above the Belvedere. Surmount the initial roof on huge holds to
alTive at the crack which is kind ly to hands and gear. Arrive at a little ledge below
steep grass which is climbed (root runner) to a plinth belay below the top tier. Well
protected jamming with a great start.
Heavy Metal Runner - 25m VS 4c *. R. Brown, J. R. Mackenzie. 29th August,
2000.
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A rusty 'Leeper' peg found at three-quarters height on this route, though the
original ascent may have used the lower section of Limestone Jam or the rock in
between. Start left of the crack of Limestone Jam at a shallow curving groove.
Climb up then step right into the groove and climb straight up the right edge of this,
past the peg and then over the overhangs above, bold and not well protected. Finish
up the grass to the plinth . Good if rather precarious climbing.
A shallow ivy-filled corner lies to the left and left again the crag becomes much
more impressive forming a vertical mural wall undercut by numerous overhangs.
The next route starts left of the edge formed by the corner at a little jutting overhang.

Northern Meeting - 30m HVS Sa **. J. R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 29th August,
2000.
Start immediately right of the small jutting overhang, step onto it and climb the
strenuous wall on good hidden holds to below a dark wall. Step right onto the edge
and climb the groove and up to the top overhang, avoiding a loose flake below it.
Bridge past the overhang in a sensational position. A shorter section of grass leads
to good belays in the crack above. Abseil descent. Well protected, on good rock and
very exposed being much more reasonable than appearances would suggest.
Limestone Addict - 30m El Sb **. J. R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 29th Sptember,
2000.
A short distance left is an overhung groove. Climb up to the roof and step right onto
the bulging wall. Climb this straight up strenuously on good holds and gear to arrive
at the top overhangs left of Northern Meeting and pull through this to climb the
grass slope easily via cut steps and belays above. Abseil descent. A slightly harder
companion to Northern Meeting on excellent rock with great exposure.
Old Crumblies Buttress - 20m V. Diff. R. Brown, J. R. Mackenzie. 29th August,
2000.
A poor route up the top tier above the last routes.A possible finish to the routes
above if the abseil does not appeal. An insecure wander either climbing the corner
above the belays or the groove to the left. Both lead to a brown gritty band of rock
where holds are optional. More normal limestone leads to the top and good belays.
Well to the left of Limestone Addict is a cave and area of yellow overhangs, Owl
Cave. Where these features end is a steep grey wall of sound rock just past a loose
flake. A small tree lies above in a niche.

Plum 2000 - 4Sm VS 4c *. R. Brown, J. R. Mackenzie. 29th September, 2000.
Left of the loose flake is a slabby start to the wall with a loose tree root a few metres
up. A low thread belay lies 3m left of the start of this route. Climb straight up to the
root then climb the dark grey wall above parallel to a short grassy groove on the
right that leads to the tree. The fine wall continues to an overhang. Step left then
back right and up the steeper head wall on generous holds. The good climbing now
finishes and a further 20m of easy rock leads to the top. A formidable looking line
that is easier than expected.

Central Sector: This is visually the most impressive section and about half-way
along the frontal length where the crags curve into a shallow bay with pronounced
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corner lines on the left and a rusty waterfall to the right. It is bounded by the deep
gully on the left. It can be approached directly on steep grass or by traversing in from
either end below the second tier.

Cambrian Blue - 50m VS 4c *. J. R. Mackenzie, M. Slesser. 14th May, 2000.
The climb takes the fine grey slab and wall above to the right of a big vertical corner
containing a tiny tree and overhangs and left of the rusty waterfall. Start to the right
of a short shallow corner and climb the wall to a small roof. Climb this on the left
and straight up to a small tree. Climb the delectable and perfect grey slab centrally,
quite bold, and belay in a stoney recess in the main corner, 25m 4c, thread belays .
Cli mb the grey overhang to the right of the stance and avoid the stone chute on the
left by taking the wall above centrally at its most interesting, 25m 4b.
Acid Rock-30m HVS 5a. A. Nisbet, J. R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 6th October, 2000.
The wall and groove left of the big vertical corner that runs from top to bottom. Start
left of the edge of the corner and climb a steep wall, crux, to then traverse right to
the edge. Climb the easier and looser groove all the way to the top. A further 25m
of scrambling remain to the plateau. A fine line that gives pleasant climbing though
care is still needed in the groove ..

Left-hand Sector: This is the area left of the gully which eventually leads to the
Northern Coire.The initial area of rock is high but the crag height diminishes
leftwards where a terrace begins to create a middle and upper tier.

Stone Age Traveller - 25m HVS 5a *. 1. R. Mackenzie, A. Nisbet. 6th October,
2000.
Left of the deep gull y, a vertically grooved wall has an inset grass plinth to its left.
Scramble up to the plinth and belay. Above is a shallow bottomless corner with a
small tree. Climb into the corner from below to the tree. Climb past this and
continue up steep rock to a grey smooth wall below a small overhang. Climb the
delicate wall to the overhang and step left onto pleasant grey rock to finish, good
belays above. Scrambling remains to the top. A fine direct line with some strenuous
moves lower down .
Ancestral Vices - 20m VS 4c. R. Brown, J. R. Mackenzie. 29th September, 2000.
Left of the grooved walls, a left and right facing corner enclose a smooth wall
capped by yellow overhangs. This route starts just right of the right facing corner.
Climb the initial wall for a few metres then traverse left across the loose corner and
its retaining wall to the edge. Above is a white wall. Climb this good wall as near
a thin crack as possible, passing a small tree en route. Belays above. A further 30m
of easy grass and easy sound rock remain to the top.
Northern Coire: About 400m farther nOlth the nOltherly coire bites into the line
of crags. The backwall has grey and solid slabs below a looser but still adequate
headwall.

Old Dog, New Tricks-70m VS 4b. M. Slesser, J. R. Mackenzie. 14th May, 2000.
A clean cut slab lies to the right of a line of slabs with third-height overhangs. Start
at the lowest point.
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l. 2Sm 4a Climb the slab partially via the grassy crack to a stance below the
headwall.
2. 4Sm 4b Move right and climb the wall at its steepest point, taking a crack split
overhang on excellent jugs, to finish on looser ground climbing past a gigantic
thread 'bridge'.
Variation: Pitch 1 is vastly improved by climbing the slab to the right of the grassy
crack on balance holds and tiny threads, Sa.

LOCHINVER, Creag an Loch Dubh (M.R. 075 242):
The right-hand side of the crag rises straight from the water of Loch Dubh. Take
the Achmelvich road from the B869, and after about Ikm, turn left down a narrow
road. Park at the road end and reach the crag by an arduous 30 second downhill walk
to an idyllic picnic/swimming spot (midges permitting). West-facing; seems to dry
quickly.
Fisherman's Friend- 3Sm HVS Sa. M. Harris, D. 1. Ballance, M. M. Ballance. 4th
June, 2000.
An enjoyable route, but take care not to drop any gear. The presence of an old piton
suggests that part of the route has probably been climbed before. Start on the loch
shore and make an ascending rightward traverse above the water on the obvious line
to the second of two thin left-slanting diagonal cracks (ancient-looking peg).
Follow the crack for about 12m to a horizontal break. Move left in a wider crack,
and pull right on to the head wall which is climbed directly to its apex.
Wicked Water Witch - 30m El Sb. M. Harris, D . J. Ballance, M. M. Ballance. 8th
August, 2000.
Takes the first left-slanting thin crack. Follow Fisherman's Friend to the crack,
which gives good sustained climbing to a heathery break. Zig zag up easier ledges
to the top.

Loch Dubh Slabs (M.R. 075 239):
These are clearly seen across the loch from the picnic site, and can be reached
directly from the top of Creag an Loch Dubh in about 15 mins. A longer but more
pleasant approach takes the footpath towards Lochinver, and strikes across the
moor to the top of the crag (25 minutes). North-West facing .
Tease and Seize - 30m El Sb. M. Harris , D. J. Ballance, M. M. Ballance. 11th
August, 2000.
Climbs discontinuous cracks close to the left arete of the main slab. Start beneath
the arete and move up 3m to a small overlap. Tricky moves diagonally right, then
left lead to the base of a grassy crackline slanting left to the arete. Climb up on good
holds keeping right of the grassy crack to a blanker section. Go up this to a small
overlap (crux), then move right and up to an easier crack. Follow this to finish on
the arHe.
Invisible Scribble - 30m HVS Sa. M. Harris, D. 1. Ballance, M. M. Ballance. 11th
August, 2000.The route takes some drainage and would benefit from a bit more
cleaning. Takes the prominent right-slanting crack in brownish rock some 8m right
of the arete. Start beneath the crack, and climb awkwardly up past a small ramp to
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protection and better holds leading to the crack. Follow the crack until it fades , then
go straight up to a heather ledge from which a final slab leads to the top.

QUINAG, The Western Cliffs:
Stanley Laurel Grooves - 180m IV ,4. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 29th December,
2000.
A line of prominent V -grooves starting near the bottom of the left wall of the bay.
Two pitches up the grooves was followed by a traverse out left to the crest because
a distinctive third groove wasn ' t frozen . Two easier pitches led to the top.
Hornpipe - 140m IV,4. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 29th December, 2000.
The buttress between The Wind Pipe and The Waste Pipe. Start at the centre of the
base and climb a groove to a heatherterrace (50m). Continue over a bulge and more
heather (45m). Climb a fine chimney-corner on the left to easier ground (45m) .
Windy Ridge - ISOm VS 4b. A. Nisbet. 1st October, 2000.
The ridge left of The Wind Pipe. Mixed heather and rock leads to a sharp upper arete
overlooking The Wind Pipe. Access to the arete is blocked by an overhang. Move
about 6m left of the crest and pull through the overhang (bold) just right of a small
dirty corner to gain slabs. Trend right to regain the arete and follow it to easier
ground .

Barrel Buttress:
Grouse - VI,7. B. Davison, D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 9th February, 200l.
Close to the summer line but maximising the vegetation with a start up a leftslanting groove for Sm followed by a traverse right, a move right and back left after
about lOm and following the vegetated section to its top rather than the left arete.
Sail Gorm:
The climb is located on the north-facing slopes of Me all Gorm and best approached
from the bridge on the B869 about a mile west of its leaving the A894. The approach
is perhaps not as bad as it looks from the road as rough ground is interspersed by
more level sections. The crag is long and sprawling and this climb lies to the right
of an obvious fan-shaped gully at the left end of the crag.
Fan Gully Buttress - 200m H. P. 1. Biggar, B. G. Hard. 15th January, 200l.
On this ascent the pitch which drops from the narrows ofthe fan had no ice and was
avoided on the right to gain the upper gully (the route would be better but a grade
harder if present). This is bounded on the right by a steep but broken arete. Climb
a chimney (loose) and a further three pitches over short steeper sections until the
rocks merge into easy ground leading to the plateau.
ALLADALE, An Socach:
The Alladale Pillar - 200m VI,6. D. Allan, G. Cumrning, D. McGimpsey, A.
Nisbet. 18th January, 2001.
In the centre of the cliff below the summit of An Socach and left of Summit Gully,
roughly at M.R. 380 869, is a shallow gully which can form an impressive ice line.
It is slow to form because of a large overhang at 50m down which a 10m pencil of
ice must form. This was initially a nest of icicles but the ice thickened with height,
although never thick enough for ice screws. The remainder of the route was 60°70° ice with two separate finishes taken by different pairs.
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The Gimp -llOm V,6. D. J.Allan, D. McGimpsey. 21st January, 200l.
The thinner icefall approx. lOOm up and left of The Alladale Pillar. The top pitch
is easier turf.
Lochan Pollaig Crag (M.R. 388 871):

Radius Gully, IndexFinish-2S0mIV ,S *. D. Allan , D. McGimpsey. 20th January,
2001.
An ice-filled gully on the crag above Lochan Pollaig. Mostly grade II1I1l to a fork.
This is the steeper finish.

Radius Gully, Thumb Finish - 2S0m III

*.

D. Allan. 2Sth January, 200l.

The easier finish.

BEN KLIBRECK, Creag an Lochain, NE Face:
Chockstone Cleft - 180m IV,S *. D. Allan, D. McGimpsey. 30th January, 200l.
The left branch of the Y -shaped cleft (right branch is Crampon Cleft).

The Breck Variation - 40m IV,S *. D . McGimpsey, D. Moy. 31st January, 200l.
The original route (SMC] 1997) climbed the steep icy left wall of the gully
immediately after pitch 1 (should be regradedIV,4 ?). Instead, continue up the gully
to the back of the cave, a huge ice umbrella formed over a slot in the left-hand side
of the cave's roof. Climb ice for a few steep moves until possible to squeeze through
the slot and step on to the lip of the umbrella. Go up this to the easier upper gully.
Short but impressive for the grade, rarely formed.

CREAG AN SGRIODAIN (Loch More):
Indian Summer- 7Sm VS 4b *. R. Brown , 1. R. Mackenzie (alt.). 6th August, 2000.
To the left of the pronounced silvery rib of Friends Essential is a uniform slab split
by heather ledges . Some good climbing almost entirely unprotected on the first
pitch. Start centrally .
l. 4Sm 4b Climb the slab direct over a break in the first heather ledge and up to a
bigger one above. Move up a gangway of rock avoiding the heather to the next slab.
Climb this fine feature direct to the steeper head wall. Climb this on the left where
it gets steeper. Traverse left to some trees for a belay .
2. 2Sm 4b Traverse back right to the centre of a much steeper wall and climb this
on good holds to a grassy exit.

Essential Friends - 2Sm HVS Sb. J. R. Mackenzie, R. Brown. 6th August, 2000.
A direct start to Friends Essential up the prominent scoop. Easier for the tall. Go
easily up to a heather patch below the scoop. Bridge the scoop, then step right (crux)
to the right edge. Climb up left to a lesser scoop and climb the wall to arrive on the
edge. Climb this to join the normal route.

MEALL AN LEITREACH (M.R. 346 335):
Low down on the NE flank of this hill at approx 300m, a long outcrop of schist
offers some short ice lines readily accessible from the A838 . Approach via the firebreak in the plantation starting at M.R. 3S2 336. The routes described were climbed
by D. Allan, B. Davison , D. McGimpsey on 10th February, 2001.
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Leitrich Falls - 60m Ill.
Follows the line of the burn draining down the firebreak approach. five or six icy
steps separated by walking.
The Slant - 60m IIIA.
Approx. 300m right is a large slanting corner with a leaning left wall. A steep step,
then easier to the top.
The Brown Streak - 40m IV,S.
lOOm farther right is this impressive icefall , the line of the crag.
Cold Streak - 60m Ill,S. B. Davison (solo).
A short ice line farther right again.
The Woodend Burn - IV,6. A. Todd, D. Allan. 3rd March, 200l.
The stream directly above the north end of the fir wood. The first pitch was the crux,
followed by a short step and a second short ice pitch.
BEN STACK:
Some routes have been climbed on the crag mentioned in the guide (M.R. 285 416).
The name Clough' s Crag is suggested. The main feature is a big right-angled corner
with a smaller corner to its left.

The Groove - 25m HVS Sa **. I. Clough, J. M. Alexander 22nd June, 1958 (A2).
FFA: M. Tighe, B. Newton and party June, 1989.
The smaller corner, with a prominent rusty peg, on the left of the big corner. Pull
out right near the top to avoid vegetation and finish as for Cracked Slab.
Cracked Slab, Direct Start - 25m H. Severe 4b (1989) *
M. Tighe, B. Newton and party June, 1989
Start at the base of the slab and climb a corner and thin crack to join the original
route.
Ahoy - 25m HVS Sa. M. Tighe, B. Newton and party. June, 1989.
From the base of the big corner, move out right to a pinnacle-block below the
overhanging right wall of the corner. Climb a diagonal line up right to the arete
(strenuous). Make an awkward step up and climb a wall on the right.
Lone Ranger - 30m VS 4c *. A. Nisbet (unsec.). 30th June, 2000.
The buttress to the right of the corner has an overhanging wall at its base; this and
the following two routes climb its slabby face. Start immediately left of the toe of
the buttress and pull out right on to a small nose on the crest immediately above the
overhang. Continue up near the crest to a heather ramp . Go up this to a long block.
Climb a thin crack above trending left and continue up slabs to the top .
NOTE: On the NE side of Ben Stack directly above the road into Lochstack Lodge
are three rocky clefts on the hillside, the north most of many clefts. The route
climbed the central and shallowest of the clefts. 50m, III and climbed by A. Todd
and D. Allan on 3rd March, 2001. The burn below, if frozen, gives a long and
interesting approach to this.
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SCOURIE CRAG (NC 167441 Altitude: 70m Aspect: W):
A short steep outcrop, clearly visible in profile when driving north on the A894 just
beyond Scourie. The lower overhanging rock is black, shattered and sharp, the
upper the more usual ubiquitous well-weathered gneiss.
.
Access: Park on the verge on the south side of the road 200m farther east.
Approach: Walk back along the road , then follow a line of telegraph poles up to
the base. Five minutes .
Descent: Traverse right lOOm and down broken ground.

Sare Fingers - 20m E3 6a *. G. Latter (on-sight). 4th July, 2000.
The short steep crack on the left side of the wall, finishing more easily up the fine
upper crack beyond a bulge.
Sare Heid - 20m E4 6a *. G. Latter (on-sight). 4th July, 2000.
The hanging crack 10m farther right. Climb on good holds up the right edge of the
recess, then pull into the crack and follow it, it soon relents. Continue more easily
on excellent rough gneiss , pulling over a small roof just short of the top.

RHICONICH CRAG (NC 259 520):
A 35m crag of perfect crystalline gneiss five minutes from the road, claimed as
probably the finest nearest roadside crag in Scotland!
Access: Park in front of a building on the bend (a wide truck area - owners say park
here) just north of RhiconichlKinlochbervie junction on the A838. Ascend the
hill side opposite to crest a rise and find the crag (the second crag immediately
behind the hotel) - five minutes or less. All the routes are excellent.
From left to right:
Short But Beautiful- 40m HVS **. B. Birkett, H. Lancashire (alt.). 22nd August,
2000.
1. 20m. 5a Climb a slabby gangway right of a deep chimney to a shelf on the edge.
Move up and right into a steep crack and follow it direct round a small overlap to
a ledge.
2. 20m. 5a Step left and climb the wall direct left of the chimney-groove. Pass a
large detached block and continue easily.
The next three routes start at the same point but diverge.
Holly Tree Crack- 35m El **. B . Birkett, D. Allan. 21st August, 2000.
1. 20m. 5a Follow the obvious diagonal crackline leftwards up the crag to reach the
large ledge.
2. 15m. 5b Climb the chimney crack, passing a holly, to easier ground.

Black Gold - 35m E3 6a ****. H. Lancashire, B. Birkett. 22nd August, 2000.
l. 35m. 6a Well protected brilliant climbing directly up the black streak then
straight through a bulge above. Start by the diagonal crack. Keep right of grass
ledges and follow the streak directly, passing two obvious pockets, to a second
ledge. Move up thin cracks, rock right and step up (crux), then continue in same line
to enter the diagonal chimney awkwardly. Stand up and attack the steep crack to
a thrilling finish. Continue direct on great holds to a heather ledge and belays.
The Road North - 35m E2 5c ****. B. Birkett, D. Allan. 21st August, 2000.
1. 35m. 5c. Sustained and quite bold climbing. Start at the centre ofthe crag below
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the obvious diagonal crack. Pull up right by a flake and up to the first overlap. Climb
through this and up to a triangular niche in the next little overlap. Stand above this,
then pull over next overlap on to the slab above to gain a vague crack. Climb directly
up the slab and the cracks above to a heather ledge.
The last two routes are on the smaller right-hand end of the crag.
Gneiss Too -18m VS 4c *** D. Allan, B. Birkett. 21st August, 2000.
Step up right from a block and move left across the slabby wall to gain a crack and
flake. Climb the flake , pull up and move right and up to finish.

Gneiss Yin - I8m Severe *** D. Allan and partner. 2000.
Climb the wall to a hanging corner. Go up corner and pull out right taking care with
precariously balanced blocks. Stand on a block and finish up right.

CREAG AN FHITHICH (NC 258 538 Altitude: 80m Aspect: NW-W):
Three separate good sections of rock on the dome-shaped hill looking down Loch
Inchard. Much better than it appears from the road, composed of the usual
impeccable gneiss.
Access: Leave the A838 at Rhiconich and follow the B80I north for 1.1 miles/
I.8km to park on the right (east), on the south side of the old bridge at the south end
of Achriesgill.
Approach: Head up the hill to the crags. 5-10 minutes.
Ruby Wall:
About lOOm farther up the hill to the right is a fine steep ruby-coloured wall with
a very distinctive band of black striated gneiss in the centre.
Descent: Abseil (sling and maillon in situ) from a small rowan above the centre of
the crag.

The Swirl - 35m E3 5c ***. G. Latter. 4th July, 2000 .
Climb large pockets just left of the black swirl to better protection beneath a small
roof. Step right, then left on to a ledge over the roof, and finish up the cracked wall
on immaculate compact pocketed rock.

Russet Wall:
Continuing farther right up the hillside for a little less than lOOm is an excellent
compact wall, well endowed with letter box slots & pockets.
Descent: Traverse right across heather and down the right edge of the crags.

Dragonfly - 25m VS 4c **. G. Latter, A. Warner. 4th July, 2000.
Climb directly up the wall at the left side to break through the final bulge past a
couple of flakes.
Horseshit - 25m VS 4c **. G. Latter, A. Warner. 4th July, 2000.
Start beneath the hanging crack towards the right side of the wall. Climb up and
move left along diagonal break for a few metres. Follow the crack to finish up a
lay back flake, pulling on to an easy slab above.
A couple of hundred metres up the hillside to the right is a fine, pink, slabby,
pocketed wall directly above a prominent boulder. Various routes from V. Diff -
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VS from 8m-12m. The immaculate hanging finger-crack in the slab a short way
farther right gives an excellent 9m Severe 4a.

SHEIGRA, Second Geo:
The Black Edge - 35m E3 5c **. G. Latter, A. Warner. 2nd July, 2000.
Start at the belay ledge at the base of Shark Crack. Move up leftwards to the Black
Pedestal, then step right and climb the edge on pockets, past a good vertical slot
until forced to pull round the edge. Finish as for Lucifer's Link, stepping right to
finish up the edge.
NOTE: M. Gear thought Dark Angel should beE2 5a5c *** (notHVS 5b) and best
split into two pitches, with a big ledge after 20m. Blood Lust Direct grade and
quality confirmed, Fingers grade confilmed, quality two stars.
SANDWOOD BAY CRAGS:
A collection of wonderfully situated crags of immaculate water washed gneiss
rising from the beach.
Crag 1 (NC 225 657 Aspect: SW & NW):
An excellent bouldering wall, with potential for routes up to 15m high . Clear of the
water from about mid-tide onwards, with the vertical NW-facing wall clear a bit
longer. There is also a fine ruby-coloured mini geo with an excellent 3-4m vertical
walls just before the next crag.
CRAG 2 (NC 229 656 Aspect: W):
Continue round the first promontory for 200m. A fine tidal crag, with a steep 40m
slab at the right end, dwindling and steepening leftwards to about 15-20m. The
routes at the left end are clear of the water one hour either side of low tide, those
on the right for about four hours .
Descent: Abseil descent from the belays was used to regain the beach, scrambling
across broken ground at the top of all the routes. Alternatively, walk a long way
right from the top of Marram and descend grass and the small rocky promontory.
Marram - 60m V. Diff ***. G. Latter, A. Warner. 3rd July, 2000.
Start beneath large flakes near the right side of the large slab.
I 3Sm. Climb the flakes and obvious vertical crack and continue steeply directly
on good holds to belay on large ledge.
2 2Sm. Scramble directly over short walls and ledges.

Rose Root - 35m VS 5a **. G. Latter, A. Warner. 3rd July , 2000.
Climbs a line up the left side of the slab, aiming forthe steepest areas of rock. Follow
a line heading for a short bulging finger-crack in the upper left edge, and climb this
to belay on a large ledge. Finish as for Marram.
Continuing left, the base is guarded by barnacles and green slime for the first 3m.
The following two routes both share a common start, up a tiny left-facing corner.
Wild Wood - ISm E2 Sc **. G. Latter, A. Warner. 3rd July, 2000.
Negotiate the start and pull up right to good holds. Continue directly on good holds.
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Sandal Wood - ISm VS Sb *. G. Latter, A. Warner. 3rd July, 2000.
The prominent left-slanting diagonal crack, after the problematic entry. Can also
be gained by starting farther left.
Driftwood - ISm E2 Sc **. G. Latter. 3rd July, 2000.
Twenty metres farther left is a fine looking pink wall with a steep bulge low down .
Negotiate the start and make difficult moves over the bulge to finish more easily
up the wall.
The following two routes lie above a large pool. Ledges at6m were gained by abseil
from the rightmost of three large blocks at the top, but could also be gained quite
easily by a right slanting line from the broken ridge bounding the left edge of the
crag.

Thrift-I2m HS 4b **. G. Latter, A. Warner. 3rd July, 2000.
The prominent crack up the pink wall, a few metres left of an easy open black
corner.
Sea Pink - 12m Severe 4a **. G. Latter, A. Warner. 3rd July, 2000.
Cracks up the left edge, finishing up the arete to step round the left side of the large
boulder.
FOINA VEN, First Dionard Buttress:
Regeneration - 200m E6 **. R. Campbell, G. Latter (ground up). 3rd June, 2000.
A well protected line at the lower limit of its grade that follows a spectacular
overhanging crackline, then the main groove system left of Millenium. Start
directly beneath a prominent roof crack in the right wall of the open groove 10m
down left of the fault of Millennium.
1. 30m. 6b Climb straight up rock and unpleasant heather to gain the base of the
crack. Climb this with increasing difficulty beyond a hanging block (Friend#3'h)
to belay in a groove just round the lip.
2. 40m. Sc Continue up the groove, moving out left into another groove. Trend up
left beneath a further roof to easier ground, and head up rightwards to traverse left
along large flakes to beneath a crack in an overhanging wall some lOm left of
the"flying ramp" on Millenium.
3. 2Sm. 6b Climb into the crack with difficulty and continue to where a bulge blocks
access into a leaning groove. From twin cracks on the right, step left round a rib into
an open groove and follow the spectacular leaning groove rightwards to belay
above the lip.
4 . & 5. 90m. Sc,- Climb straight up the thin crack and the slab above, trending
slightly right to finish up the final fault of Millennium, reaching a ten·ace.
Descent (Diff.): Follow the grassy terrace round to the right and before it runs out,
down climb to the cliff base.
CAITHNESS, LA THERONWHEEL, Pinnacle Area:
The landward side of the inlet holding four stacks consists of a steep wall,
increasing in height from the access point at the back of the bay . The wall holds
some loose rock and all the routes were pre-cleaned on abseil. Belays are on a
fence well back from the top of the wall. The routes are described from south to
north.
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Snow Way Jose - lOm VS 4c. S. Muir, G. E. Little. 27th February, 1999.
Start below a distinctive block roof a short distance north of the southern end ofthe
wall. Climb the steep wall to under the roof, turn it on the left, then enter an open
groove to finish.
Monica Lewinsky - ISm HVS Sa. G. E. Little, S. MuiL 27th February, 1999.
Start just rightofthe obvious low triangular roof. Climb a crack and groove to reach
the base of a distinctive clean corner. Climb the corner to a roof, pull out right, then
up to finish. Loose but rather enjoyable!
Zippergate - ISm El Sb. S. Muir, G. E. Little. 27th February, 1999.
Start 2m right of the previous route. Climb a rib to the left end of a wide roof. Move
right and power over the roof on good holds, then finish straight up.
Farther north, nearly opposite the landmost stack, a section of wall holding two
cracks stands proud of the cliff line.
Double Jeopardy - 20m El Sb. G. E. Little, S. Muir. 27th February, 1999.
Start at the foot of the left-hand crack. Move up for a couple of metres, then step
right on to the wall between the two cracks. Climb straight up, crossing a horizontal
break, with an awkward move left to finish.

CAIRNGORMS
LOCHNAGAR: Southern Sector:
Lunar Eclipse - 90m. IIIIIl. P. Mather, S. Muir, H. Watson.
To the right of lason ' s Groove is a shallow gully, followed by a broad slabby wall.
The right-hand side of the slab is defined by a short deep gully. The route starts at
the base of this gully. Maybe grade Il with more consolidated snow.
1. 3Sm. Climb a leftward rising ramp to the middle of the slab. Climb two shallow
corners and belay on the right of a steep wall.
2. 40m. Traverse left below the wall on steep snow until it is possible to climb up
into the upper gully to a cracked block below the cornice. (Note: it looked quite
feasible to go straight up behind the belay).
3. ISm. Climb the final slope to the cornice.
Central Buttress:
Central Buttress Direct, Powder Variation (to pitch 1) - 40m. V,6. T. Rankin , M.
Reed. 16th December, 1999.
A shallow groove just right of and parallel to the main corner. Gain it from below
the main corner and regain the normal line by straddling a large block.
Shadow Buttress Group:
Shady Grove Road - llOm. VII,6 (?). G. Robertson, 1. Currie. 16th April, 2001.
This climb follows the slim groove and rib springing up left from the narrows of
Douglas Gibson Gully (immediately right of Penumbra). It is rarely in condition
and serious. Start left of the small ice pitch in the DG narrows.
1. SOm. Trend up and slightly left over balancy mixed ground to the base of the
groove proper. Pull into the groove and continue on thin ice to where protection can
be found on the right wall.
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2. 40m. Move up the groove to where it abuts the rib . Swing left into another small
groove and climb this to a large block.
3. 20m. Climb up to the plateau.

Tough-Brown Face:
NOTE: A very large rockfall from Parallel Gully B rightwards has converted the
gully into a right-facing corner, removed all vestiges of Nymph, Psyche and Sylph,
and removed the ramp (second corner) of Crypt. The routes farther right are
unaffected.
Black Spout Pinnacle:
Pinnacle Gully One, Variation Start - 2Sm. IV,4. D. F. Lang, Q. T. Crichton. 17th
March, 200 l.
Start at an exposed rock wall directly opposite Backdoor Route. Ascend a narrow
shelf and continue in the same groove line to just above the cave. Well protected
West Buttress:
South- West Passage - 140m. Ill. B. S. Findlay, G. S. Strange. 14th January, 200l.
A natural winter route starting at the foot of Causeway Rib and joining Western
Slant just below its junction with Black Spout Buttress. Climb the first pitch of West
End, then continue up left below the crux oflsis to gain Western Slant through a
prominent V -slot.
The Stuic:
Morning Has Broken -70m. V,6. C. Cartwright, S. Richardson. 5th November,
2000.
The buttress to the right of New Boot Groove is defined by a right-facing corner in
its upper half.
1. 30m. Climb mixed ground via short steps to reach the foot of the corner.
2. 40m. Climb the corner and exit left at its top. Continue more easily to the top. An
excellent pitch .
House of Cards - 60m. V,6. S. Richardson, C. Cartwright. 5th November, 2000.
The steep squat buttress to the left of Slot Buttress.
1. 30m. Start up a short easy groove to gain the foot of a steep crack cutting through
a vertical wall on the front face of the buttress. Climb the crack and exit right at its
top to gain a large flat platform.
2. 30m. From the top of the rib bounding the left side of the platform, step left and
surmount the steep wall above to gain easy ground and the top.

Cnapan Nathraichean, Lower Western Slabs:
Unnamed - lOOm. V,S. C. Cartwright S. Richardson . 21 st January, 200l.
A mixed line up the centre of. crag. Start Sm left of The Plaid below a j Om-high
sentry box .
1. 30m. Climb up the right side of the sentry box and exit right round a large flakerib to a ledge. Climb up past a small tree to a second ledge and tree.
2. 30m. Climb the shield of rock immediately behind the belay via a thin crack and
exit on to a sloping ledge. Step right to gain a vegetated fault and follow this past
a rock crevasse on the right to a ledge.
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3. 40m. Climb the series of wide cracks directly above the stance and finish via
thinly iced slabs just left of the final icefall of The Plaid.

Broad Cairn Bluffs:
Slugs and Snails andPuppyDog 's Tails-60m. VS. S. Richardson,J. C. Wilkinson.
17th June, 2000.
A vegetated climb up the wall left ofthe Diamond Slab. Start lOm right of The Only
Game in Town below cracks in the right side of the wall.
1. 25m. 4b Climb the cracks and scramble up vegetation to a rowan tree.
2. 35m. 4b Climb the short steep wall behind the tree and finish up the V -groove
above.

EAGLES ROCK, A Likely Story Slab:
Fraud Squad, Direct Start- E3 5c. 1. Lines, C. Ord . 12th July, 2000.
After climbing direct to the first overlap, pull straight over and go direct up the
centre of the rippled scoop. Continue direct to the belay. Bold.

NOTE: Abstention - There seems to have been a rockfall under the huge nose
making it unattractive to move right. On an ascent in January, 2001, G.S . Strange
and R. Ross continued up the icefall and broke out right above the nose to gain and
follow a wide crack to the top. Good climbing.

CREAG AN DUBH LOCH, Central Gully Wall:
Four Corners Route - P. Benson and G. Robertson climbed a direct start at VI,8
in January, 200 l.

Glen ClovaNotes: N. Quinn and Q . T. Crichton made theFWAofB Gully Buttress
(Corrie Fee) on 15th November, 1965. The date for the first (and only known)
ascent of Slanting Gully Direct on the North Wall of Corrie Fee by F. Old, N. W.
Quinn andJ. Howe was 30th December, 1962. N. W. Quinn and others had climbed
Pinnacle Ridge in the 1960s so the ascent in SMCJ 2000, p379 was not the first.

GLEN PROSEN, South Craig:
Summit Gully - 140m. Ill,S . B. S. Findlay, G. S. Strange. 25th February, 2001.
The shallow gully left of a steep lower band on the NE Face. It leads to a small
buttress below the plateau. Climb the gully via a20m ice pitch to below a large roof.
Turn this on the right, then go up and left to a steep corner. Go up this (crux) and
continue to the cornice.

GLEN CALLATER, Coire Kander:
Bastion Direct- 200m. V,4. S. Richardson, G. Betenia. 25th February, 200l.
A prominent icefall runs down the steep central section ofthe buttress. Start just left
of The Bastion and climb the icefall in two long pitches to below the final headwall.
Follow a ramp up and left, traverse left and continue up mixed ground to the top.

Creag an Fhleisdeir:
Bonspiel - lOOm. Ill. A. Hubbard, 1. Lyall , I. Murray. 21st January, 2001.
Start at the foot of Central Slabs Cleft and climb out right by an icy wall and ramp.
Follow icy slabs up left to a thin traverse left overlooking the cleft, then continue
up by the most continuous ice.
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BEINN BHROTAIN, Fingal's Buttress:
lacknife - 130m. I1I,4. S. Richardson, C. Cartwright. 12th November, 2000.
The right side ofFingal's Buttress is cut by a left-slanting fault-line. Start Sm right
of Tiered Cracks.
1. 2Sm. Climb easily up to a short right-facing corner. Climb this and continue up
a ramp to easier ground.
2. 4Sm. Move right for Sm to gain the left-slanting fault. Follow this to the top of
the steep section of Tiered Cracks.
3 and 4. 60m. Continue up the crest of the steepening buttress to the top.
BEINN A' BHUIRD, Coire na Ciche:
NOTE: The Slugging Match (SMC12000) had previously been climbed by B. S.
Findlay and G. S. Strange on 11 th February, 1995.
Coire an Dubh Lochain:
Tail-end Corner - lOOm. Ill. B. Davison, D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 19th
November, 2000.
The corner bounding the right edge of the section of slab by ribs (Tail-end Slabs),
climbed on semi-consolidated snow.

Bloodsport-lOOm. VI,7. G. Robertson, T. Rankin. 15th April, 2000.
A good winter line with some excellent steep climbing, just right of Bloodhound
Buttress. Start a few metres right of the rock arch below twin cracks leading up to
and through a small roof.
1. 20m Climb the twin cracks overthe roof to a platform. Move up, then swing right
into a niche below a steep groove.
2. 30m Climb the groove, then a right-trending corner to a junction with Bloodhound Buttress.
3. SOm Finish up Bloodhound Buttress.
BEN AVON, Slochd Mor, Creag na-h-Iolaire (MR 128 025):
A fine wee west-facing granite edge up to ISm high, on superbly featured coarse
rock with a gritty friable surface. Nearly an hour's walk from the Ponyman's Hut
by the River Avon - unlikely to be visited considering closeness to Mitre Ridge. The
lower tiers might just offer some climbing, but these routes are on the uppermost
tier. Descents are the obvious slopes and scrambles between the buttresses. The
routes were climbed by N. Everett and R. Goodier in October, 1999. From left to
right:
1. An unclimbed but loose-Ioaking buttress arete (not too hard) .
2. An unclimbed off-width corner crack (El ??).
3. Unclimbed, a stunning, very steep 12m crack (E4??)
4. Eagle Crack - ISm H. Severe. A steep start, then a corner crack.
5. The Beach - ISm VS 4c+. An excellent curving groove just left of an arete, then
a cracked slab to the ledge and finish of The Nose.
5. The arete direct unclimbed -looks superb (E3??).
6. The Nose of A 'an -ISm V. Diff. 4a. The 6m nose below a corner, via it's lefthand side (hard start). Make an exposed step to a crack left of the corner, followed
to a ledge with blocks. A steep finish on scary flakes.
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7. Well to the right is a Sm overhanging forked lightning crack (not climbed),
farther still a short Moderate chimney-gully, just left of:
8. Talons - 8m VS 4c. A shallow crack in a groove, gained from the left past a
bulging start.

BRAERIACH, Garbh Coire Mor:
NOTE: The Fiery Groove (SMC) 2000) is the same as Forked Lightning Route
(guide p194)
COIRE SPUTAN DEARG:
Grey Slab-A free winter ascent by J. Currie and P. Benson with no change in grade
on 7th January, 2001.
Wee Heavy - VI,7. D. McGimpsey , A. Nisbet. 12th November, 2000.
By the summer route. A peg was used for aid on the summer crux moves (pitch 2,
possibly Sa, not 4b).
CARN ETCHACHAN, Loch Etchachan Crags:
Unnamed - 120m IV ,S *. H. Burrows-Smith, J. Lyall. Sth January, 2001.
Takes a left-slanting line out of Loch side Chimney. Start as for Lochside Chimney
but pull out left at the first bulge. Follow this initially narrow line for lOOm to a big
ledge, then climb a groove up the top wall on the right.
NOTE: J. Lyall thinks Lochside Chimney is better than the guide implies.
Balaam's Donkey- 130m III *. S. Carter, C. Ensoll, C. Reilly, C. Ross. 8th January,
2001 .
Climbs a shallow gully line starting ISm left of Lochside Chimney and finishing
at the same place as Unnamed above.
The Lower Cliff, Main Face:
Far East - 120m V,S. A. Nisbet, J. Preston. 2nd November, 2000.
Climbs a parallel fault line on the left of Eastern Approach Route, and a better
choice under powder. Start at the foot of Eastern Approach Route and climb up left
to the second and easier angled corner line (lOm) . Climb this cracked corner, then
move right and climb the fault to a smooth slab. Pass this by a chimney on the left
and return to the fault (SOm) . Continue up the fault, becoming steeper and passing
to the right of a large block forming a roof (SOm). Move up to a vertical corner, then
traverse right to climb a step overlooking Eastern Approach Route. Return left to
easy ground (lOm).
Upper Tier:
Anaconda - Il0m VI,7. G. Ettle, J. Preston. 20th February, 2001.
Climbs the wall between Pagan Slit and Red Garter. Well protected. Start just right
of Pagan at a toe of rock.
1. 2Sm. Ascend the crack for ISm to a bulge, move up, then right to a ledge.
2. 2Sm. Step left and go up easier turf to the steep cracked pillar on the right. Climb
this moving left to easier ground and a quartzy corner.
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3. 60m. Climb the iced corner, then the wall above directly to join eas ier ground
(possible belay).
NOTES: Time Traveller - Repeated by G. Ettle, M. Garthwaite, VII,7 ***.
Boa - Climbed free by G. Ettle, J. Preston in January, 2001 at VI,6.
Hairpin Loop - Repeated by G. Ettle, rubbish route.
Nom de Plume - Received another ascent and the grade VI,6 agreed. On the second
ascent by G. Ettle and M. Garthwaite, a different final pitch was climbed . From the
platform move right and climb a shallow groove in a wall with a hard bold start.
Possibly the final pitch of Snakebite summer, about V,7.
SHELTER STONE CRAG:
NOTE: G . Ettle repeated Imposter, VI,6 maybe VI,7 ***. The wall pitch is as good
as any in Scotland.
G. Ettle and S. Koch climbed Citadel Winter Variation free at VI,7.
Garbh Uisge Crag:
Walkabout - lOOm. IV ,S . S. Blagbrough, 1. Fincham. 20th January, 2001.
Climbs the leftmost rib overlooking Pinnacle Gully. Follow a groove, trending left
at the top to gain a pinnacle and cleft (35m). C limb a steep turfy groove above to
gain a large ledge (25m). Move up and left to climb over a block into a capped
corner and then up to a ledge. Go 5m left along the ledge and climb a flake-crack
to easier ground (40m). It is possible to escape up and right after the second pitch .

Crystal Crack - 120m IlIA. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 5th November, 2000.
Climbs the left side of the wide buttress between Garbh Gully and Quartz Gully .
Climb easily to a steep wall. Move right and back left to a bay below two parallel
grooves, well seen from the cliff base. Climb the left-hand groove to easy ground.
The Worm - 11 Om Ill,S. D. McGimpsey, A. Nisbet. 5th November, 2000.
Climbs the right side of the buttress. Start from the base of Quartz Gully , move left
on to the buttress and climb easily to a balTier wall. Swing left into a short V-slot,
then move awkwardly right up a short ramp to a bay. Continue right and finish up
iced slabs.
GARBH UISGE CRAG, Waterfall Wall (M.R. 998 015):
The crag is the slabby west wall of the waterfalls of the Garbh Uisge. The lower
section rises from the stream and the upper slabs gradually ease in angle. The right
side of the main slab is cut by a big roof. To reach the starts, walk up the west bank
of the river to a large boulder in the river where walking ends. The routes give
unu sual and atmospheric climbing.

Fluid Dynamics - 75m El. A. Fyffe, D. Howard-Jones. 22nd August, 2000.
An unbalanced route which breaks through the big roof which dominates the right
side of the crag. Start where it is no longer possible to walk up below the cliff.
1. 25m. Climb the right-facing corners and ribs to belay on the slab below the big
roof.
2. SOm. Move left then through the roofby the obvious left facing corner. Continue
up the cracks in the slabs above.
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Turbulence - 70m VS *. J. Lines (on sight solo). 16 August, 2000.
Start from the boulder.
l. 30m Sa. Move up into the base of the left-hand of two right-facing corners. Pull
left around its rib and cross a clean pink slab (crux , intricate but surprisingly well
protected) to gain a shattered, vegetated corner. Go left round this and cross a black
slab to gain another corner. Step down to water level and move left and up to a black
quartz vein. Hanging belay
2. 40m 4c. Climb the black quartz up and through a roof, then climb cracks in a slab
and move up to a right facing corner/overlap. Pull left and continue up cracks and
finish more easily
An alternative is climb the first pitch to above the roof on pitch 2 and belay there.
White Water-70m HVS *. J. Lines (on sight solo). 16th August, 2000.
1. 30m Sa. As above.
2. 40m Sa. Move left from the belay into twin deep cracks (or belay higher in these
cracks). Move up these until an awkward pull left gains a slot in the pink slab on
the left. Continue up the pink cracked slab and quartz vein to easier ground.
Calm Seas - 45m V. Diff. A. Fyffe, R. Goolden. 30th August, 2000.
The east side of the stream is defined by a rock rib at the top of which it is possible
to gain the cliff direct by a deep crack. Step over the water and go diagonally right
to corner (possible belay). Move right above the steeper section and climb the slab
by the quartz vein, easy but poorly protected .

HELL'S LUM CRAG, The Grey Buttress:
The reported winter ascent of The Exorcist (SMCJ 1999) turns out to be a line
starting as for Evil Spirits but pulling out right from the roof (Evil Spirits traverses
left from the roof) and soon joining Hell ' s Lump. This is a line climbed by Brian
Findlay and Greg Strange and shown in the photo in SMCJ 1996, mistakenly
captioned as The Exorcist. A summer ascent was as follows:
Evil Spirits, Right-Hand Finish - HVS Sa. G. Ettle, P. Thorburn. June, 1998.
Climb the main pitch to the upper roof, move right and climb slabby ground above.
Unleashing Hell- E3 6a. P. Thorburn , G. Ettle. June, 1998.
Start up Evil Spirits main pitch but move left to enter a slim groove line which heads
up towards The Exorcist. Go over a capping bulge to finish up The Exorcist.
Hells Lump Direct - VI,7. G. Ettle, S. Koch. March, 200l.
To the right of the summer line, a crack runs directly up to join the big square roof
on pitch 2.
The Serpent - 30m E3 Sc. J. Lines (on sight solo). 2nd July, 2000.
The slabby rib starting left of the first pitch of Lion of Judah and climbed on its righthand side. A large cam as a side runner in Lion of Judah will reduce the grade.

STAG ROCKS:
The Accidental Tourist- lOOm. III,S. A. Fyffe, 1. Peter. 27th January, 200l.
An undistinguished route up the crest of the narrow scrappy buttress on the left of
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the Y -shaped gully descent to The Stag Routes and left of Truely, Madly,
Chimbley. Start in a snow bay just on the right of the lowest rocks.
1. 2Sm. Climb up and left to belay by a diagonal rock wall.
2. 2Sm. Climb the groove on the left, half way, step left onto a ledge and go left then
up by some blocks to the next terrace.
3. SOm. Climb the obvious left facing corner with a defined right wall to above some
blocks and gain the crest by a short, steep fault (crux). Finish easily.

Crocodile Rock - 6Sm HVS. J. LyaJl , E. Pirie. 26th June, 2000.
I. 2Sm. 4c Start up Purge and after lOm climb the left wall by flakes and cracks to
a ledge.
2. 40m. Sa Go up and break rightwards between overlaps (crux), then go straight
up to a prominent wide crack in the head wall. Reach this and go left to the top.
Final Selection Direct - 4Sm. V. Diff. ** G. Latter, S. Evans. 5th August, 2000.
The ru·ete followed more direct by stepping right from the base of the initial groove,
finishing steeply on good holds over the small overlap above the belay ledge.
THE SADDLE SLABS (MR 014 037):
These are the slabs on Cairngorm facing ESE and facing The Saddle. In general the
slabs ru·e at a shallow angle but at the right end they steepen briefly to provide the
slab climber with some interest (although no protection).

The Flame - 30m E3 Sc. 1. Lines (on sight solo). 16th August, 2000.
The obvious pink streak up the steepest section of slab. Climb the left edge of the
streak (the middle was wet, but looked easier).
Hawkweed - 30m El Sa. J. Lines (on sight solo). 16th August, 2000.
Climb the pinkish slab about 8m left of The Flame to some flake holds at about 10m.
Easier above.
COlRE AN t-SNEACHDA, Aladdin's Buttress:
NOTE: Good evidence now suggests that The Celtic Edge (SMCJ 2000, p38S)
climbed the first two pitches of Edgewood, then reversed The Flying Doctors to
finish up Doctor's Choice.
Fiacaill Buttress:
A. Mullin and S. Paget repeated Jailbreak under powder on 4th November, 2000
and thought it VIII,7 due to precarious climbing with very poor protection. It was
later repeated with some ice and the grade thought correct.
COlRE AN LOCHAIN, No. 2 Buttress:
NOTE: A. Mullin and S. Paget repeated Inquisition and, with some helpful ice,
thought VII,7 was the grade on the day.
No. 3 Buttress:
NOTE: New Age Traveller and Vagrant are winter and summer ascents of the same
line, despite different descriptions in the guide.
After Dark - 80m VII,7 A. Mullin (backrope solo). 21st December, 2000.
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This inconspicuous route provides an excellent second pitch which is steep
exposed and very worthwhile. Start a few feet left of the Migrant groove at a
prominent rib with an obvious groove running up its the middle .
I. 30m. Climb the groove up the rib until its conclusion (this is an alternative start
to Ewen Buttress Direct, then going left) where a move right leads to an easy groove
(New Age Traveller) and continue to reach an obvious big ledge below a steep
slabby wall.
2. SOm. Traverse right on ledges until a step right can be made to reach the base of
an obvious fierce-looking corner. Climb the corner with a difficult mantelshelf
move right on to a small exposed ledge. Traverse right and climb an obvious groove
directly below an overhanging wall ; this allows foot ledges to be gained and a
traverse right to reach a second overhanging groove. Climb this groove to reach a
ledge common with the Migrant and finishup this.
NOTE: might be VII,8 .

NOTE: A. Mullin notes a backrope solo ascent of Migrant Direct in icy conditions
providing sustained climbing with poor protection. Thought to be VIII,7 on the day
even with two yo-yo ' s. A. Nisbet agrees that with less ice, it would likely be
technical 8, so the route at VII,7 must be undergraded.
Happy Tyroleans - 60m. VII,9. F. Schranz, H. Zak, E. Netzer. 1st March 2001.
This technical route takes the overhanging wall right of The Vicar. Start Srn right
of The Demon below a prominent right facing corner with a small roof about 10m
up the wall forming the start of the difficulties. This is the right-hand of two corner
lines which run up the overhanging wall. There is a prominent ramp running from
left to right below the baseof this wall and the start is at the far right hand end of
this. The route is easily identified by the prominent overlapping roofs forming the
top of the first pitch.
1. 30m. Climb the shallow right-facing corner up the steep wall above to reach the
prominent small roof with a gap behind it. Pull through the roof on the right-hand
side and continue up the corner above to below a second prominent roof with a
corner-crack running up its right- hand side. Climb through the roof using the
corner-crack which now diminishes and becomes a thin crack up a steep bulging
wall. Continue through the bulging wall via the crack and follow it to its end before
making a hard exit onto an obvious turfy ledge out left and belay in a niche slightly
higher up.
2. 30m. Directly above the belay is an obvious groove which is the natural fault up
the slightly bulging wall above. Follow this turfy crack/groove to the top of the
headwall and a series of blocky steps which lead to easy ground.
NOTE: Climbed redpoint style (leashless). A hex and nut previously in situ remain
on the route but pegs placed on the lead have been removed. A later attempt on sight
by D. Macleod nearly succeeded and thought the grade would be IX,9.
The Demon Direct - 60m. IX,9. A. Mullin, S. Paget. 18th March, 2001
This strenuous and technically sustained route takes the crack and left-facing
corner up the overhanging wall right of the summer line of The Demon. Start a few
feet right of the Demon below an obvious slabby ramp trending left to right which
bars access to the crack/corn~r.
1. 30m. Climb up to the left side of the ramp, move up right on the ramp and use
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a flake on it to arrange side runners (loose!). The crack is now on the left; climb this
boldly to reach the base of the left-facing corner (peg runner). Continue up the
corner which ends at a small roof (peg runner on lip) . Climb through the roof
strenuously to gain an awkward niche and move out right from here to gain a ledge.
2. 30m. Directly above the belay is an obvious fault line which is The Demon's
crack system. Climb this boldly to reach easier ground and a choice of finishes
leading to the top.
NOTE: The route was climbed ground up on the fifth attempt with the gear being
placed on lead with the exception of the two peg runners placed on previous
attempts and left in situ. These were used on the final ascent and left in situ in order
to facilitate an on-sight ascent. The route was climbed ground up on every previous
attempt.

No. 4 BUTTRESS:
NOTE: G. Robertson and J. Cun'ie made a possible third ascentofTorquing Heads
and thought the grade VI,S.

NORTH EAST OUCROPS
Large numbers of routes have been climbed in this area. Since the new guide is
imminent, no routes are described in this section.

HIGHLAND OUTCROPS
MALLAIG CRAGS, Ardnish Peninsula, Paradise Walls (Highland Outcrops, p3S4):
The Paradise Walls have been separately named as follows:

The Main Face:
The face (containing Lost Rib, Interlude and Forbidden Fruit) is bounded on the left
by a steep grassy gully. A distinctive orange coloured groove lies in the an~te
overlooking this gully. A smooth wall extends farther right and lower down the
hillside and right again is the main area of slabs with a very distinctive rounded rib
and groove which looks like a scoured runnel. Routes are described left to right.

Tango in the Night- 20m HVS 5b. S. Muir, K. KelJy. 1999.
Climb the arete and orange groove in the left edge of the wall. Scramble up the steep
grassy gully to beneath the groove. Start up the~left arete on good holds until
possible to move into the groove at mid height. Follow it with poor protection to
finish up the arete at the top.
Fanta Wall - 25m El 5b. K. Howett, D. Richardson. 30th April, 2000.
Start slightly lower and right of the orange groove at a flat rock ledge under the wall.
Climb the wall immediately right of the arete to the ledge and block belay. Scramble
up to escape.

Beach Wall:
This is the name now given to the excellent wall separated from the main wall
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containing Puffing and Padding. It starts off small in stature but gains height
quickly . It is seamed by strong natural crack-lines and the rock is excellent.

Pure Shore - 20m E2 5b. K. Howett, S. Muir. 31st April, 2000.
The first large wall behind the first silver birch tree. Climb a vertical flake which
peters out at half height. Make hard moves up and right to gain a small sloping
ledge. Follow this right into a short left-facing corner which leads to a further ledge.
Follow the crack above to finish.
Palm Tree and a Prayer - 25m E2 5c. S. Muir, K. Howett, D. Richardson. 31st
April, 2000.
The next route is Puffing and Padding (in the guide). To the right of Puffing and
Padding is a large block at the base of the crag. Climb the crack behind the block
to beneath a heather clump. Make hard moves left and up to a shelf. Stand on this
and climb the right arete of the wall by a tricky mantelshelf move and the slab
leading leftwards to finish.
Cockles and Muscles- 25m El 5b. S. Muir, K. Howett, D . Richardson. 31st April,
2000.
Near the right end of the wall, behind a big tree is a steep flake crack leading to
broken area of rock. A hard start up the overhanging crack and the wall leads into
a corner. Up this to a ledge below another bigger corner. Exit this and gain the flying
ramp out on the left leading left under the steep head wall to finish.

ARISAIG, Druimindarroch Crag (M.R. 690 843):
Approach: Park at or near the boathouse at Dru irnindarroch (Map Ref 686844) and
walk across the end of the bay to Prince Charlie' s Cave (5-10 minutes) . Turn right
down to the shore, (or left for some potential steeper routes) . The crag is at the west
end of the large pebble beach below Arisaig House Hotel and is located where the
pebbles meet the grass and is characterised by a narrow slab facing the sea and a
wall facing the beach/grass.

Ewe Two - 18m HVS 5b. D. Collier, 1. Hartley . 30th July, 2000.
Start at a vertical wall just left of an overhanging block and below the start of a
rightward-slanting crackline. Climb a few feet to the start of the crack and follow
this up and rightwards to a small birch tree. Traverse left (crux) under a small
overlap to reach the edge of the slab and easy climbing to the top.

NOTE: D. Collier notes that on p135 of Highland Outcrops, it gives Charlie's Crag
a map reference of715 859 which doesn 't seem to fit the description of starting at
Prince Charlie's Cairn (721 844). Starting from where the road crosses Beasdale
Burn at 715 852 would seem more sensible (if the crag reference is correct).

BRINROCK:
Weird Wall- 25m E3 5c. P. Donnithorne, E. Alsford. 4th May, 2000.
Start about 6m left of Gold Digger at a steep crack. Struggle up this to a ledge, move
up and right, then wobble up a groove to the unsound flake on Gold Digger. Move
left and up a short thiD crack, then flop on to a sloping shelf. Step left and teeter up
the slab to the top.
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TYNRICH SLABS, Upper Crags (M.R. 632 274, SE-facing, Cliff Base 370m):
From the RSPB car park for Loch Ruthven , follow a path up towards Stac Gorm
and up its summit crest until the biggest crag (Frank Sinatra Walls) is seen and a
traverse leads to the base ofthe cliff (20 minutes , S minutes from the top of Tynrich
Slabs). The crag lies on the upper side of a valley which runs westwards from the
top of Tynrich Slabs towards Stac Gorm summit.

Frank Sinatra Walls:
The highest crag has a large central recess.
Unnamed - 20m E3/4 6a?? R. McAllister. April , 1999.
Climbs the steep wall just left of the central recess, moving out right, then back left
to a scoop, then straight up slabs to finish.

My Way- 20m E3 Sc ** P. Thorburn, D. McGimpsey, R. McAllister, A. Fraser.
20th September, 1998.
Start below the recess, then climb up to its top left-hand side. Pull out left on to a
ledge, then finish up the slabby wall above.

Vagabond Shoes - 20m El Sb **. A. Fraser, R. McAllister, D. McGimpsey. 20th
September, 1998.
Start below the recess. Climb a ramp up and right, then step right into a smaller
recess. Pull on a large worrying flake to reach an excellent flake-crack which leads
to the top.
Let's be Frank- 20m E4 6a **. R. McAllister, D . McGimpsey. October, 1998.
Start 10m right of the central recess at the lowest point of the wall where there is
a steep crack right of a curving roof. Go up this, then climb a short groove on the
left to the top of a flake. Place crucial small RP's and HB' s, then climb intricately
up and left to good holds. Continue to a bulge, cross this and exit up a blank flake
to a ledge. Finish up the slab above.
Frank 's ina Trance-2SmE4 6a **. D. McGimpsey, R. McAllister. October, 1998.
Climb the steep crack (as for Let's be Frank), then continue up to a bulging wall.
Traverse out right to reach a diagonal crack. Follow this up and right through bulges
to a small ledge. Step left on to the slab and traverse across it, then up to a horizontal
break (very serious but only Sa!b). Finish up the right-hand cleaned streak.

Fence Crag:
To the right of the Frank Sinatra Walls is a fence. A heather ramp leads up and right
from the fence. Above the ramp is this wall which has a large boulder on top.

Stolen Goods - 10m HVS Sa. 1. Lyall, S. Atkinson. 1990.
An open left-slanting chimney-groove. Climb this and move out left to finish up the
rib.

The Fence - 12m El Sa *. 1. Lyall, N . Nolan. September, 1993.
Climb the left edge of the wall to the right of the chimney-groove. Climb just right
of the arete, then reach out right to a flake. Finish straight up. The original ascent
climbed the left edge of the wall throughout (E2 Sb).
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Ole Red Eyes- tOm VS Sa. D. McGimpsey, R. McAllister. 29th September, 1998 .
A crack just to the right.
High Green Crag:
A wall lOOm west and uphill , on the right side of the valley and just below the
summit of Stac Gorm. The right side of the waJl is green rock and has a large flake
close against it. Fifteen metres left of the large flake is an overhanging section at
the base.

Rainbow High - 12m HVS 5b. J. Lyall. 1990.
Follow a left-slanting crack which leads above the overhanging section until a
vertical crack gives a steep finish.
Bright September-lOm Mild VS 4b. J. Lyall , N. Nolan. September, 1993.
Right of Rainbow High is this layback flake leading out of a recess.
Ole Blue Eyes- 10m HVS Sa. D. McGimpsey. October, 1998.
Gain the top of the large flake, then step left and go up into a small V -recess. Hand
traverse out right to finish.
Beyul- 10m VS Sa *. J. Lyall , N. Nolan. September, 1993 .
Just right of the large flake is a thin flake on the wall. Climb the crack up the right
side of the flake to its top. Make a hard move right to a parallel crack and finish up
a shallow corner.
A route has also been climbed moving right from the top of the large flake to finish
at the top of Beyul (H. Severe).
NOTE: The routes in SMCJ 1998 and described as Skyline Slabs are on the right
side of High Slab (Highland Outcrops pI65).
CONAGLEANN:
Croak - 25m El 5b *. M. Hind, G. Lowe. 1998. (also G. Latter on 2nd August,
2000.)
The blunt rib up the centre of the front face . Start beneath a short steep crack 3m
left of Toad 's Arete. Climb the flake crack and trend slightly left and follow the rib
steeply to gain a good right-slanting flake crack which leads to a belay in a small
recess on the arete. Either traverse right to the in situ nut at the top of The Falcon,
or finish up the upper (lichenous) slab of Toad's Arete (about HVS Sa).

The Falcon - 25m E2 5b *. G. Latter, S. Roberts (on-sight). 2nd August, 2000.
The impressive right-facing flake up the centre of the orange scooped wall at the
right side of the crag. On the first ascent the prominent upper section of the flake
was gained via the wall on the right (loose rock near the base of the flake). This was
r(!moved on abseil, and a direct ascent would be more logical. Gain a ledge on the
right wall of the flake and go up until an obvious traverse line leading left into the
top of the flake. Traverse left using a good spike to a small ledge, and continue
leftwards to a cleaned ledge. Climb straight up on good flakes, then more easily up
the edge of the slab. Trend right on ledges to an in situ nut and krab in a large flake.
Abseil off.
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ASHIEFORT:
Firecracker- tOm E3 6a/b. S.Clark (unsec). 8th June, 2000.
The right-hand of the twin cracks just right of Website (climbed in error for
Flutterbye to China) .

INVERF ARIGAIG:
Black Silk - 12m E8 6c/7a. P. Edwards (headpointed). 22nd October, 1999.
Head for Inverfarigaig from Euogie (B862). Park lOOm past a small bridge and the
small buttress is above in the trees. The route is on a 35 degree overhanging wall
with marginal gear.

CREAG DUBH, Bedtime Buttress, The Upper Tier:
Nightlife - 40m V,S *. J. Lyall, D. Turner, B. Watson. 7th February, 2001 .
Climbs the left-slanting fault left of First Offence. A pillar of ice leads to the fault
and a tree, then icy slabs on the left.

Bedtime Gully - II1IlI.
The stream/gully on the right side of Bedtime Buttress gives one ice pitch. Climbed
many times.

Little Rock:
Which Orifice ? -ISm E4 6b *. G. Latter, D. Hollinger. 1st August, 2000.
Another good sustained workout, though close to Heather Wall in the central
section. Start 2m right of Heather Wall , beneath a couple of prominent quartz slots.
Climb past these and place a small cam in the short vertical slot above. Make hard
moves to gain a large incut plaque directly above, then climb straight up until a step
right at a good thin horizontal break leads to some sloping holds to finish past a
cracked block.

Lower Waterfall Wall:
Jade - 30m V,S *.1. Lyall, D. Turner, B. Watson. 5th February, 200!.
Close to the summer line. Climb a steep stepped groove on the left edge of the wall
to a niche below the overhanging prow. Move up left and climb an ice pillar to the
top. Left of Jade is a short iced slab (Grade 1II) climbed many times.

Sprawl Wall:
The Meejies - 14111 E5 6a **. G. Latter, L. Hughes. 10th August, 2000.
A direct line up the centre of the wall , just right of Yes! Yes' Climb easi Iy up the
crack into the niche, then up to the obvious handrail. Gain a standing position on
this, then continue with good protection to finish on good holds. Finish up any of
the routes above.

LAGGAN, Creagan Soilleir, Right-Hand Crag, Middle Tier:
MidgetGem-IOmE46a.J. Lines,D.McGimpsey, B. Davison. 1 IthAugust, 2000.
A right-slanting crack in the wall just left ofthe corner (The Coroner) and its arete,
finishing straight up.

Bijou - 10m E5 6a. J. Lines, D. McGimpsey , B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 11 th August,
2000.
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The arete left of the corner becomes increasingly thin. There are cams in a break
in the wall left of the arete at half height.

Liquorice Wall- lOm El Sc. 1. Lines. early August, 2000.
A thin crack in the wall 3m right of the corner.

Upper Tier:
The Gods - 2Sm HVS Sa. B. Davison, A. Nisbet. 11th August, 2000.
A right to left rising traverse line below a roof system. Move up left near the end,
then back right to trees (abseil descent).
DUNKELD, Polney Crag:
New Star - 40m VS. R. Strachan, K. Strachan. September, 1996.
1. 2Sm Climb the left-facing corner to the right ofKatie Morag' s First Steps to reach
the right side of the large flake. Traverse left under the flake and up to where Kestrel
Crack joins. Continue up the flake to a slab, then into the bay.
2. ISm Sa Trend right up to an imposing tower/arete. Climb the tower by a cleft just
right of centre (this may be Variation Finish 1 of Kestrel Crack) .
SMA' GLEN (PERTHSHlRE):
This is the section of Glen Artney, which is bisected by the road from Crieff to
Aberfeldy. The Sma' Glen has a scattering of outcrops on either side which
probably have looked too scrappy or too small for any climbing interest. However,
there are some clean and interesting pieces of rock, which have given some
surprisingly good climbs. They are well worth a visit of an evening for bored locals.
The Newton Spur (M.R. 893 316):
This is the spur of hillside that juts into the glen from the east and ends at the bridge
where the road heads outofthe glen on its way north. It forms the northern boundary
of the Sma' Glen. Newton is the small farm in the glen at this point. Best access to
the crags is to park at a small lay-by on the north side of the spur. Enter the small
col. that cuts the spur, then head up the hillside leftwards past a prominent lone
Rowan tree growing from a small outcrop, then drop down to the south side of the
spur. This should allow you to contour slightly left to the base of Pack Buttress. If
you continue further up the spur past a very prominent large glacial erratic boulder
and gain a slight co l at the top of the spur, a short descent down the south side
reaches Flat-line Wall.
Pack Buttress:
One of the bigger and steeper walls. Consists of a prominent left diagonal stepped
corner. The wall to its left is undercut. Right of this is an open-book corner with a
vertical right wall. Unfortunately this section of the crag is composed of thousands
of stacked flakes of dubious stability. 20m to the right is a slender pillar with a cave
at the base. Right again is another slender pillar. The buttresses continue rightwards
and up the hillside to culminate at a short but overhanging wall.

Shuffle and be Damned - 8m E3 Sb. K. Howett, A. Todd. 19th July, 1997.
The shallow hanging scoop up the centre of the wall. Climb through the roof via the
obvious slot to the right of the previous route onto a big flake. Pull up and left into
a scoop and then direct to the top. Serious upper section.
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Slight of Hand - lOm E3 Sb. K. Howett, S. Muir. 28th July, 1999.
The shallow rounded groove formed by a conspicuous hanging block in the an~te
to the left of The Bad Book. Steep start with some loose holds, success requires a
delicate approach and a cool head.
The Bad Book - 8m El Sc. K. Howett, A. Todd 19th July, 1997.
Climb the open-book corner.
The House of Cards - 8m E2 Sc *. K. Howett, L. Hughes 17th April, 1997.
Climbs the right wall of the open-book corner via the obvious central weakness.
Crux at the top.
The Player - 10m E2 Sb. L. Hughes, G. Nicoll (on-sight). 14th April , 1997.
Climbs the centre of the slender pillar above the small cave. Go up the slabby rib
on the right of the cave to a large flake then step left onto the lip of the roof. Up the
centre of the wall past the central break with a very long reach up the fine wall
above.
Buzzards Base - lOm HVS Sa. A. Todd, K. Howett (on-sight). 14th Apri1,1997.
Start as for The Player up the slabby rib to a large old nest. Finish up large holds
on the left of the deep chimney above.
The Dummy - 8m HVS Sa. G. Nicoll, L. Hughes (on-sight). 14th July, 1997.
Climbs the right edge of the slender buttress right of that taken by Buzzards Base.
To the right of this buttress the line of the crags turns up the hillside. Beyond the
initial broken rocks is a conspicuous recessed wall with a slim corner up its centre
and its right side forming an arete.

Tea Total- 8m HVS Sa. L. Hughes, T. Leggeat (on-sight). July, 1997.
Climb the arete on large flakes , some a bit hollow . Climbed in the dark to avoid the
pub.
Farther right again is another small overhanging buttress above large boulders
containing the following.

Queen afTarts - 8m H. Severe 4a. S. Muir, A. Baird (on-sight). July, 2000.
The diagonal right to left shallow groove-line cutting across the left side of the
buttress.
Crinkle-cut Gripps - 8m HVS 4c. K. Howett, A. Todd (on-sight). 14th April, 1997.
Climb the centre of the overhanging wall right of the previous route via flakes.
Poorly protected butjuggy.
The Sentinel:
This wee crag sits on its own, in the same general line beyond the last of the
buttresses of Pack Buttress, almost on the sky Iine of the spur. It consists of a slender
pillar of clean rock, tapering towards the top. The main feature is an open groove
bounding the left side containing a small tree. Large boulders litter the base.
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Pick-Locking the Chastity Belt- 8mE I Sa. L. Hughes, K. Howett. 11th April, 1997.
Climb from the lowest point directly up the centre of the buttress finishing past a
flat spike.
Midnight Pass - 8m VS 4c. K. Howett, A. Armstrong. 5th May, 2000.
The hanging niche to the right of Chastity Belt gained from the right.
Slipped in Quick - 5m H. Severe 4a. K. Howett (solo). Sept, 1999.
The quartz studded scoop to the right. Pull into the scoop and climb direct up the
steep wall to the top.
Fiddlers in the Dark - 5m 5b. K. Howett (solo). Sept, 1999.
A boulder problem up the series of thin cracks in the right edge.
Rowan Rib:
A distinctive rounded rib sitting above a tree and with a fallen tree at its top. It lies
below and right of Pack Wall.
Comet Skies - 8m E2 5c **. K. Howett, A. Todd. 10th April, 1997.
Climbs the superb thin flake-crack up the centre of the rib. Start by pulling through
the guarding roof and pull strenuously to the flake. Continue with less trouble.
Flat-line Wall:
The farthest east (highest up the hillside) of the set of crags on the 'Newton Spur' .
A smooth vertical wall with a distinctive crack. The rock is perfect and the climbing
excellent. Climbs described left to right.
The Next Life - lOm HVS Sa. K. Howett, A. Todd. 18th July, 1999.
Climbs the well defined corner at the left end of the wall. Well protected and
enjoyable.
Dicky Ticker-lOm E2 Sb. K. Howett, A. Todd (on-sight). 1997.
The wall between the corner and the crack, climbing the rounded rib at the top.
A void the temptation to place protection in the crack of Ouzels of Fun.
Ouzels of Fun - lOm El Sb. K. Howett, A. Todd (on-sight). 14th April, 1997.
Climb the excellent vertical crack with continual interest and good protection.
When the crack fades make a move to a good jug in a small recess and exit with
difficulty out right.
Dead Bopp - lOm E2 Sb. K. Howett, L. Hughes (on-sight). 11 th April, 1997.
Climbs the slight rib immediately right of the crack. Start by a thin move to reach
the initial horizontal break. Up the thin flake above to the top break. Pull up to and
finish in the ramp on the right.
The Scoop - lOm El Sb. K. Howett, A. Todd (on-sight). 8th April, 1997.
The obvious blackened diagonal scoop to the right. Finish direct.
Missing a Beat- 8m E2 Sc. K. Howett, S. Muir (on-sight). 21st June, 1999.
Climbs the slight rib immediately right of The Scoop, following a very shallow
depression in the centre of the rib. Start below the rib. Up to a good horizontal break.
Dave McCimpsey on FWA of Sca/aywag V.6, Baosbheinn. Photo: Andy Nisbet.
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Pull into the shallow depression on small sharp holds and climb it via a tiny diagonal
crack and thin flake to good jugs near the top. Exit direct.

Triple Bypass - 12m E2 Sb. K. Howett, A. Todd (on-sight). 18th July, 1999.
Climbs a natural diagonal line from right to left across the blankest section of the
wall. Start as for Missing a Beat. Pull up to the tiny diagonal crack in the shallow
depression and immediately swing out left into The Scoop, Make a move up this
to the first horizontal break-line. Step down and left to gain the obvious horizontal
crack across the blanker rib of Dead Bop which leads left into the vertical crack of
Ouzels of Fun. Climb up this to a jug in the base of the final small recess and exit
out left.
Defibrillator- Sm VS 4c. S. Muir, K. Howett. 21st June, 1999.
Climbs the obvious deep left to right diagonal crack to the right of Missing a Beat.
Start just right of the very base of the crack, follow it to gain holds on the lip of the
wall and step right to pull over.
Unnamed - 8m VS 4c. A. Todd, K. Howett (on-sight). 18th July, 1999.
Climbs an obvious right to left diagonal break-line at the right hand side of the wall
cutting across Un-named. Start near the right side of the wall below a well defined
diagonal crack forming the beginnings of the break-line. Climb up the crack into
Unnamed. Up this to good holds leading out left into the top of The Scoop and finish
out direct as for that route.
Ant Buttress:
Not strictly part of the Newton Spur but on the hillside further south towards
Flintlock Wall. This whole hillside is covered in small bits of rock, strangely
formed into vertical ribs running the full length of the hillside. This crag is the
lowest of these outcrops and the furthest left. It is best approached by following the
north bank of the river from the Newton Bridge, th.rough the field and then up steep
ground and scree to the crag. It is composed of a scrappy left side, a longer central
buttress and a smooth, steep but small wall on the right. There are small trees about
the crag.

Flick's Revenge - 20m Severe 4b. S. Muir, K. Howett. 21st June, 1999.
From the very toe of the buttress climb the steep lower wall by the line of a crack
onto easier ground leading up to large blocks. Stand on these, then enter the hanging
slabby corner above. Exit this left along a dirty fissure.
Flintlock Wall (M.R. 899 305):
This is the buttress which contains the prominent flying arete on the east side of the
glen about 2km south of the Newton Spur. It stands alone on the hillside just past
a spur of the hill that encloses the south side of the Sma' Glen itself. The buttress
consists of a broken area of rock on the left composed of a huge easy angled slab
on the far left, a lower wall leading to a large tree infested bay with a large roof
above and a black slab above that leading to the top. On the right of this is a steep
side wall facing down the glen which extends up the hillside. The Upper part of the
side wall forms a conspicuous corner with a buttress that projects out as an
impressive flying arete. The base of the crag at this point is guarded by broken
rocks. An easy grass rake below the side wall extends up to below the arete and is
used for access to the arete.
Jon Taylor on the summit of Low Peak, Moul1l Cook before the eventful descent. Photo: Colin DUIlCCIII.
The injured Colill DU/lcal1 and the NZ Search and Rescue Team after the avalanche. Photo: JOII Taylor.
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The crag is used by several species of nesting bird and should be avoided until the
end of July.

The Rustler- 20m HVS 5a. A. Todd, K. Howett. 24th August, 1997.
Climbs the fine corner at the junction between the sidewall and the buttress
containing the flying arete.
Bright Spark - 18m E4 6a. K. Howett, L. Hughes. 10th September, 1997.
There is a large buzzard's nest in the centre of the wall to the right of the corner.
Right again is the flying arete. This route climbs a line up the wall between the nest
and the arete. Start at a small grass bay below the nest accessed from the top right
of the grass rake. Step out to the right arete and gain a good diagonal crack leading
up and left to under the start of the flying arete. Pull right onto the slab and arrange
protection then swing wildly out left onto the arete. Go up this, over the bulge into
a shallow groove. Climb this and a continuation groove directly above a small
overlap to the top.
Ignition - 20m El 5h *. K. Howett. A. Toda (on-sight). 24th August, 1997.
Follows the junction between the overhanging wall of the flying arete and the slab.
Start as for Bright Spark onto the slab. Traverse up and right to climb a steep flake
under the overhanging wall all the way to the top.
Damp Squib - I5m El 5a. K. Howett, A. Todd (on-sight). 31st August, 1997.
Follows a line up a slim groove in the slabby wall to the right ofIgnition. Start down
and right of the arete on a horizontal grass ledge gained either from below or from
over on the right. Belay in a recess 3m right of the base of the wall. Move up and
left to below the impending wall. Pull over at an obvious weakness and ajug in the
lip onto the slab (down and right of the start of the flake ofIgnition). Move up and
right to gain the base of a slim hanging groove. Stand in it and swing immediately
right and climb the right side of the groove's arete to finish. Thread and nut belay
at the top.

GLEN OGLE:
Arms Limitation - 17m F7b ***. M . Garthwaite. 15th August, 1999.
One of the best routes in the Glen, may be harder for the vertically challenged. The
route lies on a crag up and right of the Galleon sector. Walk past the Galleon until
the band of crags runs out and the crag can be seen up the hill on the left (about
lOrnin from the Galleon). The route climbs the stunning arete that forms the right
side of the crag.

Creag nan Cuileann:
Up to Scratch - E4/5 6a1b. S. Crowe, K. Magog. 3rd June, 2000.
Start just left of The Bigger They Fall. Pull through the roof past the holly. Finish
as for The Harder they Come. (Would be route number 2a as per Climber, June
2000).
GLEN LEDNOCK, Creag na h-Iolaire:
Ash Rib - lOm v. Diff. B. R. Shackleton, A. Morrison. 14th July, 1999.
The route climbs the pale green rib between the two rowan trees to the right of low
wall. Go up blocks, then step right to reach a grassy corner. Continue up this corner
and finish near a small solitary ash tree.
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BEN NEVIS, AONACHS, CREAG MEAGHAIDH
Routes due to appear in the new guide have not been included, apart from a few (due
to lack of space).

BEN NEVIS, Carn Dearg:
Centurion: A. Mullin made a free winter ascent, rope solo on 16th-17th February ,
200 I, eliminating the rest point on Pitch 2 due to previous knowledge gained on two
earlier attempts.
This route was considered as solid grade VIII and the quality of the mixed climbing
is up there with the Needle and Steeple. The following variation to pitch 4 was
made:
Continue up the corner line and go up to below the wide overhanging crack (as
described in summer). Climb the wall left of this until one can get into the
overhanging crack higher up; climb through the overhang and continue in a corner
until a wild swing out left gains the arete of the summer pitch. The rock at the top
ofthe overhang is dangerously loose so great care is required when pulling through
the overhang.

WESTERN HIGHLANDS, Sgurr na ba Glaise, Coire a' Bhuiridh (above
Lochailort):
The Serpent- 300m IIIIII. M. Litterick, B. R. Shackleton, A. Roscoe. 3rd January,
1996.
The route climbs the north-facing headwall of the corrie by a frozen watercourse
and an upper snow ramp to finish at the summit cairn. A number of alternative exits
can probably be followed. The lower part of the route is easy-angled on water ice
but a steeper section at half height probably merits Grade Ill.

CREAG MEAGHAIDH, The Post Face:
North Post, Right-Hand Finish -ISOm IV,4. S. Reid, C. Wells. 27th March, 2001.
A good alternative finish when the original and direct finishes are not in condition.
Quite bold. Start from the belay just right of the start of the direct finish. Move 8m
to the right along the Post Horn Gallop ledge and climb up to a line of weaknessin
the upper wall. This is followed on ice smears and turf, trending slightly leftwards,
to a wide snow shelf (SOm). Traverse back
leftwards along this until a shallow gully is revealed. Climb this to a good spike on
the left (lOOm). Easy ground leads to the plateau.
CARN LIA TH (near Creag Meagaidh), Coire nan Gall:
Original Route - 30m Diff. B. Sparham, D. Davi s. June, 2000.
Follows the right edge of the Room to Roam slab, loosely following its arete to
finish up the last pitch of Room to Roam (crux through a small overhang at the very
top).
The Mighty Willow - 12Sm VI,S . D. Davis, B. Sparham. J 7th December, 2000.
The corner line up the left side of the back wall of the corrie. May not often be in
condition due to its south-facing aspect, but in good conditions could be a good
Grade Ill. On this ascent, most of the face was snow covered with a thin veneer of
ice low down.
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1. SOm Follow thin ice up the corner until it ran out after 20m. Difficult moves past
a wee willow (now sadly diminished) gained snow loosely attached to the slab. This
was climbed to reach the base of the upper corner.
2. Climb up snow barely attached to a featureless slab.
3. Quit the corner at a large block and head up the left edge to finish.

BEINN A' CLACHAIR, Coire Mor Clachair:
The Tower - 1S0m H. N. Anderson. 12th March, 1999.
On the far right-hand side of the coire at the back is a thin tall buttress , eiffel tower
shaped, amongst the nondescript broken ground. The buttress has three 'legs ' lower
down which merge after 30m into one. Climb the left leg and then follow mixed
route to the top.
CREAG DHUBH (Loch Ericht):
Tutti-Frutti - 40m IV,S . S. Frazer, J. LyaIJ , M. Twomey. 13th February, 200l.
The short steep icefall lSm right of Ice Cream.

GLENCOE
The new Glen Coe guide should be published soon, so due to lack of space and with
apologies, this year's new routes have not been included. In case of omissions, first
ascentionists are advised to check their routes are in the guide.

SOUTHERN HIGHLANDS
BEN VORLICH CRAGS, Bottom Buttress:
This lies immediately below Cranium Crag (SMCl 1999).
Knickers - 20m E4 6a **. M. Gar1hwaite, R. Anderson. 31st July, 1999.
Start at a crack leading into an overhung niche on the left-hand side of the main front
face of the crag. Climb the crack, then pull out of the niche to a break. Climb the
wall and vague crack above until forced out left on to the arete. Climb the ar·ere and
wall on the right to the top.
Pants - 20m El Sa. R. Anderson, M. Garthwaite. 31st July, 1999.
A scrappy route that climbs the buttress 6m to the left of Knickers. Start at the toe
of the buttress and move diagonally up and left to a stopping place. Step right and
climb straight up following the easy line to the top .

Summit Crags:
This is the crag that lies about lOOm south-west from the summit itself. An obvious
wide crack splits the crag left of centre, to the right of which is a thin disjointed
crackline up the slab. A route by M. Garthwaite climbs the thin disjointed
cracklineat E3 Sb.
Summit Fever - 20m El Sb *. R. Anderson, M. Garthwaite. 27th August, 2000.
At the left-hand end of the frontal wall is an obvious stepped groove/cornerline.
Climb the groove to a ledge, then transfer awkwardly up right to finish up the
continuation groove/corner.
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GLEN CROE, Upper Crag:
Love Buzz - ISm E7 6b **. D. MacLeod (unsec.). 13th July, 1999.
A serious direct stalt to Marabou Stork Nightmares with no protection until past the
crux. Start below a small scooped groove below the traverse ofMarabou. Climb the
groove with increasing difficulty and move rightatits top. A hard sequence moving
right on small edges and pockets leads to the jug on Marabou. Finish up this route.

Patience In Spades - 10m VS Sa. D. MacLeod, P. Mcgowan. July, 1999.
This short but pleasant route climbs the smooth slab left of Quartz Slab, moving
rightwards at the top.

THE COBBLER, South Peak:
Grossen Zinnen - VI,7 *. D. MacLeod, R. McGhee. 30th January , 2001.
Follow the summer line; pitches 3 and 4 can be run together. The crux is hard but
short-lived and well protected

Cerebration - 1OSm VI,7 *. D. MacLeod, R. McGhee. 24th December, 2000.
Start just left of Gibber Crack below a tiny left-facing corner. Follow the corner for
Srn, then use a thin diagonal crack to traverse left across the open slab to gain a turfy
fault (bold and difficult) . Follow the fault to easy ground and trend left to the thread
belay on North Wall
Traverse. Climb this past the base of North Wall Groove to a flake below the centre
ofthe large wall above. Climb the centre ofthe excellent wall direct via thin vertical
cracks to the top.

The Brack:
Charlie's Crack - 40m IV,S *. R. Anderson, R. Milne. 28th January, 2000.
A direct line up the obvious faulUwide crack in the front of the buttress containing
Inglis Clark Arete, the original route (at one time graded n, then upgraded to Ill),
which zig-zags around finding the easiest line. Climb the crack and continuation
chimney and pull over the top to a thread belay on a huge boulder. Either walk off
left, or continue up the easiest line to the top in three pitches or so.

Right Charlie - 40m VI,7. R. Anderson, R. Milne. 28th January, 2000.
A short eliminate immediately to the right of Char lies Crack. Start at the base of an
open corner on the right side of the buttress. Climb the corner to its top and a
junction with the fault of Charlies Fault, then step right and climb with difficulty
for a short way to reach a ledge. Continue up a steepening to reach the thread belay
of Charlies Fault. Either walk off left, or continue up Inglis Clark arete to the top
in three pitches or so.

STOB GHABHAR, NE Coire:
Capricorn - 120m IV,4. S. Kennedy, M. Shaw. 24th February, 200l.
A winter ascent of the summer route up the right-bounding rib of the Upper Couloir.
Climb the broad lower buttress to reach the knife edge ridge. Follow the ridge in
a fine position to join the top of the Upper Couloir Keyhole. Easier slopes lead up
and right to finish.
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MEALL BUIDHE, North-West Corrie:
Sixth Sense - 170m IV,4. M. Litterick, B. R. Shackleton. 23rd January, 1994.
The route follows three successive icefalls thereby providing a direct line up the
buttress crossed by Second Sight. Start at the icefall to the left of the start of Second '
Sight.
Climb this and cross the ramp line of Second Sight to the foot of a second icefalll
groove. Above this, the route follows the right hand of three icefalls to exit near the
top. Alternative finishes should be possible by either of the two other icefalls.
NOTE: The route was repeated by B. Davison and D. Wilkinson on 14th January,
2001.
Late Departures - SOm Ill. B. Davison. 14th January, 200l.
At the right-hand end of the crag, about SOm past Spirit Level, is the first and most
substantial of three corner/gully lines. Climb the corner to exit on easy snow (SOm).
The other two gullies are short (20m) Grade H.

BEN UDLAIDH:
Soft Shell- lOOm V,S . D. MacLeod, K. Crocket. 27th January, 2001.
Start at a small cave down and right of the entrance to ZigZag Gully. Climb directly
up the broken buttress for two pitches to a spacious ledge below the vertical
head wall. Climb a steep ice wall on the right margin of the vertical wall to the top.
Tick Tock - 12Sm V,S. R. Renwick, C. Pettigrew. 30th December, 2000.
Climbs the detached buttress to the left of Quartzvein Scoop. Start just below and
ISm to the left of Quartzvein Scoop.
1. 3Sm. Climb a small ramp leftwards for 1Om, then trend right up a frozen turfwall.
Continue to a fissure cave and snow bay.
2. 40m. Continue left starting up a huge detached block over a series of mixed turf
and ice to the top of the buttress below a steep wall.
3. IOm. Climb a steep ice wall on the right direct to below overhangs.
4. 40m. Traverse Srn left; step down before going up a steep corner. Continue up
steep ice flows above and exit through the cornice.
Cut It-lOOm IV,4 **. D . MacLeod. 28th January, 1998.
This route cuts through the impressive positions of the steep black wall using the
big diagonal ledge running up and right. Start at Captain Hook. Gain and follow the
ramp to a belay at the icicle of Cut Throat. Continue rightwards to the end of the
ledge and finish up the excellent top section of The Croc.
Incisor-7Sm VI,6 *. D. MacLeod, P. Mcgowan. 18th January, 2001.
This route climbs the obvious stepped corner left of Cut Throat. Climb the technical
corner to a ledge. Either climb steep ice directly above (rarely formed) or gain the
next ledge by a rightward detour. Move left to below a steep ice pillar right of
Captain Hook. Climb the pillar and easier ground above to the top.
Blitz -: 4Sm V,6 **. D. MacLeod (unsec.). 28th January, 2001.
This route climbs the steep buttress left of the upper part of Central Gully. Start near
the right of the buttress below an obvious left slanting fault running the height of
the buttress. Follow the fault line through a roof (crux) and continue past another
awkward bulge to the top. Good mixed climbing.
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Spirito de Punto - 90m IV,6 *. D. MacLeod, A. Weir. 1st February, 1998.
Start below a fault in the vertical wall left of the start of South Gully of the Black
Wall. Climb the fault to a wide ledge and follow a crack in the next wall above over
an overlap to join and finish up The Cramp.
Mustang Sally - 90m IV,4 **. D. MacLeod, A. Weir. 1st March, 1998.
This good turfy line climbs the big butress right of Green Eyes. Follow a corner
system in the left side of the butress in two pitches which leads to the easier final
slopes.
Co ire Ghamhnain (M.R. 285 335):
John Wayne - 35m Ill/IV. J. A. Sumner, W. Kennan . 18th January, 2001.
Takes the second and most prominent of the initial icefalls high up on the right-hand
side of the north-east-facing Coire Ghamhnain (the coire just east of Beinn
Udlaidh).
1. 20m. Climb steep ice just left of a cave to easier angled ice.
2. ISm. Climb an ice ramp up left.

MEALL NAN TARMACHAN, Creag an Lochain (M.R. 591402 to 590 410):
R. Simpson and G. E. Little have been climbing on the crag separately and have
both done many of the routes . The buttress names are from Simpson.
This crag lies 500m north of Arrow Buttress and holds the routes Turf Accountant
and Tote Gully . The main face is 600m long and 200m high and is characterised
by the following features (from left to right):
An Innean (The Anvil): A shapely buttress with a steep triangular base immediately below the summit.
Coire nan Easan: The hanging corrie with its distinctive waterfalls.
An Caisteal: The square tower on top of the ridge defining Coire nan Easan on the
right.
Y Gully : Drains the central mass of lower angled broken ground to the right of An
Caisteal.
Coire Tuath (North Coire): The northerly section of the face drained by a big
right-facing corner.

South Gully - 150m 1/11. M. Thewlis. 13th January, 200l.
A snow climb with icy sections and no cornice. It lies just left of Summit Gully.
Summit Gully - 150m 11. D. Dytch, R. Simpson (alt.) . December, 1999.
A well-defined narrow gully bounding An Innean on the left. Easy ice leads to a
steeper pitch on the right to outflank the cornice.

An Innean:
Blanche - 180m IV . D. F. Lang, R. Simpson (alt.). 20th January, 2001.
A direct line up the left flank of the Anvil via the conspicuous long icefall.
1. 45m. From a small snow bay, climb directly over a series of walls to a 6m ice
frieze at 25m. Climb this (crux) and continue to the icefall in the middle of the face.
2. 45m. Climb the ice. A classic pitch.
3. 90m. Two pitches of easier mixed climbing lead to a turfy headwall.

Turf Accountant - A shallow groove and chimney up the left side of the base of the
Anvil.
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Home Front-190m IV,4. G. E. Little, R. McBain, 1. Lowther. 19th February, 2000.
A roughly triangular buttress lies to the left of Tote Gully . A dog-legged fault lies
to the right of centre of this buttress (and to the left of the turfy ramp that ends in
an impasse). The fault forms the general line of the serious, poorly protected first
pitch.
1. 50m. Start to the left of the dog-legged fault and climb a turfy slab to steepening
ground. Traverse right into the bend of the fault and climb the right-trending ramp
to an edge. Climb straight up a steep vegetated groove to a crumbly flake.
2. 50m. Follow a ramp up and left, then climb straight up to cracked blocks.
Continue straight up to easy ground (no obvious belay).
3,4. 90m. Easy snow and broken ground leads to the top.
Coire nan Easan:
Tote Gully - The twisting groove and open corner which defines An Innean on the
right.

Fragile Fall/Cloven Buttress - 180m IV,5. G. Penny, R. Simpson (alt.) . January,
1999.
Three ice smears lie to the right of Tote Gully. The most continuous ice below the
hanging coire is usually the central fall.
I. 45m. Climb the icefall from left to right, with perhaps an overhanging exit.
2. 75m. Snow slopes lead to a bay below a cleft in the upper buttress.
3. 60m. Gain a V -groove, climb it and exit right on to a steep rib. Follow the crest
to the top .
Odds are Even - 150m IV,3. G. E. Little. 15th January, 2000.
This route climbs the right-hand icefalL then crosses the basin (and the previous
route) to finish up the wide fan-shaped ice gully in the upper buttress.
Odds in Favour- 120m III *. G. E. Little. 15th January, 2000.
Above and to the right of the three ice smears lies an obvious thin chimney/gully
system. It is flanked on the right by a 'blank' vertical wall. The lower part of this
wall is broken by a turfy fault. Climb the fault to a slight bay on the front face of
the buttress. A long turfy groove runs up from the bay. Follow it (fairly close to the
edge of the 'blank' wall), then finish up the snow slope above.
An Caisteal:
Ground Force - 160m IlI,4 *. R. McBain, G. E. Little, J. Lowther (alt.). 19th
February, 2000.
A satisfying route tackling the front face of the buttress flanked (on its left) by the
. 'blank' vertical wall. It follows the distinctive right-trending groove/gully system.
1. 30m. Climb the open groove to under a roof on the left.
2. 50m. Ascend the open gully to a cave-like constriction. Move right, then step up
on to an exposed edge. Climb the short hidden ice chimney above to exit on to a
wide shelf.
3. 50m. Climb the wide icy scoop in the wall above and mixed ground beyond.
4. 30m. Easy snow leads to the top.
NOTE: Simpson started from the very toe of the buttress.
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Y Gully - 200m (vertical) IIIIII. Unknown party. January, 1999.
The most satisfying line up the wide broken face between An Caisteal and Coire
Tuath.
I . Follow a small frozen stream into the right-facing corner which usually provides
some ice pitches. At half height the right branch snakes through broken rocks to the
right.
2. The left branch defines the tower of An Caisteal and contain s a steep pitch of
about 20m near the top.

Coire Tuath:
The Long Goodbye - 200m (vertical) n. R. Simpson, M. Thewlis (alt.). December,
1998.
1. A big right-facing corner defined by a very steep wall cuts back leftwards into
the upper coire.
2. Exit by a twisting gully in the top left of the coire.
The summit of Meallnan Tarmachan lies I.S km SSE of the summit of Creag an
Lochain, and looks very fine from this angle. The blunt east face of the ridge rising
above the Tairbh Uisge (Uisge an tairbh) provides a sporting route to the summit
via steep snow, ice smears and broken ribs.

Cam Chreag:
The most southerly section of Cam Chreag is a distinctive isolated dome with short
cliffs on both its north and south flanks . Those on the south flank hold the following
route.
Low Pressure - 60m IlI,4. G. E. Little, S. Muir (alt.). 26th February, 2000.
At the foot of the crag is a small cave. Start Sm below it.
1. 3Sm. Follow a snow ramp Oust below a line of overhangs) to a slot in a rock
barrier. Pull through this (crux), then continue straight up to a slight bay in the final
short wall.
2. 2Sm. Pull out of the bay, then continue on easy snow to the top.

Carlin's Buttress:
On the Wagon - lOOm IV,4. D. Crawford, E. W. Brunskill. 20th January, 200l.
This route climbs the narrow buttress which fOlms the left wall of the groove line
of Oochahoarye. An excellent and varied route with a wild crux.
I . 30m. Start at the foot of the buttress at an obvious overhung recess. Climb
through the recess and continue up the buttress to another recess where the buttress
starts to steepen.
2. 2Sm. Climb up and right following the obvious shallow groove system to an
impasse overlooking Oochahoarye. The impasse is now avoided by a spectacular
traverse left along the obvious hand and foot rail (crux). After the traverse climb
up and left to a small recess.
3. 3Sm. Continue up the buttress trending left then right up a shallow groove line
passing a flake crack to reach easy ground and the top.
Little Gully - SOm II *. G. E. Little. 23rd January, 2000.
On the upper right edge of Carlin's Buttress lies a thin shallow chimney-gully,
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easily accessed from the ridge above via snow ramps further right. It gives a
delightful long pitch at the upper limit of its grade.
NOTE: S. Burns notes that the route One for the Road, climbed with S. Burns in
1997 should be Grade II (originally climbed in lean conditions).
Creag na Cailleach:
The Ramp - lOOm II *. G. E. Little. 23rd January, 2000.
This enjoyable snow climb lies near the right-hand end of the crag and from a
distance has the appearance of a short gully. Start at the left-hand edge of the very
steep rock wall that faces the upper corrie. A distinctive ramp runs out right defining
the top of the steep wall. Follow it past a constriction to a bay. Climb straight up
by a shallow groove and easier ground above.

Great Gully - 140m IV,4. Probable 2nd ascent by G. E. Little, K. Howett, 13th
January, 200l. (First ascent in 1902!).
This somewhat inappropriately named line (more of an open groove system) is the
most obvious feature on the front face of the crag and is bounded on the right by
a steep rib. Start directly below the groove.
1. 40m. Climb slabby vegetated ground to the foot of the groove.
2. 55m. Climb the ice-filled groove to exit on to a ledge (running out left) . Make
steep awkward moves to enter the continuation groove and climb it to enter a short
chimney. Exit the chimney, then traverse left and up to a wide crack on a turfy ramp.
3. 45m. Continue straight up to reach easier ground leading to the top.
For Whom the Bell Tolls-l30m IV,4. G. E. Little. 20th January, 2001.
This deceptive line lies about 25m to the left of and roughly parallel to Great Gully.
Its most distinctive feature is a wide ice-filled slot about 25m above the foot of the
crag. Start directly below the ice-filled slot. Climb up to it, then surmount steep ice
to gain the lower diagonal rake. Continue straight up to icicles at a weakness in the
rock barrier above. Gain a little ramp, then traverse left and up to gain easier ground.
Trend slightly right to reach the upper diagonal rake at the foot of a shallow groove.
Follow this to the top.
The Easy Way - 120m II. G. E. Little. 20th January, 200l.
Start 25m to the right of the obvious undercut flying buttress on the left side ofthe
crag. Ascend to gain an easy-angled, right-trending groove/ramp, flanked on the
left by a steep smooth slab. Follow this withjust a couple of awkward moves to gain
easy ground. Continue easily to the junction of the two diagonal rakes. An open
gully is followed from this point leading directly to easier slopes above.
Momento Mori - 60m IV,5 **. G. E. Little, K. Howett (alt.). l3th January, 2001.
Near the left-hand side of the crag lies a clean undercut flying buttress. It abuts slabs
on the right forming an open corner.
1. 30m. Climb into the slabby corner from the right, then follow it with interest to
exit on to a turf ledge.
2. 30m. Traverse right to enter and climb a hidden, left-trending groove leading to
a ledge. Surmount the vertical ice formations above to reach easier ground.
Descend by traversing off left over broken ground.
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ARRAN
BEINN TARSUINN, Consolation Tor:
Draugen - 50m VS 4c. M. Robson, T. Ward. 9th May, 2000.
Good well protected climbing up the wallleftofTarsuinn Chimney No .I. Start Im
left of the big chimney and climb straight up the wall for 35m to belay on a grass
ledge in a bay (strenuous 4c). Exit the bay to the right.
CIR MHOR, Rosa Pinnacle, Lower East Face:
M. Gear notes an ascent of Squids and Elephants (guide p82, El 5b)/Ariel ' s An~te
(SMC) 1998) and thinks they are the same route, with the grade being top end El
5b. The initial ISm was scrambling and the route climbed from a belay after this.

LOWLAND OUTCROPS
GLASGOW OUTCROPS, Dumbarton Rock:
Friends in High Places - 35m E5 6a *. D. MacLeod (unsec). 2nd February, 1998.
This technical route climbs the wall right of The Unforgiven. Start below an
overhanging rib just left ofBenny' s Route and climb this to a large bulge. Continue
directly past overlaps to a good hold. Climb slightly rightwards over a bulge (crux)
and move right to a rest. Traverse right to gain and finish up easy grooves.
Fatso - 30m E4 5c *. D. MacLeod (unsec). 3rd June, 1998.
This bold route climbs the wall right of Longbow. Start as for Fever Pitch and
follow it for IOm to a horizontal. Traverse right and move diagonally up to the
obvious right-pointing spike. Stand on this (assortment of gear), then traverse left
and then up across the wall to gain the base of a ramp slanting up right. Finish easily
up this.
Knees and Toes, Knees and Toes-40m E4 5c. D. MacLeod, R. Ewan. July, 1998.
Start at the foot of Natural Born Drillers. Traverse horizontally right across the wall
to a tiny niche (Friend). Climb the overhanging wall directly above to where it
steepens (Friend 5 useful) , move right to the arete and climb this to a slab. Traverse
left past a large loose block to reach the base of an overhanging corner. Continue
up the corner to gain easy grooves which lead to the top.
Dumb and Dumber - 20m E7 6c **. D. MacLeod (unsec). 15th June, 1999.
A short route but serious and very thin. Start just right of Chemin De Fer and climb
the easy slab to reach an obvious perched block below the smooth black wall. Stand
on the block (crucial wire at hip height in the small corner to the left). Take a deep
breath, then climb the desperate wall direct with very thin moves to reach the flake
of Rock of Ages. Finish up this.
Still Going - 12m VS 4c. D. MacLeod, P. Mcgowan. July, 1998.
This route climbs the bulging wall between Pinky and Perky.
Nagilation - 4m E6 6b **. D. MacLeod. June, 1998.
This short but terrifying route climbs the intimidating leaning wall right of
Pendulum above an horrific landing. Start near the right edge of the wall, standing
on the razor sharp boulder. Gain a fin shaped hold and use this to make a dynamic
journey to the top of the boulder.
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Dunglas:
Don't Wake up Now! - 18m ES Sc *. D. MacLeod. 25th July, 1998.
An unusual and dangerous route, the first to cl imb the lower of two prominent black
overhangs on the crag's front face. Start near the left end of the lower overhanging
face . Climb the steep wall to reach a large detached block. Traverse right along this
then move up the bulge above. Make a long and blind reach through this (crux) and
finish more easily. The rock requires care.
Dream Delirious - 18m ES Sc *. D. MacLeod. August, 1998.
This route climbs the centre of the lower black wall. A dangerous solo with some
suspect rock. Start right of Don't Wake Up Now at a cave. Climb the wall direct to
a good rest in a niche at half height. Continue with increasing steepness and pull
through the roof on large holds in an exposed and serious position. Continue more
easily to finish on the grass ledge.

Craigmore:
Craig 's Wall- 12m E7 6c ***. D. MacLeod. 18th May, 1997.
This hard top rope problem has finally been lead to give an cxcellent route. Climb
the wall to the good hold and place an assortment of small RP' s. Move slightly left,
then climb the desperate wall boldly to the top .
Auchinstarry:
Shiny Happy People - ISm E3 6a **. D. MacLeod, S. PattersOll. August, 1999.
This climb takes a line up the slab and arete above the belay of Power Play. Start
at the Power Play belay. Pull over the bulge abovc using a borehole and undercut
(crux; Fliend #3 I h). Continue directly up the slab and arete to the top with small
RPs for protection.
The Javelin - 1Srn E2 Sc **. D. MacLeod, S. Patlerson. August, 1999.
This line takes the obvious arete above The Replicant. Approach the arete via the
groove on the left. Span right to the arete and make a curious move to step around
on to the front face using a footledge. Finish up the arete.
Glasgow No More - ISm VS Sa. S. Patterson, R. Fraser, D. MacLeod. August,
1999.
This route takes the groove left of The Replicant, moving right at an overlap to
finish.
Deep Throat- 20m ES 6a *. D. MacLeod, S. PattersOl1. August, 1999.
A lead of the route Deep Throat Revived, the first since it was altered by rock fall.

THE GALLOWAY HILLS, Corwar (M.R 483 705):
This small but steep crag of compact granite (pronounced Corvar, near Newton
Stewart) has a beautiful outlook south-east over Bargaly Glen. It is fast to dry,
catches plenty of afternoon sun and is quick to approach. The crag was discovered
hiding in the trees by the local forest manager in spring 1997 and liberated from the
dense forest that summer: hopefully the small clearing between the crag and the
forest road will be allowed to remain. The rock is rough, sound and continuously
steep. Protection can be tricky on some of the harder routes and a good selection
of small camming devices is recommended.
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Access is from the A712. Turn off the A 7S onto the A 712 before Newton Stewart
and drive 4 112 miles up the road to the forest road turn-off signposted 'Corwar and
Dallash '. Follow this forest road down the hill , take the left turn at the bottom and
then turn left at the next two forked junctions. lOOm beyond the last junction the
crag can be seen up through recently felled trees on the left, about a minutes walk
from the forest road. Total walk from the A712 is about 2S minutes. A faster but
more difficult approach can be made in about 10 minutes by contouring the hillside
through the trees from the car park at Glen of the Bar (Map Ref 479707). The most
obvious feature of the crag is the shallow chimney/groove near the left-hand end
of the main face taken by Bigger Than Tigger. Further right, the obvious right to
left-slanting break, passing a smooth black niche (which at the time of writing
contains a small birch sapling), is taken by Ruta Aurelio. The lengths given are the
route lengths; good tree belays lie about 10m beyond the top of the climbs. Routes
are described from left to right.

Pinus Worship - 30m V. Diff *. C. Hossack, J. Biggar (alt). 20th May, 1998.
Good but contri ved climbing, taking a route up the left-hand end of the crag. Climb
the rib on left side of the slab beneath the obvious overhang left of Bigger Than
Tigger, then the left wall of the overhang itself, finishing on an excellent hold.
Climb the slab above (possible belay), move right and climb the blunt rib above on
good holds.
Bigger Than Tigger- 20m Severe *. J. Biggar, A. Owen. 13th May, 1998.
Climb the obvious chimney/groove near the left hand end ofthe crag, stepping left
at the top to finish up the steep wall above on excellent holds.
Alpamayo No More - 2Sm VS 4c *. J. Biggar, S.J.H. Reid, D. Aurelio . 20th
October, 1999.
Start up the groove ofBiggerThan Tiggerfor Sm, then step outright. Climb the wall
above, via a shallow cave, straight to the top, passing right of two small trees.
Direct Start - El Sb. S.1.H. Reid, J. Biggar. 3rd May, 2000.
Climb the steep wall just right of Bigger Than Tigger to join the ordinary route.
The Prune - 30m VS 4c **. J. Biggar, L. Biggar, L. Cannon. 21st June, 1998.
An excellent sustained route. Start up the groove of Bigger Than Tigger for Sm,
then follow the diagonal crackline out rightwards across the face for about Sm to
join the Peach. Either finish up the shallow groove of the Peach directly above, or,
better, make one move up and continue rightwards to the dark blocky scoop on the
right and then move back up a left-slanting ramp (finish of Rut a Aurelio) to the top.
The Peach - 2Sm HVSlEl Sa!b **. J. Biggar, C. Hossack. 17th October, 1999.
A climb with a definite crux! Start at the stump Sm right of Bigger Than Tigger.
Climb directly up the wall until it eases and move up slightly right to a shallow
groove and finish up this. The crux is low down, now protected by a peg runner. For
those under SftlO however, the crux is clipping the peg and is El Sb.
Variation, FRCC Finish - 4c **. S.1.H. Reid, R. Kenyon, D. Staton. 30th April,
2000.
Artificial but excellent climbing. From above the peg, move up and left into the
shallow cave on Alpamayo No More. Leave this on the right and climb directly up
the wall above on excellent holds.
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Plum Line - 30m E2 5b ***. SJ.H. Reid, J. Biggar. 10th November, 1999.
A direct line up the highest section ofthe crag taking in the obvious short open pink
groove/scoop at half height. Superb but bold in places. Start at the lowest rocks and
climb the slabs above until stopped by a smooth bulge. Move left and up (poor peg
runners) and make a difficult mantelshelf into the pink groove above (good wire
low on right). Climb out of the groove on the right and make a long reach to gain
easier ground. Move lm up the leftwards-slanting ramp (Ruta Aurelio) and then
step right onto the bulging headwall and climb this directly to the top.
Corwar Wall- 22m HVS 5a ***. S.J.H. Reid, 1. Biggar. 10th November, 1999.
An excellent and well protected route with an exciting finish, taking the easiest line
up this part of the crag. Start near the left-hand end of a narrow vegetated ledge
directly beneath the smooth black niche containing a small birch sapling. Climb up
a short blocky corner and move right to, and up over, a small overhang, then climb
up to the left-slanting break of Ruta Aurelio. Follow this up left to just before the
smooth niche containing the sapling, lunge upwards for a jug and hand-traverse
back rightwards until it is possible to move up to easy slabs.
Nutcase - 22m E2 5b *. SJ.H. Reid, J. Biggar. 3rd May, 2000.
Good, bold climbing directly up the wall between Corwar Wall and Tutti Frutti.
Start at the right-hand end of the grass ledge, 3m right of Cor war Wall and directly
under the point of the 'V' formed where the left and right-slanting overlaps meet.
Climb a slim faul t to a ledge and junction wi th Corwar Wall. Pull directly over the
overhang above, I m to the right of Corwar Wall, and go up to a dubious block under
the overlap. Move on to this from the left, place your last gear, and climb straight
to the top.

Tutti Frutti - 22m El 5b **. SJ.H. Reid, J. Biggar. 3rd May, 2000.
The obvious right-slanting fault provides a good route. Start 2m right of Nutcase
and 2 metres left of the stump at the right end of the crag. Climb straight up the wall
to a short, shallow groove and up this to the dubious block under the overlap. Follow
the rightward-slanting overlap to a thin crack and climb this to the top .
The Harvesters - 20m E4 5c. D . Armstrong, M. Hetherington. 3rd September,
2000.
Bold climbing up the wall to gain the thin crackline right of Tutti Frutti. Start at the
large tree stump near the right-hand end of the crag. Go straight up the wall Lo a
small overlap. Move up to a sloping foothold then straight up the wall above to a
good hold. Climb the short rib and crack above, right of the top crackofTutti Frutti,
to gain the slab above. Finish more easily.
Ruta Aurelio - 35m El 5b **. S.J.H. Reid, J. Biggar, D. Aurelio. 20th October,
1999.
A good climb taking the obvious right to left-rising traverse in its entirety. The crux
is short and well protected. Start 2m right of the big stump at the right hand end of
the crag. Make a bold rising traverse up to the break and follow this to the smooth
niche with the birch sapling. Cross the blank slab just left of the small birch (crux)
to a dark blocky niche and an easy finish up the leftwards-slanting ramp.

The Midge - 8m HVS 5a. J. Biggar, SJ.H. Reid. 3rd May, 2000.
A midget climb, making the best of the rock on the far right of the crag. Start as for
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Ruta Aurelio. Climb directly up the wall to a good nut in a short crack. Traverse 3m
horizontally right and move boldly to the top.
Farther up the glen (200m), and visible from the forest road, is a beautiful 5m slab
of granite which gives some good bouldering.

Dungeon Hill, Coo ran Buttress:
Hell Freezes Over-116m IV ,5. A. Fraser, I. Magill. 21stJanuary, 200l.
Totally obscure, a classic and compelling winter climb. Rarely in condition,
requiring at least one weeks hard freeze for the turf, followed by snow. It is based
loosely on the summer line of Roriama, taking the large vegetated fault immediately to the left of the slabs of Highway Man. Start at the lowest point of the crag.
Scramble up an easy right-facing corner to where the fault steepens. Move left on
to a large ledge (7m). Climb a rock wall 4m left of the corner with difficulty, then
move right across turf to regain the corner. Follow this over bulges to an alcove
(25m). Go up and over a chockstone to where the gully forks. Take the right fork
to a terrace (30m).Two metres right of the top of the preceding gully (lOm right of
an obvious detached leaning block) climb the line of maximum turf and continue
to the foot of the headwall, belaying beneath fluted cracks of the top pitch of
Monkey Puzzle (27m). Climb a turfy groove 2m right of the fluted cracks to a
steepening, traverse 2m left and finish up the top cracks of Monkey Puzzle (crux).
Easier to the top (27m).
NOTE: An earlier ascent of The Dow Spout (as mentioned in SMCJ 2000, p409),
has been claimed by S. Mortlock and J. Lawrence on lstJanuary, 1997 at the same
grade and when conditions were excellent.
MOFFAT AREA:
Dab 's Linn, Wateifall Direct-50m III11V. J. Lawrence, S. Mortlock, C. Barr. 30th
December, 2000.
There was an initial 3m ice bollard from the first pool, then the first fall which is
about 20m and up a mossy 80 degree slab/wall. This was still flowing in the centre
but had built up ice for 2m either side, formed into a mixture of mushrooms and juglike features. More scrambling led to the second main fall, around 15m of steep ice,
then lOm easier angled.
This was less well frozen with the central2m being flowing but a good metre of 6
inch thick ice on either side.
Raven Craig (M.R. 144 137):
Shortfall Gully - 180m 11. G.E. Little. 31st December, 2000.
This obvious shallow gully lies on the left side of Raven Craig where this broken
crag is at its highest. The gully is mostly easy-angled and a natural drainage line.
Near its foot the stream cascades down over steep rocks forming a 35m icefall.
Climb the icefall into the gully above (crux). Easy angled snow is then followed
until the gully opens out. A short ice step on the left wall (the drainage line) gives
access to easy ground above - a distinctive rock pinnacle lies to the right.
Alternatively, continue up the open gully to curve left above the rock pinnacle.

Firthhope Falls - J20m 11 *. G.E. Little. 31st December, 2000 (but no doubt
climbed before).
M.R. 153146. This atmospheric route climbs a series of frozen waterfalls up the
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bed of Firthhope Burn (the easterly tributary of Carrifran Bum). Start the climb by
entering a little gorge. The climbing finishes near the junction of Firthhope Burn
and Little Firthhope Burn on the west flanks of White Coomb.

THE DUMFRIES OUTCROPS, Clifton Crag, The Twin Cracks Area:
Clijion Pinnacle - ISm VS 4b . S.J.R. Reid, C. Read. 16th April, 2000.
A disappointing route. The large detached flake to the right of Twin Cracks is
climbed either by its left or right aretelchirnney (the crux is avoiding the gorse bush
on the latter) or by the chimney on its left (easier). Continue up the wall above on
dubious rock.
THE SOUTH-WEST SEA CLIFFS, MEIKLE ROSS, Limehouse Blues Cliff:
This crag is very vegetated at present (August 2000). The following route was
climbed as a cleaner, although loose, alternative to Exit Groove . Only recommended in emergencies.
Exit Arete - ISm V.Diff. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 22nd August, 2000.
The edge of the grooved arete to the left of Exit Groove. Finish out right.

The Red Slab:
Born to Boogie - 2Sm El Sa. M. Whitaker, 1. Weir. 11th August, 2000.
Climbs the blank-looking slab just left of Dolce Vita. Start below the centre of the
jagged overlaps and climb into a small sentry-box/niche. Pull out leftwards on to
an obvious large foothold, step up, then make thin moves back right to a thin crack
and incut holds. Continue straight up, with poor protection, to a horizontal break
(good Friend protection), before the final wall leads to the shattered scoop at the end
of Dolce VitalScared to Dance. A belay rope pre-fixed to the fence is recommended.
Shake, Rattle & Roll - 2Sm El Sa. M. Whitaker, 1. Weir. 29th May, 2000.
Start just left of Born to Boogie, at the right side of the Grand Central Couloir.
Climb up to the overlap, where it forms a curved arch. Move up its left side as far
as a thin diagonal crack, then pull back right on to the left edge of the smooth slab.
Follow a thin crack up the rounded rib to a resting place out left, then step back right
into a groove. Go up this, passing a vegetated ledge, to a horizontal break (good
Friend protection). Continue up the easier but bold wall to the shattered scoop at
the end of Scared to Dance, etc.

Old Zawn Slab (M.R. 645 435):
This short but clean slab can be reached by a scramble down a gully to the right
(facing out) at low to mid-tide, or as mentioned in the guide (p 177), by abseil. The
existing 3 routes have been increased to 9, described from right to left.
Nursery End - lOm V.Diff. J. Bolton, P. Cocks, M . Whitaker. 24th July, 2000.
The corner at the right end of the slab, as far as the horizontal break. Traverse left
to the ledge to avoid vertical choss above.
Silly Mid-On - I Om V. Diff. M. Whitaker, J. Bolton, P. Cocks. 24th July, 2000.
One metre left, a diagonal crack slants up from right to left. Climb up to the start
of this, but continue straight up to the left end of the horizontal break on Nursery
End.
Fred Harper. Photo: fain Peter.
AlaSlair Helheringlon. Pholo: Denis Thorpe.
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Silly Mid-Off- lOm Severe. M. Whitaker, J. Bolton, P. Cocks. 24th July, 2000.
One metre farther left, thin twin cracks are followed until they intersect the diagonal
crack. Finish straight up.

Mid-Wicket-13m HVS 4c *. M. Whitaker, J. Bolton, P. Cocks. 24th July, 2000.
Between Grapeshot and Old Zawn , a thin crack-line leads to the middle of the
overlap. Finish straight over.

The Slips - 10m HVS 5a. M. Whitaker, 1. Bolton. 24th July, 2000.
The left side of the slab has a horizontal crack at half height forming a tiny overlap.
Starting 1m left of Evens, climb up to the right end of the horizontal crack, and
finish direct.
Left of the slab is a deep gully (the scramble descent at lowish tide). The left wall
of the bay consists of some steep black walls reminiscent of parts of Gogarth,
separated by a ramp sloping up from right to left.

** M. Whitaker, P. Cocks . 24th July, 2000.
The black wall below the ramp is split by a right-to-left slanting flake crack. At low
to mid-tide, step across the inlet to climb the flake crack to the break, then finish
more easily up the arete above.

A Wee Cracker - 15m VS 4c

PORTOBELLO, Slab Bay:
One GreenBottle -lOm V.Diff. M. Whitaker, 1. Weir, P. Cocks. 15th August, 2000.
The corner to the left of Grim Reefer, on the north side of the cove.
On the south side of the cove is a wide, low walJ overlooking the gully that leads
down to the base of The Man from Del Monte/Changeling.1t contains an obvious
diagonaJ fault line rising leftwards from the right hand end of the crag.

A Dream of White Helmets - 23m VS 4b *. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks, 1. Weir. 15th
August, 2000.
Start at a bracket at the right end of the fault. Difficult initial moves lead to an easier
section where a good small foot ledge appears. Where this peters out, continue with
interest until the little overlap ends at a shallow scoop. Move up and across to the
corner below dubious blocks, and pull out over these to finish up steep grass.

The Main Cliff:
Flaked Halibut - 15m Severe. M . Whitaker, P . Cocks. 27th May, 2000.
The wall to the right of Cockle Sucker is characterised by a series of flakes and
cracks . It has some convenient ledges near its base that can be reached easily by
abseil. From the ledges, traverse right and slightly down to reach the right arete of
the wall , and follow the prominent flake crack up the arete to the top.

Herring Aid - 15m Severe. M . Whitaker, P. Cocks. 27th May, 2000.
The obvious flake cracks directly above the belay ledge, just right of Cockle
Sucker.

The Prawnbroker - 15m VS 4c. A. Fraser, I. Magill. 19th May , 2000.
Start as for Happy Man and climb the wall to the right until near the right arete, then
fini sh by cutting back right.
Victor Russell.
Bill Myles. Photo: John Fowler Collectioll.
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Shark Fin Bay:
Musselsfrom Brussels - ISm VS 4c. A . Fraser, I. Magill. 30th May, 2000.
To the right of Basking up the Wrong Tree are steep parallel cracks. Climb these
to the ledge. Start up the arete above, then climb the wall just to the right to the top.
Worthwhile.

NOTE: The upper ridge to exit the routes in Shark Fin Bay is Dift. Climbing round
its left edge is Severe 4a, gives better climbing and is slightl y more bird-free in the
nesting season.
The U-Boat Pen:
Lurchin' with the Urchins-ISm H. Severe4b. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 27th May,
2000.
Climbs the obvious undercut crack, corner and slab to the right ofFeeJing the Pinch.
Much better than it looks.

Doon the Watter- 1Sm VS 4c. A. Fraser. r. Magill , R. Rankin, R. McAlIister. 27th
August, 2000.
Start as for The Ducking Stool but climb straight up the corner above. At its end,
move left on to the wall and go up this to the top.

Cracked Block Bay:
NOTE: Man Shot by Shed (SMCJ 2000) is Carry cots of Fire (SMCJ 1997).
KILN 0' THE FUFFOCK:
Between the slabs of Sea Fowl and Dave's Slab are a deep gully and some clean
rocky ledges, reached by abseil. The next route lies left of the deep gully, on the
right wall of the Sea Fowl slab.

Fuffocking Contortions -1 Om VS 4c *. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 20th August, 2000.
A deceptive climb that looks about Diff. at first glance. Start by falling across the
deep gully cleft and pulling into a short groove at the start of an overhung, lefttrending ramp.Ignore the latter and swing awkwardly right across two ribs to the
base of the corner, which is entered by more inelegant moves. Step up right, enter
the slot, and crawl back left to finish at the top of the corner. A memorable
experience.
Dave's Slab is assumed to follow the crack up the centre of the slab. The following
provides an alternative.

Zari's Slant - LOm V.Dift. M. Whitaker, I. Weir, P. Cocks . 20th August, 2000.
A crack slants up the slab from the left edge, to finish just right of Dave's Slab.

MONEY HEAD, The Bear Pit:
High Finance - 10m VS 4c *. M. Whitaker, P . Cocks. 26th May, 2000.
Left ofBolivars there is an obvious triangular niche Sm up the crag. Start below the
left end of this and climb easy rock, before harder moves gain the niche. Pull out
on to the left edge, and move up to a prominent jug. Sprint up the steep rock above
on good holds, moving slightly rightwards to finish .
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The Cioch Area:
Martin's Bank - 17m VS 4c

*. M. Whitaker, l Bolton, P. Cocks. 26th July, 2000.
Start up and right of Pot of Gold. Climb a short nose to overcome the initial bulge,
then move right and follow the obvious slotted corner at the right end of the slab
until under the right end of the overlap. Pull up right, then move back left, and finish
up a short hanging corner.

Loan Shark - 20m Severe. M. Whitaker, J. Bolton, P. Cocks. 26th July, 2000.
Start below and just left of Rainbow's End. Climb over the initial bulge and up easy
slabs to an obvious break in the overlap that defines the left edge of the Pot of Gold
slab. Pull through on mega-jugs, then move left to climb the left arete, to finish up
a short hanging corner.

LAGGANTULLACH, The Island Walls:
Jellyfish Jive - IOm H.Severe 4b. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 27th April, 1999.
The wall left of Bouillabaisse, via a flake and ledge. Finish up the cracked wall
above.
CRAMMAG HEAD, The Lighthouse Walls:
Anniversary Outing -I Om Diff. *. S. J. H. Reid , J. E . Reid. 20th September, 2000.
The obvious large groove with roofs just left of Shining Path.
20 - IOm Diff. *. lE. Reid, SJ.H. Reid. 20th September, 2000.
Start from the platform just right of the descent gully and a metre left of Anniversary
Outing. Climb up into the shallow groove in the arete and straight up to the top on
superb holds.

Little Flasher - IOm VS 4b. M. Whitaker, I. Weir. 12th August, 1999.
Climbs the right arete of the black slab, right of Poisoned Ocean, and just left of a
shallow gully. Climb over a bulge on large quartz holds, then follow the left side
of the arete thinly, to finish pleasantly across the right-hand end of the line of
overhangs on good holds.

Viking Zawn:
Up Helly Aa - 20m HVS 5a

**. A. Fraser, I. Magill. 15th April, 2000.
A tremendous and varied route with some unusual climbing. Start as for Funeral
pyre, which climbs the left side of a niche. This route climbs the right side of the
niche past a small overlap (2m left of a wide crack). Continue more easily to gain
the foot of a right-curving overlap. Follow under the overlap to its top. Gain the
crack which splings from the end of the overlap with difficulty.
Slockmill Pinnacle (M.R. 0938 3377):
The southern end of the Crammag Head headland is defined by a bay containing
a peninsula, marked as Sloucheen Slunk on the 1: 25,000 map. 200 metres southeast of this are a number of small crags, and a fine pinnacle of greywacke with a
slabby west face and an impressively steep south face. The base ofthe west face can
be reached by a short scramble just to the north. It is split by a crack/groove in the
shape of an inverted-Y.

Custer - 20m Diff **. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 2nd August, 2000.
This fine route climbs the arete to the right of the inverted-Y. Start at thefoot of the
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right leg. Step up on to a prominent footho ld, and move right on to the arete. Follow
it delicately to finish up the last few feet of the inverted- Y. Abseil descent.

Eldora - 20m Diff. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 2nd August, 2000.
The inverted- Y, with a start up the left leg. Abseil descent.
Old Ted - 20m Severe **. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 2nd August, 2000.
Another fine route. The slab left of Eldora has a sloping crack leading up towards
an overhang. Climb the crack and pullover the overhang by a move to the right to
finish up the lichenous slab above. Abseil descent.
Just to the left (north) of the Slockmill Pinnacle is a short steep s lab of granite, with
a prominent black crystalline hold , and short slanting crack at half-height.

Big Sandy - 15m Severe ** M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 2nd August, 2000.
Another excellent little route. Climb the slab, following holds just left of the crack,
to reach a line of holds trending right where the slab steepens to a wall. Pull up to
a ledge and finish back left.

Zawn Off Shotgun (M.R. 0935 3378):
North of the Slockmill Pinnacle area is an inlet with a fine SE-facing slab of pink
granite on its north side - The Pink Slab. Two rocky islands just offshore provide
another useful landmark. A narrow ledge slants across the base of the slab, and can
be reached by abseil. A line of cracks runs up the left edge of the slab.

Firearms Certificate - 17m V.Diff. I. Weir, P. Cocks, M. Whitaker. 18th August,
2000.
This follows the line of cracks, starting from a large ledge with an in-situ pool.
Wi-ped Biped - 18m VS 4c *. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 2nd August, 2000.
Climb the slab with relative ease a metre or so right of the line of cracks, via a
numberofhorizontal breaks affording good holds and protection. The final section,
up a thin bayonet-shaped crack, is much harder, and ends with delica te moves left
to the top of the crack system.
The BarricadesofHeaven-12mHVS 5a *** .M. Whitaker, l. Weir, P. Cocks. 18th
August, 2000.
From the centre of the slanting ledge climb direct to a thin crack in the final smooth
section. Follow this, a vague pocket on the left containing hidden delights and
providing the key to the barricades.

Suntrap Slab (M.R. 0940 3373):
Just south of Slockmill Pinnacle is a slabby line of cliffs facing west. Towards the
seaward end there are some ledges at the base which can be reached by a scramble
to seaward, or more conveniently by abseil. The main features of the crag are a wide
crack slanting up from the left, with adjacent slanting slabs and overlaps. They are
described from left to right.

Baked Potato - 20m Diff. I. Weir, M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 18th August, 2000.
From the ledges move left to climb the ridge that defines the left edge of the
overlapping slab. Finish up a slab on the left.
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Fried - 20m Severe. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks, I. Weir. 18th August, 2000.
Climb easily up to the overlap, pull leftwards through this past a prominent spike,
then move back right to follow the overlap to a prominent hold. Finish up the slab
above via a thin crack.
Boiling - 20m H. Severe 4b. M. Whitaker, I. Weir, P. Cocks. 18th August, 2000.
Start up Fried, but take the hanging slab beneath the overlap to reach the overhang.
Pull over and follow the overlap above rightwards to the top.
Char Grilled - 20m V.Diff. l. Weir, M. Whitaker. 18th August, 2000.
The buttress to the right of the wide slanting crack. Care with friable rock is needed
near the top.
Done to a Turn - 20m H. Severe 4b. M. Whitaker, l. Weir. 18th August, 2000.
Follow the slabby ramp on the right and finish up the steep headwall on the left.

MULL OF GALLOWAY, Carrickcorie (M.R. 142304).
This collection of crags is situated on the Mull of Galloway, south of West Tarbet
Bay. The Main Cliff is 400 metres west of Kennedy ' s Cairn, and was nick-named
Misprint Pint for some time before an O.S. map revealed the crag's true name.
Many of the route names are on the theme of a misprint. The crag is of generally
good quality greywacke, and gives well-protected routes with positive holds. It is
little affected by the tides, nor does it attract nesting seabirds. It enjoys sunshine
from late morning until sunset, and is an excellent crag for the low to mid-grade
climber.
South of West Tarbet Bay crag (140308) are two major inlets, the second one
containing a low island (when the tide is in) and a steep black north-facing wall on
its south side. This black crag is the start ofCarrickcorie North Crag. Just south of
this are some grassy depressions in the cliff-top, just before the fence heads off
south-east. Sacks can be left in the second hollow, and from here the final wide
curving crack of An Arm and a Leg is compellingly obvious on the left (facing out).
To reach the Main Cliff, an easy scramble down to non-tidal ledges is available to
the right (facing out), or a straightforward abseil can be arranged down Old
Whippersnappers. The latter is preferable at high tide in rough seas, when sections
of the non-tidal ledges can be spray-lashed.
A long narrow zawn defines the southern end of the Main Cliff. South of this, a long
promontory marks the strut of Can-ickcorie South Crag.

Carrickcorie North Crag (M.R. 14203050) :
The Main Crag is defined on its left (facing in) by a watercourse dropping into a
zawn just north of the easy way down (see Main Crag). The North crag stretches
from this watercourse north to the large bay passed on the approach route, and
includes the black north-facing crag mentioned. An easy way down can be found
adjacent to the watercourse, which accesses the right side of the cliff at all states of
the tide (as fru· as Marvin) , and as far as Astrofest in calm seas and lowish tide.
Otherwise, abseils are available. The rock is not as good on this crag as on the Main
Cliff, and many ofthe routes have an alpine feel to them. Routes are described from
right to left. The easy way down starts as a ramp and becomes a slab angling right
(facing out) into the first bay. Above this slab is a rounded rib split by a steep crack
with a collection of pockets on its rigbt side.
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Slartibartfast-15m V. Diff *. M. Whitaker, 1. Weir, P. Cocks. 16th August, 2000.
Climb the steep crack on good holds, and continue up the fine arete.
Zaphod Beeblebrox- 20m V.Diff*. M. Whitaker, 1. Weir, P. Cocks. 16th August,
2000.
Start in the gully that forms the left edge of the descent slab. Climb the slab to reach
a prominent thin crack that slants up right. Follow this, and continue up the slab a
metre left of the arete.
Marvin - J 6m Y.Diff. M. Whitaker, 1. Weir, P. Cocks. 16th August, 2000.
The arete that defines the first bay on the left. reached by a short groove and crack
on the right.
Left of Marvin is a chimney/gully. The next route climbs the ridge to its left.

Constellation Prize - 22m Severe. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 16th August, 2000.
Start on the left edge of the arete. sea permitting, or with more difficulty up the
groove to the right, to reach a ledge below a wide crack. Bridge up and pull round
the left side of the arete to reach a larger ledge, and continue to the top past some
doubtful blocks.
Past another deep gully and slabby ridge the crag changes aspect, facing north.
After an easy-angled corner above a large ledge, it becomes less accessible,
dropping straight into a short zawn. Below the easy-angled corner is a short gully.
The next two routes start here.

HyperspatialBy-Pass- 25m V.Diff. M . Whitaker, 1. Weir, P. Cocks. 16th August,
2000.
Follow the rib that defines the black north-facing crag on its right. Good positions
but care required with the rock near the top.
Astrofest - 26m HVS 4c *. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 1st August, 2000.
Climbs the right side of the black north-facing crag. Start in the gully, overlooking
the zawn . A line of large flakes is reached by traversing left from the gully. These
lead entic ingly upward, gradual ly getting smaller, while the crag gets steeper, until
they expire a few metres below a short, hanging layback crack. Fortunately the
angle eases at this point. Reach the crack and pull exultantly over the bulge to reach
a grassy ledge. Continue carefully up left to the cliff-top.
Carrickcorie Main Cliff (M.R. 1425 3045, Misprint Pint):
Defined in the north by a zawn and watercourse just north of the easy way down,
and to the south by a long thin zawn with an even longer promontory to its south.
Whilst the character of the rock means thatthe crag is eminently climbable virtually
anywhere, there are many strong lines , and the crag is one of the finest in Galloway
for the low to mid-grade climber.
The easy way down follows a ramp first rightwards and then back left (facing out)
to reach the foot of an easy-angled buttress containing two shallow corners. Routes
are described from left to right.
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Not a Fiend in the World-lOm V.Diff.J.Bolton,P. Cocks , M. Whitaker. 30th May,
2000.
This takes the left-hand of the two shallow corners.
Hula in a Brass Skirt - lOm V.Diff. J. Bolton, P. Cocks. 30th May, 2000.
Right of Not a Fiend ... is a short groove with a smooth left wall. Start here, and
climb the crack in its right wall , continuing up the cracked buttress above.
I'm Sorry, I Haven't A Cleugh - 10m H. Severe 4a. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 1st
August, 2000.
A deceptively difficult route that climbs the stepped groove with an overhang on
the left wall of the shallow corner of Weigh Out. Layback moves are the cleugh.
Weigh Out - 10m Diff. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 2nd June, 2000.
The right-hand of the two shallow corners.
Happy as a Sand Martin - lOm V.Diff. *. M. Whitaker. 30th May, 2000.
The buttress to the right, following some shallow grooves.
The crag now steepens up and curves round to face south, with a pronounced bulge
at half-height. The left end of the bulge forms an overhung niche, with a dog-leg
crack to its left.

No Tern Unstoned - ISm VS 4b. M. Whitaker. 2nd June, 2000.
Start up a thin flake in the slab, which leads to the dog-leg crack. Climb this, with
an awkward move at the top.
Still Waiting for a Bolt Hole - ISm H.Severe 4b. M. Whitaker. 2nd June, 2000.
Start in a corner just right of No Tern Un stoned. Climb easily to the bulge, and pull
over this awkwardly on big spikes to move rightwards into the niche. Escape to a
good ledge on the right, and continue up another bulge to the top.
The bulging wall to the right contains a number of crack lines, including two leftfacing flakes, before terminating in a clean-cut corner behind a twin-headed
projection in the non-tidal ledges.

Oook-lSm HVS Sa. M . Whitaker. 30th May, 2000
This takes the right-hand flake through the bulge. Climb easy rock to get stood on
some short pinnacles below the bulge. Pull through on excellent handholds to a
slab, step back left and take the second bulge direct (crux) on reasonable holds, just
right of an easy groove.
Old Whippersnappers - ISm Severe *. M. Whitaker, 1. Weir, J. Bolton, P. Cocks.
(A team with a combined age of207, presumably why the date was forgotten - Ed).
The clean-cut corner provides an excellent route, with a good move over a small
overhang, and a convenient block belay at its top.
From behind the twin-headed projection the non-tidal ledges drop down into a
recess overlooked by a wide, overhanging crack. Right of this is an inverted-V
corner with a slot at its top.
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Gun Slot Wounds - 20m H.Severe 4a. M. Whitaker, I. Weir. 30th May, 2000.
Climb the inverted corner, and pull painfully through the slot on a very sharp-edged
pocket. Continue up the crack above.
To the right of Gun Slot Wounds is a fine projecting buttress giving two of the best
routes on the crag. The streaks of green weed on the ledge at the base are an obvious
landmark.

**. M. Whitaker, J. Bolton, P. Cocks. 30th May,
2000 .
Start up the left edge to a ledge, then follow the shallow groove to a good foothold
on the arete. A crack above contains hidden delights. Finish just right of Gun Slot
Wounds. Superb delicate climbing with excellent protection.

Anemone Action - 20m VS 4c

**. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 28th May, 2000.
Start up the right edge to a ledge, then follow the striated crack line near the right
edge.

Ruddy 'ard Kipperling - 20m VS 4c

The crag falls back to form a rocky bay with a drainage line in the left corner. On
the right another buttress projects forward, with the stunning curving crack of An
Arm and a Leg starting halfway up its left flank, overlooking the rocky bay .

Outer Limpets - 22m Severe. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 29th July, 2000.
Takes a central line up the rocky bay, keeping just to the right of the drainage line.
A Pint and a Fag - 20m H.Severe 4b. M . Whitaker. 2nd June, 2000.
Start in the second corner left of the arete of the buttress. Follow the right corner
of the rocky bay on flake holds and bridging to a short chimney-slot. Exit thi s on
the left.
A Load of Pollacks - 20m vs 4c. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 29th July, 2000.
Follow A Pint and a Fag for about 8m, then break out right to reach the easier ramp
line immediately below the top crack of An Arm and a Leg.

***. M . Whitaker, I. Weir. 30th May, 2000.
A route that named itself, but does not need a wedging technique to climb it. A
classic route that can be escaped at half height, but not once the climber commits
to the crux section. Start just left of the arete, and right of A Pint and a Fag. Climb
the shallow corner and continue up the thin flake crack on the arete to pull round
right on to a big ledge at the start of an easy ramp. Move up into the wide crack
above, then make bold and committing moves up this, via a handy flake out right,
to reach the safety of a big block where the crack curves over into the horizontal.
Finish straight up.

An Arm and a Leg - 20m El Sa

The right side of An Arm and a Leg buttress forms the left wall of a large corner
split by a chimney-crack. The next three routes take lines up its slabby face, and all
start at the foot of the chimney-crack.

The Hissing of Summer Prawns- 22m H. Severe 4b *. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 29th
July, 2000.
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Start up the corner but traverse left after 2m to a groove system. Follow this, and
the more clean-cut groove above, to a ledge on the right below the capping
overhang. Clear this by moves to the left, to finish at the top of An Arm and a Leg.

A Plaice in the Sun - 22m H. Severe 4a. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 29th July, 2000.
Start as for Hissing, but pull over the bulge to the right of that route's groove system,
and follow the s lab above directly to the ledge below the final overhang. Pull
sensationally through this on a large wedged block.
Any Corona Left? - 22m V. Diff. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 1st August, 2000.
Follow the chimney-crack for Srn, then move left on to the slab to climb it easily
to meet the final section of the chimney-crack again, after it has curved up
leftwards. Finish steeply and carefully up the break above.
Coroner Wright - 22m V. Diff. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 29th July, 2000.
Climb the chimney-crack direct to the point where it curves leftwards. Move right
on the slab, and back left on a good foothold, to clear the bulging finish.
The right wall of the large corner forms the left face of another fine projecting
buttress, characterised by a slim right-facing corner in its lower half, and a zigzag
crack towards the top. Three good routes climb this face.

On Porpoise - 20m VS 4b. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 29th July , 2000.
Climb the rib on the left of the slim corner, moving left and up to the overhang where
it is split by a short quartzy crack. Pull over here, and finish up the deceptively
awkward corner above.
Flounders ofthe Baskervilles- 20m HVS Sa **. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 29th July,
2000.
Climb the slim corner to the overhang. Pull over rightwards on excellent holds, then
continue up rounded ledges to the base of the final wall. Climb this with difficulty
1m right of the final corner of On Porpoise.
Cod Moves in Mysterious Waves -20m VS 4c **. M. Whitaker, I. Weir, P. Cocks.
30th May, 2000.
This more or less follows the line of the zigzag crack. Climb a shallow corner to the
right of Flounders ... , move right to a ledge then up and left to a bigger ledge just
left of the crack. Make fingery moves back right over the next steep wall, then move
right below the diagonal crack to finish steeply just left of the arete.
The buttress continues with some impressive flake cracks on its right wall, then
forms a right-facing right-angled corner. The rock is slightly suspect on this part
of the crag.

Enema Territory-22m HVS *. M. Whitaker, I. Weir, P. Cocks. 2lstAugust, 2000.
Start just right of the buttress edge, below a crack in a shallow corner.
I. 6m 4a Climb the crack to the big ledge at the foot of the corner.
2. 16m 4c On the left wall of the corner are three flake cracks. Climb the right-hand,
and least clearly defined, one. Excellent climbing on very sharp flakes, which
should become safer with traffic.
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Friends on the Right, Enemas on the Left - 22m Severe. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks.
28th May, 2000.
Scramble easily to the foot of the corner (or climb pitch 1 of Enema Territory), then
bridge pleasantly up it, taking care with the rock in places.
The right wall of Friends has a chimney in its lower half near its right side. Beyond
this is an arete, and the narrow zawn that terminates this section of the crag.

Absolute Crab - 25m VS 4c. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 1st August, 2000.
Start in the chimney and bridge up its left side to a ledge on the left below a section
of very friable-looking rock. Step back right on good rock, and climb up steeply on
big holds to the overhang. Claw over this using a pincer movement, then scuttle
sideways up a series of walls and ledges, trending left.
Awkward Bustard - 25m H. Severe 4b. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 2nd June, 2000.
This starts at the base of the chimney, and climbs the right arete with much greater
delicacy and difficulty than would appear from below. Where the rock deteriorates
under the overhang, move left and continue up into a large niche. Go up this,
moving left near the top to finish up a crack.

Carrickcorie South Crag (M.R. 14273039):
South of the nalTOW zawn and rocky promontory that define the Main Cliff is a
west-facing cliff characterised by three ridges, with two steep walls in between.
Ledges at the base can be reached by abseil. The rocky promontory forms a spur
of the left-most ridge (facing in). Routes are described from left to right.

Ridgeard Corie- 28m V .Diff *. M. Whitaker, I. Weir, P. Cocks. 21 st August, 2000.
A route of Carrickter! The left-most ridge starts steeply, eases to a slab, followed
by a level section and a final steep wall. A mini-Alpine classic.
The back wall of the bay right of Ridgeard Corie has two prominent grooves in its
top half, and a distinct prow to the right. The next route gains the left groove with
greater difficulty than expected.

A Different Kettle of Fish - 20m HVS 5a *. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 21st August,
2000.
There is an obvious niche at the base of the wall. Start just left of this and climb up
to some prominent spikes. Stand on these, then step right and up to a cruel but
welcome hand-jam. Pull right with difficulty into a recess, then finish more easily
up the left-hand groove.
Castor Oil and Pollacks - 20m H.Severe 4a. M. Whitaker, P. Cocks. 21st August,
2000.
Right of the niche at the base of the wall, a crack slants steeply up to the right side
of the prow. Follow this for 5m, then move left on to an overhung slab that leads
left to the base of the right-hand groove. Bridge up this to finish .

Labrax, Right-Hand Slab (SMC] 1999, pI57):
Elegance-l3m E6 6b (maybe harder) **. J. Lines (unsec.). 19th September, 2000.
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Start 2m right ofthe left arete, where a horizontal line offingerholds leads left into
the centre. Follow a micro-thin crack up the centre (thin, sustained and hard to stop
and place small RP' s) until a foothold rest can be gained on the right. Step up to gain
a horizontal break (shallow Friend#lh on the left). Step left and go direct up the
. centre to the top. Cleaned on abseil, but led placing gear on lead .
A pinnacle sticking out of the beach lies SOm south of the slabs.
Reach or Beach - 8m E2 Sc *. J. Lines (on sight solo). 22nd September, 2000.
Climb the overhanging NE arete on the right side via obvious holds.

CENTRAL OUTCROPS, Cambusbarron Quarry:
Blockbuster - 30m VS 4c. D . MacLeod, S. Patterson . June, 1998.
This route climbs the high wall round to the right of Anabolic Steroids. The route
is well protected with exciting moves on a huge detac hed block.

In Hiding -lOm E3 Sc. D. MacLeod . June, 1998.
This is the first route on the shady right hand side of the quarry, taking the smooth,
mossy slab in the trees. Start just right of a large tree up against the face at cleaned
edges. Climb the thin slab, moving right at the top to a loose finish. May need
another clean .

Cambusbarron West Quarry:
Eastering Home - 10m VS Sa. I. McCabe, J.Shanks. 16th April, 200l.
Three metres left of the undercut buttress taken by Mutant Crocodiles and Queer
Uncle Henry (ie. about 10m left of Cha) is a cracked wall.Climb the prominent
central crack with a tricky move at half-height. Finish by the easy but loose corner
above.

Scales of Injustice - F7B+. M. Somerville, Si o'Conner. 2000.
About 10m left of Production Line is this quite sustained and difficult slab. S bolts
to the belay. Bolted due to lack of gear, distance from other routes and style of
climbing.
Miss Po - EllE2 Sb/c. M. Somerville, Si o'Conner. 2000.
Climbs the technical right-facing corner to the right of Force 8/Jason's Dilemma.

FIFE, Rosyth Quarry:
Master Fwap - ISm El Sb. S. Templeman. 13th July, 2000.
Takes the hanging arete between Heathy and Cathy. One runner was placed in a
triangular niche just above the overhang on the left, on Heathy. This niche was used
to gain the arete and good holds. The arete requires concentration and balance, and
if you fall off you'd better be able to levitate.

The Hawcraig:
The Dreeping Beak - El Sb/c. J.P. Dyble (unsec). 21st April, 2000.
Start to the left of Destiny Groove on the quartz wall. Climb directly up to the
porthole to the left of Destiny Groove. Step right under the overhanging nose to the
left ofUrmi (Friend #+). Pull directly over the nose and wobble upwards to finish
directly at the bolt.

